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ABSTRACT 
Nymsuque: Contemporary Muisca Indigenous Sounds  
in the Colombian Andes 
Beatriz Goubert 
 
Muiscas figure prominently in Colombian national historical accounts as a worthy and valuable 
indigenous culture, comparable to the Incas and Aztecs, but without their architectural grandeur. 
The magnificent goldsmith’s art locates them on a transnational level as part of the legend of El 
Dorado. Today, though the population is small, Muiscas are committed to cultural revitalization. 
The 19th century project of constructing the Colombian nation split the official Muisca history in 
two. A radical division was established between the illustrious indigenous past exemplified 
through Muisca culture as an advanced, but extinct civilization, and the assimilation politics 
established for the indigenous survivors, who were considered degraded subjects to be 
incorporated into the national project as regular citizens (mestizos). More than a century later, 
and supported in the 1991’s multicultural Colombian Constitution, the nation-state recognized 
the existence of five Muisca cabildos (indigenous governments) in the Bogotá Plateau, two in the 
capital city and three in nearby towns. As part of their legal battle for achieving recognition and 
maintaining it, these Muisca communities started a process of cultural revitalization focused on 
language, musical traditions, and healing practices. Today’s Muiscas incorporate references from 
the colonial archive, archeological collections, and scholars’ interpretations of these sources into 
their contemporary cultural practices. They also rely on knowledge shared with other indigenous 
groups related to them.  
This dissertation examines the revitalization of Muisca musical and language practices as 
part of a larger cultural process. This revitalization demonstrates how indigenous communities 
navigate the challenges of multicultural politics designed, at least in principle, to support ethnic 
and cultural difference. To this end: I analyze the Andean-oriented musical practices of current 
Muisca communities in the Bogotá savanna that are performed in public events; and I examine 
the Muisca affective attachments to música andina and its role in shaping a Muisca indigeneity 
according to present time. The ethnographic study of Andean music as it is performed in current 
Muisca cabildos also demonstrate the connection between sound and politics. I explore how 
Muisca song and language help in dealing with the contradictions of reemerging indigenous 
groups under the nation’s multicultural governmentality. I study how música andina style, 
including the stereotype of Andean indigeneity advanced by the sounds, instruments, and lyrics, 
contributes to the development of a Muisca identity and supports cultural revitalization and 
official recognition. In this way, I argue that the sonic revitalization provides an aural identity 
formation beyond the nation-state’s essentialistic parameters of indigeneity, thus contributing to 
guarantee minimal conditions for survival as an indigenous community. 
Out of the different sociolinguistic situations where Muysc cubun (the Muisca language) 
is used, I trace the details and difficulties of the process of language revitalization through the 
analysis of a corpus of Muisca songs. It is time to recognize that many of the previous studies of 
colonial Muysc cubun sources followed the grammarian approach of missionaries, and 
consequently neglected the description of sound. Most importantly, it is time to pay attention to 
the sociolinguistic discourse of current Muiscas. Today’s Muisca people who have viscerally 
lived the long history of silencing, and territorial and cultural dispossession have a say in what 
has been lost and what can be built. They put forward an update of the colonial reduced general 
language as part of the way to build themselves as indigenous in the 21st century and rewrite the 
history of the nation. 
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“Muiscas here and now?” 
 
 
“Nosotros no estábamos muertos, nos tenían borrados de la historia,  
pero aún seguimos vivos y estamos en la posibilidad de orientar a futuro  
la armonía de estos lugares nativos como pueblo Muisca  
y más en esta ciudad que es Bogotá.” 
 
“We were not dead, they had erased us from history, 
 but we are still alive, and we, as Muisca people, 
 can offer guidance for a harmonious future of native places 
 specially in this city, Bogotá.” 
 
Claudia Yopasá, 
 Indigenous Governor 
 Suba Muisca Cabildo, 
 Bogotá, Colombia 
(Claudia Yopasá, interview with Arturo Wallace February 2013). 
 
 
Muisca communities today 
In the midst of the 1991 proclamation of Colombia as a multicultural nation-state, a 
group of elders in Suba, one of the neighborhoods of Bogotá, identified themselves as 
“contemporary Muiscas,” and started down a complicated path towards their community 
achieving legal recognition from the nation as an indigenous group. Since then, the Colombian 
government has recognized five Muisca cabildos⁠ (indigenous governments) in the Bogotá 
savanna. Two of these groups live in the capital city and three in nearby towns. The cabildo of 
Suba was not only the first Muisca group recognized, but also the first urban cabildo ever 
recognized in 1990. The urban cabildo of Bosa was recognized in 1999, and the rural cabildos of 
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Cota, Chía, and Sesquilé in 2007. The approximate count of the Muisca population in the five 
cabildos ranges between fourteen thousand and twenty-two thousand people.1 
The current Colombian Constitution recognizes the right of indigenous communities to 
collective territory as instrumental for the survival of cultural difference (Col. Const. art. LXIII, 
CCCXXIX; Decree-Law 2164, 1995), but only rural cabildos have received collective territory 
titles. Although the collective territory of current rural cabildos represent a minimal fraction of 
their former territory, this marks a difference from Bosa and Suba, which are cabildos without 
territory. These two towns were annexed to the expanding capital city of Bogotá in 1954. As 
Sandra Cobos, former governor of the Muisca cabildo of Bosa states, “we did not arrive at the 
city, the city arrived at us” (Cobos et al 2015: 119). Urban cabildos were not granted collective 
territory because of the high price of urban lands mostly owned by private individuals, and the 
previously defined uses of the public lands. However, urban communities have symbolically 
appropriated local public spaces and have opened their private spaces for community activities 
such as rituals, collective gardening and festivals.  
As part of their legal battle for achieving recognition and maintaining it, Muisca 
communities started a process of cultural revitalization focused on language (Ostler and Saravia 
2013; Gómez 2016), musical traditions (Panqueba 2004, 2011), and healing practices (Gómez-
Montañez 2009; Martínez et. al. 2007, Martínez 2009). Muiscas incorporate references from the 
colonial archive, archeological collections, and scholars’ interpretations of these sources into 
their contemporary cultural practices; they also rely on cultural knowledge shared by other 
indigenous groups related to them. My research focuses on the revitalization of Muisca musical 
and language practices as part of a larger cultural process, and how this revitalization contributes 
                                               
1 The Muisca indigenous population is difficult to assess. While authorities estimate about 22,000 people, the 2005 
National census reported 14,000 persons who self-identified as Muiscas.  
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the ways in which indigenous communities navigate the challenges of multicultural politics 
designed, at least in principle, to support ethnic and cultural difference.  
    
 
Figure 1 :   Maps of Muisca cabildos in the Bogotá Plateau 
 
Muisca musical practices  
Collective Muisca events, from funerals to rituals, and from festivals to protests, are filled 
with live music and dance. People in the five communities tends to associate “ceremonial music” 
with private community and ritual affairs, while música andina, probably the most popular music 
style in the cabildos, is associated with a public performance of indigeneity (Amparo Guava, 
personal communication, July 2015). To introduce the musical and linguistic practices in current 
Muisca cabildos and how these connect with the politics of recognition, I open this dissertation 
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with two of my fieldwork ethnographic accounts of ceremonies where Muisca communities 
participated, and how the questions these events raised for me in turn motivated this research. 
Dr. Thomas van der Hammen’s funeral in March 2010 marked my first encounter 
with a Muisca community. The funeral was in his country house, located in the 
outskirts of Chía, a town close to Bogotá. It gathered many academics, friends and 
neighbors. His daughter and former colleague of mine, anthropologist María Clara 
van der Hammen, and his friend and fellow professor Gonzalo Correal recalled 
his extensive scholarly and humanistic achievements. Raised and educated in the 
Netherlands as a biologist and geologist, Dr. van der Hammen, one of the world 
leading experts on biodiversity in Colombia, devoted his life to the diachronic 
study of the Bogotá savanna: the evolution of the landscape, the migration of the 
first human groups into the region, and the protection and restoration of Andean 
ecosystems (Estévez 2002; van der Hammen 2005; Radio Netherland Archives 
2003).2 As an environmental activist he was central in creating the Thomas van 
der Hammen Natural Reserve in 2002 with the purpose of preserving 
underground water sources, improving the quality of the air, and protecting the 
animal diversity in the area (Reserva Forestal TVDH 2014; van der Hammen 
2005). The reserve positively impacts the life quality of the inhabitants of Bogotá 
and its surrounding areas, including the Muisca communities of Suba, Chía, and 
Cota. 
 
During the slow and sad descent of his coffin into the grave, a group of more than 
ten children, whose ages ranged between 7-14, dressed in black and white 
uniforms and adorned with hats with colorful laces played Andean melodies with 
Andean flutes (kenas), panpipes (zampoñas), and drums (bombos). They also sang 
tunes with stanzas in Spanish, and in an indigenous language. The Andean 
performance provided by these Muisca children was the most appropriate 
goodbye to a humanist who studied the history of the Eastern range of the 
Colombian Andes, where the Bogotá Plateau is located, and its earliest 
inhabitants. 
 
The ceremony was also a moment of astonishment and discovery: the children 
performing música andina at the funeral service belonged to the neighboring 
indigenous Muisca community of Chía, who lived in a reservation (resguardo). 
Guaguas Tchie (Children of the Goddess Moon), a music group from the 
neighboring community, came to pay homage to the memory of Dr. van der 
Hammen, who had been an ally in the cabildo’s battles to obtain legal recognition 
and preserve territory. Guaguas Tchie is perhaps the most important and long-
                                               
2 His three most important lines of work include the reconstruction of past climate and vegetation of the Bogotá 
Plateau (Estévez 2002); the study of tropical Andean ecosystems through mountain transect methods he designed 
(van der Hammen et al 1989); and the study of the earliest populations of the savanna with anthropologist Gonzalo 
Correal (Correal and van der Hammen 1977). The lithic artifacts Correal and Van der Hammen found in El Abra 
and El Tequendama hunter and gatherer camp sites are dated 12,500-15,000 B.C.E.  
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standing music group of the Chía cabildo; the group usually performs at 
community events and represents the Chía cabildo at cultural events organized by 
the governor or the mayor’s office. Guaguas Tchie was created by Chía Muisca 
authorities, including Carolina, Amparo, and Javier Guava to introduce the 
children of the community into Muisca culture through Andean music and dance.  
 
A few years later I was kindly invited to another funeral, this time, of an important 
Muisca governor. 
In August 2014, I attended a reburial ceremony of the bodily remains of Carlos 
Mamanché, former governor of the Muisca cabildo of Sesquilé. His remains were 
moved from the public cemetery of Sesquilé to a burial site inside Muisca 
territory. His remains had been kept in the local cemetery for seven years pending 
an official investigation regarding his alleged murder (Javier Guava personal 
communication August 1, 2014). The reburial ceremony began with a procession 
from the public cemetery in the town of Sesquilé to resguardo territory, about two 
miles higher up in the mountain. After Ernesto Mamanché, brother of the 
deceased and current governor of the Sesquilé resguardo played the conch shell 
trump to the four cardinal points in a salutation ritual, the crowd began climbing. 
Muisca participants grabbed maracas from their mochila bags, and for the length 
of the procession, the crowd walked under the slight rain, accompanying 
themselves with the constant beat of the maracas played at each person’s pace. 
 
Upon arrival to resguardo territory, participants performed rituals in the women 
and men’s ceremonial houses and then gathered for a final ceremony. Female 
attendees, about fifty, sang and danced around Mamanché’s urn, decorated with 
angel’s trumpet flowers on top, a ritual psychoactive plant used by Muiscas in 
colonial times. The sound of a constant beat produced by the rhythmic tap of 
maracas and ceremonial staffs (bastones de mando) beating on the wooden floor 
of the women’s house served as the rhythmic base for the songs, and as the 
connecting beat between them. The repertoire, performed in unison, included 
original songs, ritual indigenous songs from North America, México, and 
Colombia, and Latin American popular songs from the 1960s. While singing in 
the women’s house, female attendees received tobacco medicine (nasal snuff). In 
the final word circle (círculo de palabra), the community shared more tobacco 
medicine and songs accompanied by kena and shakers. Traditional Muisca 
authorities from the different cabildos emphasized the need to continue 




As particularly meaningful events of Muisca social life, these funerals show the relevance 
of musical practices within communal ceremonies. In Dr. van der Hammen’s funeral I was 
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introduced to the contemporary Muisca world, and in particular, to music sung in a mix of 
Spanish and Muysc cubun, the Muisca language that many scholars consider dead, and to young 
children playing Andean instruments in a virtuoso style. The funeral ceremony of governor 
Carlos Mamanché served as a glimpse to their spiritual world: filled with tobacco, yagé and men 
chewing coca, as well as collective ceremonies performed through dancing, singing, and playing 
music which was heavily influenced by Latin American music of the 1960s and Andean 
instruments. Taken together, these ceremonies provide an overview of the carefully woven web 
of Muisca contemporary culture and musical practices. 
For me, the funerals triggered musical, cultural, and political questions on the Muiscas as 
a living culture that I attempt to answer in this research. Since indigenous populations during 
colonial time were brutally reduced to resguardos (reservations), what might be the relationship 
between colonial Muiscas who inhabited the large Bogotá Plateau and current Muisca 
resguardos? What is the link between the widely studied pre-Hispanic and colonial Muisca 
cultural history (which contains references to gold-covered conch shell trumps, and to large 
ceremonies with melancholic music and dance), with the Andean contemporary repertoire? Why 
do they sing in a language that experts consider to be extinct? What do musical practices say 
about the larger Muisca reemergence under the current political framework of multiculturalism?  
This research focuses on the public performances of what Muiscas call música andina. 
The Muisca musical practices are strongly based on what scholars call the “folkloric Andean” or 
“pan-Andean” style (Turino 2008: xii). This style is a cosmopolitan popular practice inspired on 
the indigenous musics of the Bolivian and Peruvian Andes (Tucker 2013; Bigenho 2012; Ríos 
2012), which includes the use of panpipes, kenas, charangos, guitars, and Argentinian bombo 
drums (Turino 2008). This music transformed indigenous melodies into a popular genre that, for 
7 
decades, has brought audiences across the world a sonic experience of the Andean highlands 
(Bigenho 2012; Turino 2008).  
 
Muisca past, opposed historical narratives 
The existence of living Muisca communities clashes with the official, national version of 
Muisca as a culture of the past, hindering recognition and cultural revitalization.  
The opening epigraph (see page 1) by former Muisca Governor Claudia Yopasá 
summarizes the framework in which current cultural practices take place. Her statement 
succinctly presents a conundrum that Muisca communities face today: people think that Muiscas 
died. However, she states that Muiscas are still alive, although they have been erased from 
history. Yopasá’s statement suggests the clash of two historical narratives and the imposition of 
silence on the Muisca narrative since the emergence of the nation-state’s project of constructing 
the Colombian nation. Official history presents Muiscas as an indigenous culture of the past. In 
the narrative of current Muiscas they claim that they have not been dead, that Muiscas are in 
Bogotá, and that their cultural knowledge as native inhabitants of the territory can guide the 
development of the city. Both accounts assert the existence of a Muisca past, but in very different 
ways. While the late 19th century official history declared Muisca as a dead culture, and thus 
conveniently shaped as the proud past of a nation that was being born, Muiscas declare that they 
never died out. Chapter One brings a detailed discussion of these arguments.  
However, the discourse of official history exerts more authority than the one narrated by 
Governor Yopasá. This research does not privilege one account or the other as exclusive 
narratives, but recognizes the “differential exercise of power that makes some narrative possible 
and silences others,” a power located in the production of sources, archives, and narratives 
(Trouillot 1995: 25). This research takes account of the dominance of official history, which 
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declared Muisca culture dead in the 19th century, and silenced surviving Indians by condemning 
them to assimilation. But, by giving voice to Muisca communities today, I show how Muiscas 
respond to such an account and show how their version of history coexists with the other one and 
impacts the recognition of indigenous groups under the multicultural constitution. This Muisca 
ethnography presents cultural recuperation as a response to the colonial and nationalist strategies 
of reduction and homogeneity enforced since early colonial times to the 1980s.  
Acknowledging the coexistence of both narratives does not imply measuring the validity 
of one or another position. This research does not seek to determine how close or different 
current Muiscas are from pre-Hispanic or colonial records. This research presents different sides 
of this history by giving voice to the Muisca narrative that has been rarely heard, and explores 
the implications of being considered erased from history in official accounts. In the last thirty 
years legal tools have developed to defend indigenous ethnic difference, including the use of 
Andean music. This controversy is central to understanding the way musical revitalization is 
undertaken by Muiscas.  
My position regarding these narratives is based on the notions of time, memory, and the 
past as cultural constructs. The interest of cultural history in memory studies, particularly with 
scholars such as Maurice Halbwachs, Paul Connerton, and Pierre Nora, opened a new space to 
consider the existence of collective memories that usually differ from the written, official 
histories. The task of historians, then, is not to compose a single historical narrative, but to 
consider other voices that had not been taken into account in written records. Yopasá’s statement 
clearly presents two narratives: the official, and the one cultivated in the social memory of 
current Muisca communities.  
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These memory studies also analyzed the larger context where social memories are 
produced. By 1950 Halbwachs had already explained that societies have collective memories 
that, as any kind of memory or historical account, depend on the context of the society where it is 
produced. I also use a series of Latin American works that have explored the issue of memory 
among indigenous communities. These works explore how the past is constituted to serve the 
present interest of particular communities. In other words, people construct the past and use 
memories as narratives that are transformative according to present concerns (Abercrombie 
1998: 85; Correa 2016; Gnecco 2000; Langebaek 2005a; Rappaport 1994). As Cristóbal Gnecco 
explains when analyzing of history/indigenous memory in Colombia: “the interest for the past is 
articulated with the political needs of the present and the expectations of the future” (2000: 179). 
These works are also crucial to understanding the relation between the past, the present and 
memory.  
The transformation of the past is not an exclusive process enacted by nation-states; 
communities also mobilize the past according to their present conditions, but with different 
meanings and effects. The recuperation of the collective indigenous memory toward processes of 
identity is exemplified in Colombia in such instances as: the Páez native historians, and their use 
of colonial sources to narrate their past; the Yanaconas’ use of archaeological research to prove 
their historicity (Zambrano C. 2000); and the Guambianos’ efforts to regain former territory, and 
to recover their own history by narrating it in a native concept of time (Vasco, 2000). In the case 
of music, we find María Eugenia Londoño’s work on the Ebera Chamí past and the use of 
memory to recover musical practices (Londoño 2000). These studies show the connection 
between memories and identity: recovering the collective memory is a “central action in the 
process of constructing an identity” (Zambrano and Gnecco 2000: 17).  I continue Martha 
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Zambrano and Cristobal Gnecco’s analysis of the collision of hegemonic and dissident memories 
in different ethnic and cultural minorities in Colombia by focusing on the Muisca case. My 
research shows the confrontation of the hegemonic and dissident history of Muiscas, and the 
imbalanced relations of power between them.  
Thomas Abercrombie illustrates how to narrate the historical account and the social 
memories that constitute different versions of the history of the K’ulta people. Instead of 
conciliating the western narrative and the indigenous social memory to produce a unique version 
of the Aymara history, he acknowledges the uneasily coexistence of different “politics of 
memory and forgetting” and how, while official history is constructed on the colonial archives, 
K’ulta people keep their social memory through myths and rituals associated to the Andean 
fiesta-cargo systems (Abercrombie 1998: 16). Instead of attempting to reconcile the official 
history of Muiscas (associated with colonial records) with their own social memory (based on 
colonial records, their own oral memories, and interethnic dialogue with other kin-related 
indigenous communities), I acknowledge and narrate the official history and the orally 
transmitted idioms of indigenous social memory in Muisca communities and emphasize their 
clashes.  
The recognition of five Muisca cabildos since the 1990s alters the official history of 
Muisca culture as a matter of the past, by officially certifying the existence of five Muisca 
communities in the 21st century. The nation-state that declared the Muisca extinct in the 19th 
century as part of the nationalistic agenda is now, under a new multicultural constitution, 
recognizing the existence of Muisca groups. It could be said that multiculturalism gave a voice to 
Muiscas, ending their cycle of official silence and death. But, despite the fact that both official 
history and the memory of the community agree on the fact that Muiscas are alive, these two 
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accounts continue to differ. While official recognition requests the reemergence of an unchanged 
indigenous subject, Muiscas openly recognize the profound differences between pre-Hispanic 
and colonial Muiscas, and current communities. The nation-state supports the reemergence of 
indigenous communities based on the idea of a romanticized indigenous past, while Muiscas 
clearly recognize the historical events which dramatically altered their territory and lives. While 
the official version denies the implications of the historical transformations from the colonial 
period to the 20th century, which is still a position that also survives in certain discussions on 
indigenous cultures (Abercrombie 1998). In contrast, Muiscas base their cultural revitalization 
on acknowledging such differences. In 1999, during the first Muisca Forum, authorities of the 
Cabildo of Suba declared that:  
In spite of the fact that the indigenous community of Suba lost a large part of our 
Territory as a result of the great growth of the city and its aggressive urbanization 
strategies, added to a strong process of acculturation and mestizaje to our 
population, today we vindicate our culture and we call ourselves, NOT as 
descendants of the Muisca, but as contemporary Muisca who have had to use 
diverse strategies in the evolution of our culture. Like all [indigenous] peoples, we 
have changed, and in a certain way 'adapted' to mainstream society.3 
 
 
Latin American multiculturalism and cultural revitalization 
The official recognition of the five Muisca cabildos became possible because of the 
radical turn in Latin America to inclusive indigenous policies of the 1990s. During this decade 
more than ten countries (including: Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, Panamá,Venezuela, Brazil, 
Chile, Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina, Paraguay) changed their constitutions to support cultural 
                                               
3 Pese a que la comunidad indígena de Suba perdió gran parte de nuestro Territorio producto del gran crecimiento de 
la ciudad y sus agresivas estrategias de urbanización, sumado a un fuerte proceso de aculturación y mestizaje a 
nuestra población, hoy reivindicamos nuestra cultura y nos denominamos, NO como descendientes de los Muisca, 
sino como los Muisca contemporáneos que hemos tenido que usar diversas estrategias en la evolución de nuestra 
cultura. Al igual que todos los pueblos hemos cambiado y de cierta forma 'adaptado' a la sociedad mayoritaria. 
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and ethnic diversity. This was, in part, a response to the homogenizing policies for the 
construction of nation-states in the 19th century, based on erasing ethnic and racial differences 
(Jackson and Warren 2005; Ochoa Gautier 2014; Povinelli 2002; Sevilla 2006). The new 
constitutions shifted from considering cultural diversity as a “feature of the past that should 
disappear with progress and modernity,” towards thinking cultural diversity as a “constitutive 
element of current society, and part of the future project of a national society” (Gross 2000: 105). 
The constitutional shifts were adopted both in countries where indigenous populations are the 
largest sector of society, such as Bolivia and Ecuador, as well as in countries where they are a 
minority, such as Colombia, Chile and Brazil.  
The nationalist attempts to “wish Indians away” (Stavenhagen 2002: 28) and build Latin 
American nation-states without Indians were not effective enough to erase them from their lands. 
Despite the threatening conditions indigenous populations faced in nationalist projects (after 
having resisted the devastating conditions during the colonial period), by the turn of the 
millennium Indian populations in Latin America were rising and challenging the model of 
nation-states (Jackson and Warren 2005; Stavenhagen 2002; De la Cadena and Starn 2007). The 
legalization of the pluri-ethnic and multicultural character in most Latin American nation-states 
during the 1990s, pressured by transnational and local economic and political conditions, was 
developed through the ratification of international treaties and constitutional reforms (Gross 
2000; Sieder 2002; Van Cott 2002). 4 The International Labour Organization’s (ILO) Convention 
                                               
4 The emergence of a multicultural model in Latin America during the 1990s is related to a series of connected 
transnational and local conditions. At the transnational level, the renovation of democracy under a neoliberal model 
pushed for the support of new Indigenous politics that challenged the previous assimilationist model (Gross 2000; 
Sieder 2002).  Neoliberal policies in Latin America, in particular, were shaped by the International Monetary Fund 
and the World Bank, who pressed nations to resolve “fiscal, legitimacy, and governability crises” and promote 
“democratization, economic liberalization, and decentralization” (Jackson and Warren 2005: 552). In Colombia, the 
Indigenous movement developed rapidly during the second half of the 20th century and emerged as a strong player 
on the political stage in the 1980s and 1990s (Sieder 2002). Indigenous discontent was framed by political violence 
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169 on indigenous and tribal peoples recognizes the existence of indigenous peoples who are 
differentiated by social, economic and cultural conditions from the rest of national society and 
thus are entitled to differential rights. This includes cultural, territorial, and linguistic rights and 
the need to being consulted regarding public measures that might affect them, and force tribunals 
to take into consideration customary laws regarding their affairs (Gross 2000; Sieder 2002; Van 
Cott 2002). The implementation of constitutional reforms was oriented towards the recognition 
of the pluri-ethnic and multicultural character of national societies (Gnecco 2015), and 
specifically, towards acknowledging the differential rights already recognized by the ILO as a 
form of positive discrimination (Sieder 2002) to benefit politically, economically, and socially 
marginalized communities (Van Cott 2002: 49; Jackson and Warren 2005).  
The Colombian Constitution recognized two core rights: collective territory (resguardos), 
and the right to self-government (cabildos), along with other cultural, juridical, and political 
rights derived from these two—free health services, the right to a bilingual and bicultural 
education, free access to college education, no military service, no land taxes, the right to protect 
their environment, and the right to have two senators elected nationally by a special electoral 
circumscription (Gross 2000; Sieder 2002). Indigenous cabildos have the authority to 
autonomously rule over their territory through a collective body of authority called cabildo. The 
members of the cabildo are elected by the community to “design and implement development 
plans, to exercise indigenous customary law to resolve disputes within the community, to raise 
and administer taxes, and to receive a portion of national income comparable to that allocated to 
Colombian municipalities” (Van Cott 2002: 50). Although ideally an indigenous community 
                                               
at the end of the 1980s, the decline of public legitimacy of state institutions, and the political instability (Van Cott 
2002) that affected all regions in Colombia, including indigenous territories. 
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requires territory to exercise sovereignty, there are cabildos without resguardos (local authorities 
without territory), but not the other way around.5  
Even though multicultural politics allowed indigenous communities to participate in the 
1991 national project without giving up their indigenous identity, they became controlled by the 
nation-state (Gross 2000; Sieder 2002; Ulloa 2005). In her seminal work on Australian 
multiculturalism as a liberal settler model, Elizabeth Povinelli (2012) analyzes the implications 
of multicultural indigenous politics of recognition. By considering the “contradictions and 
impasses” of this politics as a “total social fact,” Povinelli focuses on the connection between the 
impossible desire of an “authentic” indigeneity requested by the state to grant recognition to 
indigenous communities and the “creative engagement” of indigenous subjects to “respond to 
this desire” (31). She presents Australian multiculturalism as a system that “works by inspiring 
subaltern and minority subjects to identify with the impossible object of self-identity” (6). As she 
explains, such an impossible desire does not only produce “good theatre”, but inspires 
indigenous subjects “to be this impossible object and to transport its ancient prenational 
meanings and practices to the present” (6). My dissertation is oriented to unveil the tension 
between the impossible desire of authenticity and the creative responses to this liberal politics.  
In this work I understand multicultural politics in Colombia as a politics of 
governmentality. Based on the idea of the heterogenous composition of society that discursively 
promotes cultural difference i.e. recognition of collective rights, economic resources, and spaces 
for participation in the larger national society, in such a way that serves the nationalistic 
                                               
5 It is important to notice that the term cabildo is commonly used in the Muisca communities to reference the 
collective authority and the community itself. For instance, when a person mentions that they visited the cabildo of 
Chía, they are referring to the community, not an administrative meeting with cabildo authorities. In this text I use 
the terms community and cabildo as synonyms, and when referring to the collective authority I reference them by 
their titles (governor, vice-governor, etc) or as authorities.  
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purposes. While the Colombian nation-state facilitates basic conditions for the organization of 
difference it also controls the qualification for difference by establishing the rules for 
recognition. Radical critics of multiculturalism argue that multicultural neoliberalism 
incorporates diversity almost exclusively as a “strategy of management, containment, and global 
capitalist expansion” without changing “structures of racial hierarchy and economic inequality.” 
Even in cases where multiculturalism has provided “dignity and respect for native culture”, it 
still equates “authentic indigeneity with autochtony and the premodern” (Hale 2007; Postero and 
Zamosc 2004 in De la Cadena and Starn 2007: 8).  
The Colombian governmentality imposed a set of parameters for recognizing indigenous 
difference that ignore historical specificities, processes of alterization, asymmetries and power 
relations, thus producing a “mosaic of monochrome identities” (Burbaker and Cooper 2000 in 
Gnecco 2015: 269). Official recognition is based on representing the essentialistic view of 
history promoted by the nation-state (Gnecco 2000), and on ignoring the needs and expectations 
of Indigenous, Black and Romani communities. Throughout this work I show the conflictive 
Muisca relationship with the nation-state regarding recognition and respect for collective rights. 
The nation-state that discursively promotes diversity, also enforces its power as the sole granting 
entity of recognition. In the case of reemerging groups, the nation-state imposes its power by 
stipulating the cultural markers that these communities should evidence, such as language or 
ancestral traditions. In this work I show how Muiscas navigate this governmentality to support 
cultural revitalization and continue being Indians in the 21st century.  
The term most used by scholars to describe the efforts and projects of indigenous 
communities in strengthening their culture is “cultural revitalization” (Rappaport 2005; Tsing 
2007). There are also related terms such as “historical recovery and revival” or “ethnic 
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revitalization” (Jackson and Warren 2005). These terms reference projects designed in the 
indigenous communities to revitalize different practices, from language to rituals, which are 
typically connected to their political aims. Muiscas mostly use the terms “reconstrucción 
cultural” (cultural reconstruction) (Cabildo Indígena Muisca de Suba 1999), or “recuperación 
ancestral” (ancestral recovery) (Neuta 2012). While the terms used by Muiscas have the same 
meaning of the terms in the literature, the translation of these terms is problematic, in this paper I 
will use the term cultural revitalization or recovery to reference the Muisca project of cultural 
strengthening. 
 
Ethnomusicological approach to Indigenous musical practices 
This research dialogues with ethnomusicological and anthropological literature that 
emphasizes correlations between music, place, and culture. My work draws from scholars whose 
historical and ethnographic accounts reveal affective connections to place often created through 
musical practices, with a particular emphasis on the Andean world (Bigenho 2012; Solomon 
2000; Turino 2008). These studies explain the relationship between music and agricultural 
cycles, repertoire and instruments in the Andes (Stobart 2006, 2010; Gérard 2010), Andean 
singing as a way to “embody identity and ground it in place” (Solomon 2000: 258), and the 
relationship of indigenous music theory with indigenous mythology and cartography (Bastos 
1999; Guss 1989; Montardo 2009). I also use literature on cultural revitalization with a particular 
emphasis in sound and language both in Colombia and beyond. This includes the musical and 
historical revitalization for ethnic education programs in the Ebera-Chamí community in 
Cristianía, Colombia by María Eugenia Londoño and her interdisciplinary/interethnic team 
(2000), and the cultural and linguistic revitalization of Kankuamos through rituals that involve 
music and language in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Morales 2011). Included also are the 
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revitalization of musical practices in the reemerging indigenous communities of the Brazilian 
northeast through the shared ritual dance toré  (Pereira 2011), the revitalization of the 
endangered Cherokee language in North Carolina through the creation and performance of 
expressive vocal practices (Snyder 2016), and the repatriation of Ts’msyen songs and dances as 
part of the politics of indigenous reclaiming in the Pacific Northwest coast (Gray 2015). 
In the 1990s, ethnographies of the Andes shifted from of structuralism-oriented studies, 
to explore indigenous musical practices in urban settings (Turino 1993; Tucker 2013). Briones 
(2007), Ríos (2012), and Turino (1993) focus on urban groups whose members sustain 
traditional rural sounds as a way to authenticate their indigeneity. Turino (1993) analyzes the 
significance of local Andean musical practices for highland indigenous people who migrate from 
Conima to Lima in search of upward mobility in an extreme hierarchical society where 
indigenous people are typically located at the bottom. There is also a strand of studies on Andean 
music, media, and circulation, which includes: indigenous phonographic production (Bastos 
2011, Stobart 2014b), indigenous antipiracy campaign in Bolivia (Stobart 2014a), the 
popularization of huayno in Perú as a commercial style derived from Bolivian Andean music 
(Tucker 2013), and the transnational circulation of Andean music as a style inspired by 
indigenous music (Bigenho 2012). My dissertation expands on these recent studies by exploring 
how the globalized Andean repertory is inhabited by a reemerging indigenous group in the 
Andean country of Colombia, how it is deployed in contemporary forms of Muisca indigenous 
subjectivity, and how it strengthens their negotiations for political recognition. ⁠ 
My research on Muisca Andean music is framed as indigenous popular music studies. 
There is an enduring association between traditional indigenous music and identity that relegates 
the studies on non-traditional indigenous musics, and their connection with identity and affect. 
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Despite the increasing studies on “indigenous modernities” (a term used by Beverly Diamond to 
describe the growing number of works on musical practices of indigenous communities within 
modernity indigeneity and modernity which are often thought of as mutually exclusive notions in 
anthropological theory, national discourse, and in the imaginations of cosmopolitan communities 
(Diamond et al 2012). As Jessica Bissett-Perea explains, “misplaced ethnomusicological 
assumptions” about indigenous popular music genres have established a division between studies 
of “traditional” and “non-traditional” performance practices, producing a lack of attention to the 
latter (2012: 13).6  
This distinction also unravels the idea that only traditional music can be productive of an 
“authentic” indigenous identity. Several studies describe indigenous musical practices that do not 
fit the “traditional music” stereotype and contribute to producing indigenous identities that better 
express their current contexts (Bissett-Perea 2012; Miñana 2008; López and Cedillo 2014; 
Miñana 2008; Perea 2012; Samuels 2004; Snyder 2016; Urteaga 2014). Jessica Bissett Perea 
explains this regarding Alaskan Native popular music: “[it represents], ‘according to stereotype’, 
[what they] are not supposed to be: modern, educated, urban, and ‘mixed-blood’” (2012: 9). 
Etnorock (“ethnorock”), also known as indigenous rock, performed in many Latin American 
countries became a language of new generations of indigenous subjects to better express 
themselves. In Chiapas, Mexico, where this genre is perhaps most popular, the combination of 
“traditional” music linked to ritual and ceremonial realms with rock allows indigenous youths to 
better express their reality, ordinary life, personal experiences, and hopes and dreams (López and 
Cedillo 2014; Urteaga 2014). In addition to being the vehicle of expression of new indigenous 
                                               
6 The North American stereotype of the “Indian sound” still expected by many westerners is described as 
“melancholy, vaguely threatening, minor-key melody and repetitive pounding drumbeat” (Deloria 2004: 183).  
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generations, ethnorock is also “a strategy for ethnic claim that promotes the defense of 
indigenous languages, and ancestral traditions” (López and Cedillo 2014: 29). 
I use David Samuels’ approach to the popular Apache music in the San Carlos 
Reservation (Arizona) to examine how Muiscas inhabit the Andean popular style for their 
cultural and political needs. Samuels demonstrates that Apache identity can be constructed 
through the affective attachments to country music as a non-traditional genre that is central in the 
musical practices of the community. This is possible because being Apache is not indexically 
related to any particular indigenous traditions, as classical anthropology enforced. It is an 
“iconicity of feeling” that in this case is attached to country music (Samuels 2004: 54). He 
moves away from the indexicality of cultural markers as a canonical way of evidencing cultural 
identity (which is currently used by the Colombian nation-state to grant recognition), to think 
identity as “iconicity of feeling” (54) triggered by traditional music as well as by Apache popular 
music.  
In this research I study the Andean-oriented musical practices of current Muisca 
communities in the Bogotá savanna that are performed in public events. I examine the Muisca 
affective attachments to música andina and its role in shaping a Muisca indigeneity according to 
present time. The study of Andean music as it is performed in current Muisca cabildos also 
allows me to demonstrate the connection between sound and politics. I explore how Muisca song 
and language help in dealing with the contradictions of reemerging indigenous groups under the 
nation’s multicultural governmentality.  
 
Chapter overview  
 In Chapter One I present the historical, political, and ethnographic background of 
reemerging Muiscas and how this contributes to understanding the musical practices that I will 
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discuss in the remaining chapters—I examine three pressing issues regarding multicultural 
politics of recognition: authenticity of current Muisca culture and sound, legal mechanisms for 
recognition and survival of cultural difference, and the parallel emergence of “neo-Muisca” 
groups. The nationalistic project and official narrative of the 19th century split the official Muisca 
history in two. A radical division was established between the glorious indigenous past 
exemplified by classifying Muisca as the most advanced civilization in the country, and the 
assimilation politics for the indigenous survivors. This split is illustrated with the discussion 
presented by Ana M. Ochoa Gautier on the “foundational logic” of the national project and its 
systematic continuation that is contained in canonical studies of popular song in Colombia 
(2014: 77). In 1867, José María Vergara y Vergara marked the beginning of the “national time” 
with the end of an “indigenous time,” characterized by the death of Muisca song, language, and 
culture (Ochoa Gautier 2014: 82). The official assimilationist policy designed for the “degraded 
and illegitimate” surviving Indians (Correa 2016; Gómez 2005; Guarín 2005; Ochoa Gautier 
2014) is tracked in this chapter through the politics for the dissolution of colonial resguardos, 
which were ironically designed to protect Indians from annihilation during colonization. By 
rescinding resguardo territory, remaining indigenous populations could be effectively 
incorporated to the new nation that was about to be formed.  
More than a century later, and despite the legal tools provided in the multicultural 
constitution of 1991 for the recognition and promotion of minorities, Muiscas face doubts from 
the government, academia, and citizens in general about their authenticity. According to official 
history, Muiscas were extinct, so their reemergence is frequently considered an opportunistic 
move of regular citizens to access the newly created collective rights (Correa 2016; Gómez 
2005a). In fact, this is typical of most reemergence cases within multicultural contexts in Latin 
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America and beyond (De la Cadena and Starn 2007; Jackson and Warren 2005; Povinelli 2002). 
I examine the official requirements to grant recognition and the nation-state’s reluctancy in 
certifying Muiscas as an indigenous group. The nation-state requires evidencing a continuous 
relation to the territory and maintenance of cultural markers such as language, traditional 
medicine, or worldview. While Muiscas could demonstrate their attachment to the former 
Muisca territory through legal resguardo documents found in the National Archive, the 
Colombian government considered that the cultural evidence was not valid, and requested 
verification by academic experts, who played an important role as government interlocutors. 
Meanwhile, Muiscas enforced a cultural revitalization process of language, music, and medicine 
based on Hispanic Muisca history, memories of living elders, and the support of other indigenous 
communities with whom Muiscas share historical links, such as the communities of the Sierra 
Nevada de Santa Marta and the Amazon.  
  Chapter Two introduces música andina as it is practiced in Muisca cabildos nowadays. I 
contrast annual Muisca festivals as they are celebrated in Bosa and Chía (“The Wedding of the 
Sun and the Moon” and “Saint Peter Muisca Festival”), and focus on live music and dance 
performances and processions, and analyze some of the favorite pieces of Muisca repertoire at 
those events. I also describe a Muisca march in downtown Bogotá in 2015 where the participants 
converted the lyrics of the community’s repertoire played during the march into protest signs and 
chants addressed to government representatives. I examine how Muiscas inhabit or adapt the 
popular style of Andean music for their cultural and political needs by studying what they mean 
when they say música andina and how they perform it. Based on Samuel’s idea of Apache 
identity as a “feelingfulness” produced by the affective attachments to country music, and on the 
“politics of schizophonic emplacement” in which “formally dislocated sounds” contribute to the 
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production of “new forms of identity, performance, and memory” (Samuels et.al. 2010: 337), I 
study how música andina style, including the stereotype of Andean indigeneity advanced by in 
the sounds, instruments, and lyrics of Andean music, contributes to the production of a Muisca 
identity and supports cultural revitalization and official recognition. Given the complexity of the 
term música andina, I start the chapter by discussing different uses and histories of this term in 
Colombia and Latin America. Particular attention is paid to the mestizo appropriation of Andean 
highland melodies that were transformed into an urban style since the 1950s and to the 
popularity of indigenous Kichwa bands from Ecuador in the 1990s.  
Chapter Three looks at the Muisca relevance in national history, and how its past has 
been a constant theme of artistic representation. To explore the transformations in recent Muisca 
sonic representations, I contrast these recent collaborative recordings with indigenista 
representations of Muisca in the 1940s. I briefly analyze the Muisca-inspired works of nationalist 
composer Guillermo Uribe Holguín, who in the latest part of his career composed an opera and 
two symphonic poems influenced by the artistic movement known as Bachuismo, centered on the 
Muisca goddess Bachué. The challenges and dilemmas of the recent Muisca recordings, such as 
agency in collaborative recordings and intellectual property rights, complicate the idea of a 
radical transformation from the mestizo representation of Muisca as a matter of the past to an 
intercultural representation of Muisca as a living culture. 
I analyze two recent collaborative music recordings on the Muisca theme, exploring the 
transformation in the Muisca representation by mestizos as an extinct culture of the past to a self-
representation as a living culture. I analyze "Espíritu Multicolor," recorded by acclaimed 
carranga music star Jorge Velosa and indigenous musicians from the Kichwa and Muisca 
communities as part of the collaborative album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá (Audiovisión 2008-
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2009). The Colombian rock band Dr. Krápula and indigenous female leader Ati Quigua invited 
outstanding mestizo and indigenous musicians, and traditional authorities of the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta to participate in this album. Their intention was, in part, to emphasize the 
relevance of indigenous knowledge for the preservation of the environment. In 2015, Muisca 
communities and multimedia artist Mauricio Mayorga started a project to record the song 
“Muisca Soy,” by following the aesthetics of Playing for Change, a cultural organization that 
record popular songs to valorize the work of local anonymous musicians.  
Chapter Four discusses Muysc cubun language as it is used in songs. Out of the different 
sociolinguistic situations where Muysc cubun is used (salutations in public events, Facebook 
messages, lyrics of songs), I trace the details and difficulties of the process of language 
revitalization through the analysis of a corpus of Muisca songs. Building on the implications of 
“vocal anthropology” that music and language are “phenomenally intertwined and socially 
dialogic” (Feld et al. 2005: 340) and examining the growing repertory of original Muisca 
children’s songs, I describe the processes through which Muiscas are revitalizing language by 
means of the production of vocal music. In contrast with the historical study of Muysc cubun 
which has mostly be done by grammarians and linguists, I attempt to study the sociolinguistic 
Muisca practices produced in the resguardos nowadays through Dell Hyme’s Ethnopoetics. This 
approach gives a relevant role to the sociolinguistic patterns produced in ethnographic practices 
and emphasizes native narrators.  
In this way, the songs narrate a language revitalization process which forms the current 
Muisca perspective.  The corpus analyzed shows the use of different orthographic styles, 
syntactical structures and pronunciation suggestions, which reveal a complicated history of 
language revitalization in the last thirty years. By narrating the language revitalization process in 
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the communities, I highlight the role of the nation-state and of academics in the Muisca 
revitalization that is characteristic of multicultural legislations, where these actors determine the 
authenticity of cultural practices and of native language.  
 
On methods and the contribution of this work 
 This project combines aspects of the second wave of applied ethnomusicology in 
Anglophone countries--collaborating with native communities on cultural revitalization agendas 
(Fox 2013, 2015; Gray 2015; Harrison 2014; Nicholas et al. 2010), and the Latin American 
collaborative models of research. The latter began to be articulated in the late 1960s and early 
1970s and are oriented towards social justice, self-empowerment, and counter-hegemonic forms 
of organization that are guided by the commitment of the communities and the dedication of 
researchers (Araújo 2008; Londoño 2000; Miñana 2009b). Applied projects in music are 
motivated by the political interests of the communities, and the concomitant compromise of the 
researchers (Araújo 2008). 
 In Brazil, Samuel Araújo has developed a different type of music research, one that is politically 
oriented by the communities and promotes social justice in postcolonial contexts. In this type of research, 
native and academic researchers “negotiate from the start the research focuses and goals” (15) and the 
type of data to be gathered and the type of analysis needed, “highlighting community demands which may 
be potentially met with the research results” (Araújo 2008: 15). Native researchers gather and interpret 
data, and there is collective authorship in academic and non-academic contexts (Araújo 2008). He has 
developed these “more horizontal participative strategies” (15) practiced “at home” (Araújo 2009) while 
working on different collaborative projects with research teams composed of academics and community 
members. Through the many years in collaborative research, he has been committed to devising “forms of 
community’s self-empowerment and counter-hegemonic forms of organization through music research on 
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local social memory and sociability” (14).  
 In Colombia, Maria Eugenia Londoño and Carlos Miñana have developed collaborative projects 
motivated by indigenous communities’ interest in cultural recuperation in the context of ethnic education. 
Londoño promotes social and human development and aims to transform the realities of the communities 
with which she works by developing collaborative projects with interdisciplinary and intercultural teams. 
In her 2000 book, she features a collaborative project between the Ebera-Chamí indigenous community of 
Cristianía and the interdisciplinary group of researchers from the Universidad de Antioquia for the 
recovery of musical practices. As she explains, the main goal of the research was “to study the musical 
practices to propose certain principles that can be used as guidelines for the design of an ethnic-education 
project” (5). Londoño applies the Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology to music research. 
The project emerges from the particular needs of the community for academic support on the research of 
their musical practices; the materials from the study were critically reviewed and then dynamically 
reappropriated by the community through the community’s ongoing Ebera ethnic-education initiative, 
which was part of the cultural revitalization process. 
The work here presented, has been developed as a collaborative enterprise since its 
beginning, and has been directly influenced by this lineage of work. Besides working with 
musicians and authorities of all the communities, and attended different communal activities, I 
developed a particularly strong collaboration with Muiskak Guechak (Muisca Warriors), a group 
of young Muiscas in the Suba cabildo. The group’s interest in supporting cultural revitalization 
and in approaching the other cabildos’ musical, linguistic and cultural practices intersects my 
political commitment to support Muisca revitalization. This collective is formed by young 
Muisca musicians, dancers, and artists, many of whom are college students and have been 
involved in the revitalization effort since they were children. They have been social actors and 
interlocutors in academic discussions, partners in fieldwork activities, and in side projects. As 
part of this collaboration, we digitized the most important publications on Muisca since 1991 
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written by Muisca communities, many of which are not available elsewhere because of the small 
number of copies produced. Our collaboration also resulted in new initiatives to approach 
musical and linguistic practices in the other Muisca cabildos, and in new alliances with linguist 
scholars who now support their commitment to language revitalization (see Chapter Four). My 
work thus contributes to envision more inclusive ways to do deliberate and explicit collaborative 
research on contemporary indigeneity based on the collaborative work on sound, music, and 
language revitalization.  
This dissertation also adds to the expanding studies on indigenous popular music as well 
as challenging the idea of traditional music as embodying a stereotypical indigeneity. My 
research compliments the growing group of ethnographies on indigenous popular: ethnorock 
played by indigenous communities in Mexico and Guatemala (López and Cedillo 2014), the jazz 
experimentalism of Native American Jim Pepper since the 1960s (Perea 2012), and the array of 
Native American musicians who combine native sounds with popular genres such as country, 
blues, pop, and hip-hop (Berglund Johnson and Lee 2016; Perea 2013; Przybylski 2018; Samuels 
2004). My research adds to the scarce academic works on indigenous music of the central Andes 
in Colombia (Miñana 2009b) and provides an ethnographic approach to a region which other 
reemerging indigenous communities inhabit (Pijaos, Coyaimas, and Guanes). My research offers 
an understanding of the use of musical practices by indigenous communities in the Andes as a 
political tool for expression and as an economic venue, both of which are part of a pan-Andean 
movement in and beyond Colombia. It also helps to fill the gap on Muisca sound studies. At 
present there are only a few publications that restate the “melancholic” sound produced by 
Muiscas in colonial times.   
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This study adds to the effort of decolonizing multicultural politics in Latin America by 
making evident the “impossible desires” (Povinelli 2002) that the indigenous communities that 
become part of the multicultural system have to negotiate in order to have their voices heard. It 
questions why, despite the advanced Colombian multicultural legislation and its pro-ethnicity 
discourse, reemerging groups face the nation-state resistance to their recognition and use cultural 
strategies to fight for the right to sovereignty. Lastly, this work aims to counteract the political 
silence to which Muiscas have been historically forced. The study highlights the current 
conditions of multicultural politics of recognition, its possibilities, and downsides. In particular, 
it investigates the musical, linguistic, cultural and political response elaborated by Muiscas. The 
Muisca projects here analyzed, in many of which I actively participated, provide an answer to the 
linguistic and social politics of colonial reduction by illustrating the multiple interactions 
between local history and memory, colonial accounts and their scholarly analyses, and 




Chapter One:  
 
Muisca Present, a Conflictive History 
 
In November 2013 I was invited to present my ongoing dissertation research in the 
lecture series Cátedra de Pensamiento Colombiano (Colombian Thought Lecture) organized by 
Universidad Nacional de Colombia in Bogotá.7 The theme of that year’s lecture series was 
Muisca language and culture. The papers covered specific aspects from the pre-Hispanic period 
to the present through various disciplines: archaeology, history, ethnology. It also included 
linguistic studies of Muysc cubun (the Muisca language), and other related languages of the 
same Chibcha linguistic family.8 This event remains memorable because the heated debates that 
ensued in the audience after my presentation clearly illustrate the pressing issues of current 
Muiscas. 
Because of the intense nature of the debate, this academic event turned into valuable 
ethnographic material for my dissertation as it condenses the different positions regarding 
Muiscas nowadays. The college students who attended the event were quite surprised when 
informed of the existence of two urban cabildos in the capital city - in the popular boroughs of 
Suba and Bosa (see Figure 2). Their reactions were diverse. Some students struggled to connect 
their ideas on historic Muisca culture with contemporary urban cabildos. Others, had the 
opposite reaction and wanted to support Muisca urban cabildos by getting to know their current 
                                               
7 I am thankful to professors Constanza Moya and María Emilia Montes, and anthropologist Diego Gómez for the 
invitation to participate in this event. This seminar marked the beginning of a long-term collaboration between 
Gómez and me, which in turn led to active participation of members of the Suba cabildo in the Muysc cubun group, 
and collaborative projects in language revitalization. 
 
8 The lecture series included presentations in languages of the Chibcha linguistic family such as Guaymi, spoken by 
Ngabes in Panamá and Costa Rica; Iku and Damana, spoken by Arhuacos and Wiwas in the Sierra Nevada de Santa 
Marta, Colombia; and Ette Taara spoken by Chimilas in the Cesar River Valley, Colombia. 
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customs and practices. The question and answer session also included the voice of a student who 
actively works with the Suba cabildo and has an inner perspective of revitalization. The students’ 
positions generally contrasted with the academic opinion of the speakers of the panel: 
anthropology professor Marta Zambrano (Universidad Nacional de Colombia) who has worked 
with colonial and contemporary Muiscas, linguist María Trillos Amaya (Anthropology Museum 
of Universidad del Atlántico), and me, a Colombian doctoral student in ethnomusicology with a 
strong background in anthropology. Using this particular episode to introduce the complex 
tensions in Muisca cabildos gives an overview of the socio-cultural, political, economic, and 
historical conditions of the official cabildos which I studied in the Bogotá Plateau. 
 
 
Figure 2 :   Map - Muisca Urban Cabildos in the city of Bogotá  
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The chapter is organized in four sections. In “Cátedra Muisca” I start with an 
ethnographic account of the presentation, focusing on the comments of the college audience that 
attended the lecture. I explain how their statements point towards three issues regarding Muisca 
culture today: authenticity of Muisca culture and sound, legal mechanisms for the recognition 
and survival of cultural difference in Colombia, and neo-indigenous Muisca social movements. 
In the remaining sections of the chapter, I delve deeper into these issues by examining the 
historical and political background of reemerging Muisca groups and the decisive role of the 
nation-state and academics as administrators and interlocutors of the process.  
In “Muisca Indians, a Historical Matter of the Past” I discuss the authenticity of current 
Muiscas in relation to the 19th century narrative of the construction of the Colombian nation, and 
the radical division established between a magnificent indigenous past and the assimilation 
politics toward surviving Indians, who were to be civilized and stripped of their collective lands. 
I show that the doubts about contemporary Muiscas are also related to the political, territorial, 
and cultural rights granted to recognized minority populations in Colombia (Indians, Afro 
Colombians, and Romani communities). In “Multicultural Politics of Recognition” I present the 
legal mechanisms of the nation-state to grant ethnic recognition to reemerging indigenous 
communities. In particular, I focus on the legal battles that Muisca cabildos have faced since the 
1990s to obtain and maintain official recognition and how this connects to the cultural 
revitalization process.  
The final section “Neo-Muiscas: Nation – State Recognition vs. Self – Recognition” 
examines the parallel start of neo-Muisca communities that, despite lacking official recognition 
as indigenous groups, interact on different levels with official cabildos, complicating the 
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situation even more. Since the complex configuration of Muisca official cabildos is embedded in 
the musical practices and language revitalization projects that I analyze throughout my work, this 
chapter is tailored to provide a framework for the musical discussions of the following chapters.  
 
Cátedra Muisca 
The paper I presented at the Cátedra Muisca focused on a cultural revitalization project 
developed by a group of young people of the Muisca cabildo of Suba in Bogotá called Muisca 
Guechak (Muisca Warriors).9 The project, entitled “Nymsuque - Paisaje Sonoro de los Indígenas 
Muisca de Suba” (Conch - Soundscape of the Muiscas of Suba) was developed to preserve the 
memories of living elders about the drastic transformation of the Muisca territory of Suba in the 
20th century (Cabildo Muisca de Suba, 2019a).10 From a rural town outside the capital city, 
where people had small agricultural plots and fished in rivers and lagoons, Suba was 
incorporated to Bogotá, the capital city, in 1954. This increased the price of land, and 
constructors eagerly acquired the plots (either legally or illegally), transforming Suba into one of 
the hotspots to accommodate the dramatic increase of the population in the capital city (Cabildo 
Muisca de Suba 2019a; Gross 2000). In the second part of the 20th century, Suba became an 
overpopulated neighborhood of the city burdened with new immigrant neighbors who came from 
different parts of the country, and extra security problems which subsequently limited the 
opportunities for previous activities. 
                                               
9 The group is composed of about 15 cabildo members, whose ages range between 13-25. Muisca Guechak aims to 
strengthen the identity links between elders and youths of the community by developing different cultural initiatives 
(Wilmer Talero, personal communication, July 23, 2014). 
 
10 Nymsuque is the term in Muisca language for conch, seashell horn or seashell trumpet. A musical instrument used 
in different parts of the world, Muiscas use the conch in rituals and public events. It was first described in colonial 
chroniclers and dictionaries as a flute or a snail horn, or the heart of an animal (Muys cubun 2018, entry Nymsuque  
Muysca.cubbun.org/nymsuque). 
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One of the aims of project Nymsuque was to create a digital archive of the memories of 
living elders and the community’s activities towards revitalization. The group created a webpage 
(no longer available) with several multimedia recordings: soundscapes of La Conejera Hill and 
other sacred places of the Suba territory, interviews with elders of the community, and footage of 
children of the Muisca-oriented preschool singing songs that were inspired by the memories of 
the elders. My presentation at the Cátedra Muisca focused on three short audiovisual pieces from 
the webpage called “paisajes sonoros” (soundscapes), and on the cultural activities of the 
indigenous pre-school.11  In the soundscapes, a voice-over narrates stories of ancestral Muisca 
culture. This is accompanied with sounds of nature (wind, water, fire, birds, frogs) produced with 
musical instruments such as ocarina, rattle and calabash, as well as still images of pre-Hispanic 
Muisca gold artifacts. Following this I talked about Gue Atiquiib (House of Thought), an 
indigenous public preschool in Suba with 300 children, half of whom belong to the cabildo. In 
addition to teachers and their aids, sayas (traditional teachers) train infants on diverse Muisca 
topics, from agriculture to medicine (Radio Santafé 2011; Cabildo Muisca de Suba 2019b). The 
children also play and dance songs with lyrics about ancestral Muisca culture.  
During my presentation, I played short excerpts of the soundscapes to illustrate my 
descriptions. In the first soundscape, “La Historia Muisca de Zhuba” (“The Muisca History of 
Suba”), the voice of Hessen Yopasá, band leader of the local Muisca-metal band Fuchunsuá, 
introduces Muiscas as a group reconstructing its culture through the practice of “music, feast, 
and ritual” (Muisca Cabildo 2013a). In the second soundscape, Yopasá mourns the extinction of 
                                               
11 Although the webpage containing all the media files of the Muisca sound is not currently available, the 
soundscapes “Fuchunsuá” (CabildoMuisca2013a), “Zhuba” (CabildoMuisca2013b), and “Hicha Kene” 
(CabildoMuisca 2013c) can be accessed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXoQAdz1MQ0;  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOJ7EOAjsK0; and  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_Piw0g63cE. 
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his culture. He narrates a dream in which his grandfather, sitting in a ceremonial house, cries for 
the almost total disappearance of the Muisca tradition as well as the total extinction of foxes 
(Cerdocyon thous and Urocyon cinereoargenteus), species that inhabited the Suba territory until 
the 1950s. In the third soundscape, “Hicha Kene” (“Muisca strength”), he urges for the revival of 
ancestral gender roles, and of Muisca culture, summarized in the exclamatory bilingual lines: 
“Hicha Kene, yo soy fuerza” (I am strength); Asy kene, somos fuerza (we are strength); Muiska 
Kene, fuerza Muisca (Muisca strength)”. The spoken texts of two of the soundscapes are part of 
the lyrics of the songs “Fuchunsuá” and “Hicha Kene” composed by the band Fuchunsuá.  
 As an example of the process of cultural revitalization at Gue Atiquiib I presented an 
excerpt of the interview with the saya Utigua Yopasá. He explained that the preschool children 
and teachers attend weekly círculos de palabra (word circles). During these events, the words of 
elders and of sayas are accompanied by soft music, replicating the ancestral tradition of playing 
low pitched sounds when an elder used to talk at a chunzuá or cusmuy (ceremonial house) 
(Utigua Yopasá, personal communication, August 5, 2013). 
By presenting these materials during my presentation, my intension was to show cultural 
revitalization efforts of the Suba cabildo. Although I framed the Muisca case within the larger 
discussion of indigenous politics of recognition of multicultural neo-liberal states in 1990’s Latin 
America, I closed by playing an excerpt of a song that I had recently recorded during an 
interview session with Yenny Cardona and Wilmer Talero, musicians and cultural leaders who at 
that time played with the band Fuchunsuá. I did not say much about the musical features of the 
children’s song “La Guapucha,” except that it was one of the latest compositions for the Muisca 
preschool.12 The room resounded with Yenny’s gentle voice singing a simple major melodic line, 
                                               
12 Guapucha or Grundulus bogotensis is a small fish species central to the Pre-Hispanic Muisca diet. 
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with lyrics about the Guapucha, the small fish that was central in the Muisca diet, accompanied 
by a 4/4 rhythmic pattern on the tambora, a type of drum widely used in the Andes (4 sixteenth 
notes, 4 sixteenth notes, a quarter note, a quarter note).  
 
 
Figure 3 :   “Animal vocabulary,” including guapucha fish (Cabildo Indígena Muisca 
de Suba 2015). 
 
The sweet voice of the musical example I had chosen to finish my presentation contrasted 
sharply with the intense question and answer session that followed. This session, which lasted 
over an hour, included the participation of the other panelists, a group of about 80 undergraduate 
students of different programs at Universidad Nacional de Colombia, and some members of the 
cabildo of Suba, whom I invited so that students could access an inner perspective. The strong 
statements of students and colleagues produced an animated discussion that finely depicts three 
central tensions of the Muisca revitalization process: the authenticity of current Muiscas and of 
their music, the politics of indigenous recognition in the Colombian multicultural legislation, and 
the alternative paths to becoming Muisca nowadays.  
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Although my presentation did not include a musicological discussion, the first comment 
was about indigenous music. A woman argued vehemently that as a music student of the 
conservatory, ascribed to Universidad Nacional de Colombia (the major public university in 
Bogotá and the country), she did not consider that the music excerpts I had presented were 
indigenous music, or that the people whom I was talking about were real indigenous subjects. In 
her view, “La Guapucha” was interpreted in a pop voice, which did not match the prototype of 
the indigenous voice. She also considered the text of the soundscape “Hicha Kene” as belonging 
to the genre of Disney princesses’ stories. She disliked the machista message that encouraged 
women to behave like the indigenous goddess Bague, mother and weaver, and men to behave 
like warriors.  
She went on to identify herself as a pupil of a renowned music researcher who works and 
lives in Colombia, and stated that Muisca music could not be included in the canon of traditional 
music in Colombia her professor had contributed to build. She pointed to the images and texts of 
traditional musical instruments of the Caribbean and Pacific regions of Colombia which were 
hanging on the walls of the room (probably from a past exhibit) to explain the type of 
instruments and genres that exemplify the traditional music she was referring to. According to 
her, these instruments, and the music performed with them, belonged to the Afro Colombian 
tradition and thus were part of the traditional musical canon. Whereas, Muisca music with its pop 
sounds and machista lyrics did not fit in this category because it was not part of an indigenous 
tradition that would support its inclusion. She reasoned that my idea of inserting indigenous 
popular music into the official academic history of music in Colombia was unsupportable and 
destabilized the canon. Neither these Muiscas nor their music were part of the national 
indigenous history or the traditional music canon.  
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The next student was equally passionate, and contested the first student’s position. This 
was Yenny Cardona, the singer of the Muisca children’s song I had played. She explained that 
Muiscas in Suba perform music as part of cultural revitalization, a process that was born out of 
the collection of memories of the elders, and of historical research on colonial archives, and was 
oriented to transmit cultural knowledge to the younger generations. Their music was not intended 
to satisfy the academic community. The validity of Muisca educational projects could not be 
judged by academia or the nation-state, but only by the members of the community. She stated 
that: 
If abuela Anatilde dances to our song, and thinks it is suitable for the community, then I 
am satisfied. I do not perform for scholars, I perform for Muiscas. I do not need the 
approval of scholars to determine if this music is indigenous or not. If she [abuela Anatilde] 
approves the song, we will play it for the community. 
 
 
Figure 4 :   “Abuela Anatilde” 
Image published in the official Facebook page of the Muisca cabildo of Suba announcing the 
death of abuela Anatilde in June 2018. The photograph, taken in the cabildo office, shows a poster 
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of abuela Anatilde located at the entrance of the office. It was transformed into an altar by 
including a photograph of hers, Catholic religious images, and flowers. 
 
In this statement Yenny verbalized the wishes of the community to develop an 
autonomous process of cultural revitalization. However, as I will show throughout this 
dissertation, obtaining and maintaining legal recognition depends on the interaction with 
academia and the nation-state. By emphasizing the community’s approval of the song, and, by 
extension, of the revitalization process, and by questioning the relevance of academics and the 
nation-state in the legitimization of Muiscas, Yenny opened the discussion for the role of these 
social agents in validating ethnic recognition, and for the delicate balance between sovereignty 
and dependence on official recognition for cultural survival. Ultimately, the process of obtaining 
legal recognition has been an effort of convincing national authorities of the legitimacy of the 
claim, asking scholars for academic support in locating and understanding Muisca history, 
ethnology and language, and finally reappropriating cultural practices from other indigenous 
communities. 
The third student who participated in the Q&A session had attended the previous sessions 
of the Cátedra, but she, was unaware, as many other Colombians, of the few thousand Muisca 
families currently living in the Bogotá Plateau. She articulated how she liked the soundscape 
compositions, and stated that the project in Suba motivated her to look for her Muisca roots. 
Even though she did not have native last names that tied her belonging to a colonial resguardo, 
she strongly felt an indigenous identity ran through her blood and had decided, while at the 
conference, to pursue a search for her Muisca Indianness. There are different neo-Muisca groups 
who, based on self-identification, and lacking historical ties to former indigenous territory, 
embrace a neo-Muisca identity. This student’s position is similar to others in the city, who, 
willing to know and accept their indigenous roots become part of neo-Muisca organizations such 
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as the Cabildo de Sugamuxi or the Cabildo Nación Muisca Chibcha. As discussed in the next 
section, these organizations use the term cabildo, but they are not officially recognized, and 
membership is exclusively based on self-recognition, which bypasses and underestimates the 
effort of officially recognized cabildos in achieving and maintaining recognition as a strategy to 
sustain ethnic difference.  
Finally, after a number of further comments and questions from the audience, the 
microphone returned to the speakers’ table. There was an uncomfortable silence in the room. The 
moderator, who handed the microphone to the panelists, turned it off momentarily and told me 
not feel forced to answer the questions because of their aggressive and disrespectful tone. The 
other speakers and I quickly decided to debate with the students openly, realizing the importance 
of more conversations about colonial Muisca memories, the connections between Muisca present 
and past, the historicity of indigeneity in Colombia, and the notions of indigenous subjects in 
modernity.  
 
Muisca Indians, a historical matter of the past 
The glorious Indians and the “official” death of the Muisca culture 
The existence of five recognized Muisca cabildos, two in Bogotá, and three in 
surrounding towns is problematic on many levels-- historical, political, economic, and moral. 
There are doubts about the authenticity of current Muisca Indians, but not of Muisca culture in 
general. The latter is considered in national accounts as a worthy and valuable indigenous 
culture. It was called throughout the colonial and early national period, the third “American 
empire,” comparable to the Latin American indigenous civilizations of the Incas and Aztecs, but 
without their architectural magnificence (Correa 2016; Langebaek 2005b, 2009). Astonishing 
votive gold pieces such as “The Muisca Raft” situated them as master goldsmiths, creators of the 
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most emblematic indigenous gold pieces in South America.13 For archaeologists, this 
craftmanship implies the development of a specialized class of artisans and suggests an advanced 
social organization (Falchetti 1989). In short, this indigenous culture symbolizes an advanced 
civilization that cannot be “completely suppressed” in the Colombian national memory (Gómez 
2005: 8).  
The pride felt for Muisca culture, one that flourished during an ancestral time on an 
unspoiled landscape, was part of the narrative for the construction of the nation in the 19th 
century. The nation building discourse of Creole elites in New Granada (the historical name 
given to Colombia at the time) established a division between the magnificent indigenous past 
and contemporary indigenous people who were perceived as degraded and illegitimate, persons 
who needed to be under Creole tutelage (Correa 2016; Guarín 2005; Ochoa Gautier 2014). The 
concept of indigenous groups as solely part of the past was used, along with the ideas of family 
and citizenship, to establish the core values of an emergent Colombian nation (Guarín 2005). In 
particular, the image of Muisca resistance against the Spanish Conquistadors of the earlier 
colonial period was used by Creoles in the Independence Campaign in the 1810s as a symbol of 
national identity to gain support (Guarín 2005). Muisca resistance against Spanish domination 
was described as an incomplete liberation that was to be completed, ultimately, by the Creole 
ruling class. More broadly, Muisca extinction was incorporated into the mythical discourse of the 
nation as a foundational sacrifice (Guarín 2005; Gómez 2005) and thus the idea of the “glorious 
indigenous past” was used by elites to construct a new homogeneous nation (Jackson and Warren 
2005: 551). Ironically, it was also during that national period that the studies on Muisca culture 
and language emerged as a topic of academic inquiry (see Langebaek 2009). 
                                               
13 For a comprehensive analysis of this piece see Smithsonian Channel 2013, and for the relevance of Muisca 
goldwork see Falcheti 1989, Martinón and Uribe 2015, and Pineda 2005. 
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One of the accounts that connect Muisca extinction with the emergence of the nation is 
included in the History of the Literature in Nueva Granada since Conquest to Independence 
(Historia de la Literatura en Nueva Granada desde la Conquista hasta la Independencia) by 
José María Vergara y Vergara (1867). This book is foundational in the studies of popular song in 
Colombia and the first literary history of Latin America (Ochoa Gautier 2014). As Ana M. 
Ochoa Gautier explains, Vergara y Vergara characterizes the “national time” through two 
beginnings and one end: the beginning of the conquest and colonial times in the late 15th century; 
the “end of indigenous time”, which is “marked by the disappearance of indigenous song and the 
death in battle of indigenous heroes in times of conquest;” and the beginning of the Republican 
era in the second half of the 19th century (2014: 82).  
The end of indigenous time is exemplified by Vergara y Vergara with the death of the 
Muisca culture. His argument on Muisca culture, continues Ochoa Gautier, links cultural 
disappearance to the extinction of Muisca language and song.  According to Vergara y Vergara, 
Muisca song disappeared as a consequence of the extinction of the language: “the erasure of 
indigenous song then depends on the postulation of the disappearance of indigenous peoples and 
language through conquest” (2014: 87). His declaration of the death of the Muisca song, 
language and time, and his observation on the lack of proper historical records on Muisca culture 
and song14 justifies his speculation about the extinct sound of Muisca song. Following the 
description of the chronicler Lucas Fernández de Piedrahita (1624-1688), Vergara y Vergara 
hypothesized about the evolution of Muisca songs from “religious songs to warrior hymns”, 
characterized by him as a “monotonous recitation” typical of the “beginnings of song of our 
                                               
14 As Ochoa Gautier (2014) also notes, Vergara y Vergara attributes the lack of historical references to literary 
problems: the chroniclers failed to preserve indigenous epic poems that Muiscas must have sung during the battles 
against Spaniards; also, the Spanish soldiers, who spoke an “uncultured Spanish”, could not compose proper 
romances, failing to document the “epic heroism” of Muiscas (87). 
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barbarian peoples” (Vergara y Vergara 1867:14 in Ochoa Gautier 2014: 87). In the next chapter, 
we will see how this foundational account on the absence of a historical record of the Muisca 
sound of language and song will influence 1990s language revitalization.  
As part of the analysis of Vergara y Vergara’s politics of inscription, Ochoa Gautier 
explains how the history of the inscription of Muisca song reveals both acoustic and silencing 
practices. The declaration of Muisca extinction transformed them into “silenced/t” subjects 
adequate to nationalistic purposes:  
The documentation of “popular poetry” or folk song as a central element of 
nation-building implied a process of silencing and recognition that was (…) 
transversed by the relation between race and religion. (…) [The basic operation of 
the transformation of the idea of race in the initial years of the postcolony was for 
indigenous peoples] that of a silence that perpetuates extermination by 
anticipating the silence of death as already accomplished and therefore 
forever repeatable as silenced/t beings. The history of inscription of song then 
is as much a history of its heterogeneous acoustics as of a concatenation of 
silencings, a history of the secularization and racialization of the voice as a critical 
component of the idea of orality (2014: 121) (emphasis added). 
 
The degraded 19th century Indians 
The politics of inscription of song that transformed Muiscas into silenced and silent 
beings has political and historical effects. On the one hand, the surviving Indians living in 
resguardos and struggling to keep collective land titles are symbolically annihilated in the 
historical accounts. Politically marginalized, contemporary survivors are classified as degraded 
illegitimate indigenous subjects who need to be incorporated into the new homogenous whitened 
mestizo nation and whose resguardo lands should belong to the nation-state (Correa 2016; Guarín 
2005; Ochoa Gautier 2014). The construction of Colombia, much like that of many Latin 
American postcolonial nation-states, was based on the rhetoric of racial mestizaje of the tri-
ethnic racial components (Wade 2000); nevertheless, this racial mestizaje had a particular 
implied social and political process of whitening, which marginalized blackness and 
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indigenousness (Wade 2005). The interest in a homogeneous whitened mestizo nation 





Figure 5 :   “Indian from Fomeque (sic) (Bogotá Plateau), hen seller - 1868.”  
“Indian from Suba (Bogotá Plateau), firewood seller – 1868.” 
German travelers Alphons Stubel and Wilhelm Reiss traveled through 
South America. They took pictures of the “aborigins” that came to sell 




In Latin America the assimilationist attitude towards native populations evolved into 
particular politics depending on the region (De la Cadena and Starn 2007; Gross 2000). In 
Colombia, it evolved towards indigenous assimilation into civilization. Indigenous peoples were 
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not considered political subjects or subjects with rights almost until the 1980s (Jackson and 
Warren 2005; Stavenhagen 2002). By the late 19th century the government established a law on 
indigenous population, "by which it is determined how to govern the savages who are reduced to 
civilized life" (Law 89, 1890). As John Landaburu explains, law 89, 1890, classified indigenous 
people of Colombia in two categories, "savages that are to be reduced to civilized life through 
Missions", and those "already reduced to civil life." For the former, the “legislation of the 
Republic shall not apply, and the government, in agreement with the ecclesiastical authority, will 
determine the manner in which these incipient societies should be governed” (Art.1 Law 89, 
1890). As for the latter, they "shall not be governed by the laws of the Republic in matters of 
resguardo” and should be "assimilated by this law to the condition of minors for the handling of 
their portions in resguardos (Art.40 Law 89, 1890)" (Landaburu 2004: 9-10). In general, 
“savages to be reduced through missions” lived in peripheral areas of the country, while 
“savages already reduced to civilized life” were located in areas such as the central region where 
the republic was being formed. Muiscas were among the latter.  
The introduction of Indians into civilized life produced a twofold effect, the conversion 
of the population into low-wage workers for large haciendas, and the policy of adjudicating 
former indigenous territories to business men and colonos (peasants in need of farmland). In this 
way, the path to civilization was based on the elimination of reservations or resguardos: 
“rescinding resguardo lands [was used] as a strategy to transform the Indian into a rural worker” 
(Figueroa 2016: 49). The republican administration, oriented to convert “Indians into ‘citizens,’ 
free of the chains of collective property,” implemented a large number of regulations to 
terminate colonial resguardos (Correa 2016: 154; Figueroa 2016; Gómez 2005; Sieder 2007; 
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Stavenhagen 2002).15 The government divided and sold most of the Muisca surviving resguardo 
lands throughout the 19th century: Chía in 1834, Cota in 1841, Suba in 1875, and Bosa between 
1869-1899.  
 Rescinding resguardos also contributed to the official interest in promoting agricultural 
industry as it required large portions of land (LeGrand 1988; Sieder 2007; Stavenhagen 2002; 
Wiesner 1996). The resguardos’ dissolution in Colombia was a measurement to help solve the 
“stagnation of agricultural production and the low commercialization” of the land (Wiesner 
1996: 244). This was propelled by a notion of Latin American economic growth through 
agricultural and livestock exports that supplied the growing industrial centers in Europe and the 
United States from 1850-1930 (LeGrand 1988).  
Nevertheless, some of the remaining Muisca population in the late 19th century resisted 
the clear orientation towards assimilation to national society and the appropriation of collective 
lands as part of the new nation’s indigenous policy. The Muisca communities implemented 
strategies to protect collective land depending on the location of the resguardos. Rural resguardos 
such as Chía, Cota and Sesquilé claimed ownership or bought back fractions of their former 
collective lands to maintain communal land ownership (Correa 2016, López 2005; Wiesner 
1996). Members of the Bosa and Suba cabildos stayed in their former territory though individual 
ownership, either as a de facto occupation or by obtaining title lands of very small pieces. As we 
will see in the next section, these fragments of territory allowed for the continuation of certain 
social and cultural patterns that allowed obtaining official recognition, although not without a 
legal battle. However, before discussing Muisca recognition, I will explain another central 
                                               
15 For a detailed analysis of the regulations to rescind resguardos in Colombia see Figueroa 2016; for regulations to 
rescind Muisca resguardos see Correa 2016. 
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question that recurs, regarding Muisca indigeneity. This is the idea of opportunism, which is key 
to explaining the government setbacks in granting official recognition as Indians. 
 
Current Muiscas, opportunists? 
The strong negative reactions towards Muiscas as a living culture is not uncommon. 
Locating Muiscas in the capital city nowadays not only interrupts the official history in which 
Muiscas are seen as having lived in a previous time and place, but also requires acceptance of 
Indians living in the modern city, sharing the territory with its modern inhabitants while still 
having a cultural/ethnic difference from the rest of the citizens. This generates distrust and 
skepticism. Consequently, one of the reactions is that the legal claims are viewed as suspicious 
and opportunistic. It is thought that perhaps these people pretend to be Muiscas to access positive 
rights and collective territory, which were granted in the new multicultural legislation.16 These 
doubts regarding the indigenous claims are related to the nation-state’s political use of the 
concept of indigenous identity (Correa 2016; De la Cadena and Starn 2007). The Colombian 
multicultural legislation uses the concept of indigenous identity to rule who is Indian or not, 
reducing the cultural category of indigenous subject into a juridical one. This is not unique to the 
Muisca case. 
The idea of opportunism, particularly in reemerging indigenous communities is quite 
common in other places as well. In an effort to explain an increase of American Indian/Alaska 
Native population at the end of the 20th century in relation to the reemergence of indigenous 
                                               
16 The Colombian legislation grants multicultural positive rights to the three types of recognized ethnic groups 
(Indians, Afro Colombians, and Romanian collected), guaranteed through specific constitutional articles and other 
legal measures to each ethnic group. Indigenous communities have access to territorial, political, economic, and 
cultural rights (Cháves and Zambrano 2006). 
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communities, Circe Sturm emphasizes the concern on the legitimacy of the indigenous claims as 
part of the Indigenous experience:  
Are these ‘race-shifters’ little more than ‘wannabes’ without any real claim to 
indigenous identity? Or does the turn to embrace Indianness measure recognition 
of native genealogies that earlier generations chose or were forced to deny in the 
age of assimilationism? (De la Cadena and Starn 2007: 19)   
 
The dividing line lies between believing in the authenticity of the claims or considering 
the subjects as mere “race-shifters,” empowered “wannabies,” and fake Indians who want to 
obtain indigenous rights as a solution for their social problems without preserving a real cultural 
particularity (Cháves and Zambrano 2006: De la Cadena and Starn 2007). It is precisely the 
political use of culture promoted by the state that creates suspicion of the legitimacy of the claim. 
“When culture becomes a form of empowerment, mobilizing around that empowerment may 
seem fraudulent precisely because it is politicized” (Jackson and Warren 2005: 599).  
Ironically, this debate over opportunism threatens to dilute the power of positive rights 
and to weaken the survival of indigenous communities as such under the multicultural legislation 
(Cháves and Zambrano 2006; Jackson and Warren 2005; Panqueba 2005; Povinelli 2002). For 
example, a recent ethnography describes the Bosa cabildo primarily as a political organization 
whose existence depends on obtaining “benefits for the community.” If the cabildo does not 
“provide benefits for its members,” the organization might disintegrate and people would look 
for other strategies to supply their needs (Durán 2005: 367).  
In this case, cultural revitalization is minimized and the official recognition is considered 
an opportunistic move to access collective positive rights. Muiscas have even faced accusations 
of opportunism from the National Office of Indigenous Affairs during and after obtaining legal 
recognition (Cháves and Zambrano 2006; Correa 2016; Durán 2005; Panqueba 2011). The 1996 
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director of this office, encouraged by suspicions of inauthenticity, wrote official memos warning 
local authorities about “doubts and conflicts about the real ethnic identity” of the people of the 
Resguardo de Cota, which had been granted collective territory in 1995 (Correa 2016).   
Francois Correa explains the instrumentalization of the concept of identity and the rise of 
suspicions in the Muisca case,  
the reduction of identity to an instrumental strategy to attain the rights 
presumptuously granted by the state covers up the meaning of claiming rights as a 
way to control the means to guarantee their own reproduction, and the recovery of 
those that were taken away and are central to guarantee their reproduction as 
autonomous societies and cultures (Correa 2016: 21-22).17 
 
 By reducing identity to a strategy, and positing it as an opportunistic move, communities 
are pushed away from the means that might contribute to their survival as ethnic communities 
while remaining citizens of the nation-state. As we will see in the next section, the legal 
mechanism for granting indigenous recognition seems incongruent with the aim of defending and 
promoting cultural diversity, particularly to reemerging groups in search of recognition. In 
theory, multicultural legislation should defend and promote cultural difference, but in practice, it 
does a poor job at it. How is official recognition granted to contemporary Muisca communities? 
 
Multicultural Politics of Indigenous Recognition 
The reemergence of Muisca groups is linked in part to mechanisms developed in the 
1990s by the nation-state for the recognition of ethnic difference. As discussed in the 
introduction, these politics empowered the Colombian government to regulate ethnic difference 
                                               
17 “La reducción de la identidad a una mera noción que ampara una estrategia instrumental para alcanzar derechos 
presuntamente concedidos por el Estado, encubre el significado de su demanda por el control para mantener los 
medios que garantizan su propia reproducción, así como a recuperación de aquellos que les fueron arrebatados y son 
indispensables para garantizar su reproducción como sociedades y culturas autónomas.”  
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(Gross 2000), establishing difficult requisites, in particular, for reemerging indigenous 
communities (Correa 2016; Chavez and Zambrano 2006; Gross 2000; Jackson and Ramírez 
2009; Jackson and Warren 2005).   
As Christian Gross (2000) explains, the multicultural recognition of ethnic difference that 
characterizes most Latin American policies since the 1990s allows for the emergence of a 
“generic ethnic identity” that is entitled to positive rights. It also allows for differentiated state 
control over the indigenous subjects on the local level.  This has marked an important difference 
between “stable,” recognized indigenous communities and reemergent ones located in a 
“peripheral position” in relation to stable groups (Gross 2000). The official recognition of 
indigenous communities who had a continuous historicity did not undergo major challenges. It 
has been very difficult, however, for groups in Colombia who were brutally decimated—
Yanaconas, Pastos, Pijaos, Wiwas, Kankuamos, and Muiscas. Despite their efforts of cultural 
recovery they usually cannot perform cultural differences through language, ritual, or other 
cultural practices and thus obtain access to their rights (Correa 2016; Cháves and Zambrano 
2006; Jackson and Warren 2005).  
The legal requirements for recognizing the ethnic difference of reemerging groups 
involves demonstrating relationship to the territory, and a continuation of diacritic markers of 
culture that evidence the link between ancestral and current communities. These “easily 
observable features” (Blu in Sevilla 2006: 24) are used by nation-states as “unequivocal symbols 
of indigenous identity” (Sevilla 2006: 49).  On the one hand, demonstrating a continued 
relationship with Muisca territory is possible. The legal documents found at the National Archive 
by cabildo members certify that their Muisca ancestors lived in resguardo territory. On the other, 
evidencing diacritical markers is more challenging.  
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As Cháves and Zambrano (2006) show in Colombia, as is the case of most Latin 
American multicultural nation-states, indigenous people must evidence a group of characteristics 
associated with the romantic idea of “pure Indian,” producing an essentialized notion of 
indigeneity that communities are enforced to follow. The Colombian state promotes a type of 
indigeneity that evidences the “persistence of indigenous culture,” and exhibits cultural diacritics 
such as a distinctive language or cosmology (Cháves and Zambrano 2006:10; Martínez 2009; 
Correa 2016). Jean Jackson and Kay Warren define this type of essentialism as “the process of 
freezing and reifying an identity in a way that hides the historical processes and politics within 
which it develops” (2005: 559).⁠18 The type of essentialized indigeneity is also related to the 
“appropriate” degree of difference required in multicultural legislations: if the subjects are too 
similar or too different from the ruler, their difference will not be recognized (Cháves and 
Zambrano 2006; Oliveira 1999; Povinelli 2002).19 In Colombia, to receive legal recognition as 
an indigenous group, the community must evidence his/her cultural distance from the regular 
mestizo citizen who is not entitled to positive ethnic rights.  
Multicultural legislations recognize diversity, but the type of indigenous identity accepted 
for recognition is an essentialized one, as if the seismic events of more than five centuries of 
colonialism had not profoundly altered indigenous communities. The Colombian legislation does 
not acknowledge the nation’s own history of colonization and nationalism. Reemerging 
                                               
18 Self- essentialization is also used by indigenous movements to push for greater autonomy and self-government 
(Jackson and Warren 2005). 
19 In Latin America the idea of adequate otherness is related to a sufficient distinction from the mestizo citizenship. 
In other multicultural systems such as Australia, adequate otherness is related to a sufficient distance from the 
“repugnant”, immoral cultural practices of aboriginal communities such as clitoridectomy or bride murder, for 
which indigenous subjects are legally prosecuted (Povinelli 2002).  
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communities are faced with demonstrating an essentialized identity requested by the nation-state 
if they want to enjoy the opportunity to express and inhabit their cultural difference.  
Most reemerging indigenous communities develop “cultural and historical recovery and 
revival” projects (Jackson and Ramírez 2009: 523) as part of the Plan de Vida (life plan), a long-
term community-led plan towards the development of the group. These projects also contribute 
to official requisites of evidencing diacritic markers of indigenous culture. Muiscas are currently 
focusing on the revitalization of language, (Ostler and Saravia 2013), musical traditions 
(Panqueba 2004, 2011), and the revival of traditional healing forms (Gómez Montañez 2009; 
Martínez et. al.  2007, Martínez 2009). They incorporate references from the colonial archive and 
scholar’s interpretations of it into their contemporary cultural practices (Cháves and Zambrano 
2006; Gómez 2005; Gómez Montañez 2009) through a “scholarly recuperation of a remote pre-
Hispanic past and a long-lost indigenous language” and a resignification of “everyday life and 
recent histories” (Cháves and Zambrano 2006: 18). 
 
Muisca cultural revitalization 
The multiple difficulties in the recognition of Muisca cabildos show a constant clash with 
the government dispositions, despite the nation-state’s discourse on supporting ethnic difference. 
As with other reemerging groups in Colombia, Muiscas struggle to achieve and maintain official 
recognition. The nation-state has been particularly reluctant in granting recognition because of 
the arguments required to evidence the link of current communities with ancestral Muisca 
culture.  
The cabildo of Suba obtained recognition in 1990, when they presented to the National 
Office of Indigenous Affairs the legal record that documents the “liquidation and ensuing 
division” of the colonial resguardo and “a comprehensive census with the beneficiaries who 
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carried the last names of long-time inhabitants: Bulla, Cabiatiba, Caita, Nivia, and Yopasá” 
(Cháves and Zambrano 2006: 15; López 2005). These 19th century documents found at the 
National Historical Archives, proved the existence of a colonial resguardo in Suba and the 
continuous occupation of the territory.20 These documents were discovered when some members 
of the community were trying to resolve individual claims regarding the ownership of a small 
plot located in El Cerro (Gross, 2000). Initially the community regained indigenous status and 
local government as the first urban cabildo ever recognized in the country. Once the cabildo was 
restored, it called for an action to reclaim its lands. On October 9, 1991 the community organized 
a march followed by a de facto action: “people occupied a plot located at El Cerro Rincón” 
invaded by an illegal developer (Cháves and Zambrano 2006: 15). The results however, were not 
positive; “they were promptly met by the police who evicted them by force, arresting 42 people” 
(Cháves and Zambrano 2006: 15). The cabildo then tried litigation as a route to restore collective 
property, without results, and eventually concentrated on obtaining access to the positive rights 
entitled to indigenous cabildos (Cháves and Zambrano 2006). 
However, in 1999 the National Office of Indigenous Affairs dissolved the cabildo. 
Bogotá’s Public Health Office filed a report regarding a suspiciously high increase of the Muisca 
population with access to free health services in a period of six months. The community’s effort 
to regain the indigenous status was carried out under a new indigenous politics of recognition. 
Colonial resguardo titles were no longer enough to reinstate their recognition, and the National 
                                               
20 The history of recognition of the Muisca cabildo of Suba marks the transition to the multicultural politics of 
recognition for reemerging groups. Until the 1980s the reindianizing communities who could not evidence cultural 
diacritics “usually linked to Indianness”, such as the Kankuamo in the Sierra Nevada and the Pasto and Yanacona in 
the southwestern Andes used colonial resguardo titles to successfully claim recognition (Cháves and Zambrano 
2006: 10). However, with the new legislation, in addition to proving the links to a territory, the groups should also 
demonstrate links to the history and culture of the inhabitants.  
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Office of Indigenous Affairs was obliged by the national Council of State to conduct a socio-
economic study to determine their indigeneity. The study should evidence: 
A common history as well as group cohesion, a deep-rooted affiliation with the 
ancestral territory, worldview, traditional medicine, kinship ties and characteristic 
normative system that makes them different from the rest of the Colombian 
population (Ministry of Interior and Justice 2001-2003 in Cháves and Zambrano 
2006: 16).  
 
The Suba study concluded that the community was not sufficiently differentiated from 
the rest of the Colombian population—noting that they lacked “a common history as well as 
group cohesion, a deep-rooted affiliation with the ancestral territory, worldview, traditional 
medicine, kinship ties and characteristic normative system” and thus did not qualify to be 
granted legal recognition (Ministry of Interior and Justice in Cháves and Zambrano 2006: 16). 
According to Margarita Cháves and Marta Zambrano (2006), it was then that the community 
turned to cultural recovery as a strategy to comply with these legal requisites. They began a 
process to learn the language, recover the pre-Hispanic history and reconstruct their memories on 
the recent urbanization of the Suba territory. While women focused on recovering the recent 
past, the oral histories of their elders and the everyday private sphere practices; men focused on 
the recovery of ancestral history. This cultural recovery strategy proved successful in 2005, when 
the cabildo regained legal recognition, this time based not only on colonial titles, but also on 
proving they maintained certain cultural traits. 
Bosa, the other urban cabildo, had a similar recognition process. As a result of the 1990s 
policy of legalizing the neighborhoods and building legal housing for the inhabitants (Durán 
2005; Fernández 2015), some of the members of the community had to establish the exact size 
and limits of their lands to legalize these plots. During this process, they realized their lands were 
once part of the Bosa resguardo. Although Muiscas originally claimed political recognition and 
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territory (Durán 2005), given the urbanizing development and the high costs of land, the National 
Office of Indigenous Affairs recognized the urban community, but did not return any lands. Suba 
and Bosa were granted official recognition as indigenous cabildos, which entitled them to be 
recognized as local authorities and realize their rights, including receiving economic resources 
from the nation such as free health and jurisdictional autonomy. However, the claims to obtain 
former collective territory, which initially motivated recognition, were denied, and the Suba and 
Bosa communities became urban cabildos without communal lands. This marked a significant 
difference with rural cabildos that also have collective titles of land.  
The legal recognition of the rural cabildos was not without difficulties either. After the 
initial claim for recognition, the national government ruled there must first be an ethnographic 
study to determine the historical and cultural continuation of Muisca culture among these groups. 
The claim remained unresolved for a few years because the government did not develop such a 
study. Tired of waiting, in 2003 the communities filed an acción de tutela (writ of injunction) to 
force the government to resolve the claim promptly as the lack of the ethnographic study was in 
violation of their constitutional rights. The judge ordered an ethnographic study to be carried out, 
after which a final determination would be made. In 2006, an interdisciplinary team organized by 
the Hemera Foundation and directed by anthropologist Francois Correa, an expert in Muisca 
culture, formulated an ethnological study to determine if the Muisca recognition claim of the 
rural communities was legitimate or not—in other words, if they were Muiscas or not (Correa 
2016).21 
                                               
21 The director of the team was Francois Correa, associate professor of anthropology at Universidad Nacional de 
Colombia, who has published numerous works on indigenous communities in Colombia. His publications on 
colonial and contemporary Muiscas include the book “El Sol del Poder, Simbología y Política entre los Muiscas del 
Norte de los Andes” (2004) and numerous articles and book chapters (1992, 1998, 2001, 2005a, 2005b, 2005c, 
2016). The team of researchers also included included the vice-director of the foundation, Olga Luz Restrepo, the 
lawyer Edith Bastidas, the statistician Juan Sebastian Avila, the anthropologists Laura Calle, Natalia Guevara, Linda 
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The results of the study supported the claim, and the three rural groups finally received 
the official recognition as indigenous communities. The study demonstrated that the 
community’s clear efforts in keeping collective territory allowed the preservation of “social and 
cultural relationships inscribed in the territory, on which rests the solidarity and identity of their 
members” (Correa 2016: 167). Their efforts to obtain the legal recognition of the land as 
collective property highlight and support their efforts to protect the cultural and social patterns 
inscribed on it. To support his argument, Correa documents the rise and fall of Muisca 
resguardos during colonial times, and—thanks to the actions of community leaders—the 
continuation of collective lands in Chía, Cota and Sesquilé up to the 21st century despite the 
dissolution of the resguardos in the 19th century.22 
In 1911, after the dissolution of the Chía resguardo, two members of the community 
successfully reclaimed a portion of the former resguardo kept by the government and continued 
its collective administration (Correa 2016). In 1960 the government dissolved the remaining 
collective lands of the resguardo of Sesquilé.  Since then the community has been buying back 
their former lands (Correa 2016).23 In Cota, despite the legal documents certifying that the 
remaining resguardo lands belonged to the Cota resguardo, the community had to buy them back 
in 1911 (Correa 2016). Thanks to their tenacity, and supported by the newly established positive 
rights, in particular the constitutional right to own the collective land inhabited by the indigenous 
community, they were successful. 
                                               
del Mar Moreno, Emver Vladimir Montaña, and Alejandro Camargo. Members of the rural Muisca communities 
participated actively in such research (Correa 2016). 
22 Muisca resguardos split in the 20th century include Tenjo (1934), Tocancipá (1940), and Sesquilé (1968) (Correa 
2016; Wiesner 1996).  
23 Buying back portions of former resguardo territory is a technique used by different indigenous communities 
around the world. For instance, to increase the size of resguardos in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta the 
indigenous communities buy back pieces of land they formerly owned with the support of international 
organizations (Ulloa 2005).  
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In 2004 the Chía cabildo received collective land titles (Correa 2016). The Cota cabildo 
received the collective land titles of their resguardo in 2018. In 2012 the Supreme Court had 
ruled that the hectares where the Muisca ceremonial houses and 50 family houses were located 
were to be returned to its private owner, ignoring the official documentation presented by the 
cabildo regarding their property of the land (C. Guerrero C. 2016). However, the mayor's office 
of Cota, in charge of evicting and relocating the fifty Muisca families looked for a different 
solution. The major decided to buy the land from the private owner and give it to the Muisca 
cabildo (C. Guerrero 2016). For a year, the mayor’s office tried unsuccessfully to complete this 
purchase. (C. Guerrero 2016). In 2017 the Cota cabildo filed a petition at the Inter American 
Commission on Human Rights ICHR of the Organization of American States OAE in 
Washington, D.C. to obtain the land title of their collective territory (Gregory Chingate, personal 
communication, April 17, 2018). In April 2018 the National Agency of Lands (Agencia Nacional 
de Tierras), per recommendation of the ICHR, granted the collective title to the Cota resguardo.  
 
Figure 6 :   Resguardo of Cota, April 2018. Ceremony to receive collective lands from 
the National Agency of Lands.  
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The inscription of social and cultural relations in the territory, and the identity that this 
enforced since the 19th century can be also traced through the emergence of the categories of 
raizal and comunero. These are ethnonyms used to characterize the members of former colonial 
cabildos who stayed on the territory after they rebought small pieces in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries. These two terms are a testimony to the “historical and affective relationship with 
the territory that the person inhabits” (Durán 2005: 359). Even though the term comunero seems 
to be used more frequently in the rural cabildos because of their collectively owned territory 
(comunero comes from the term “common lands”), and the term raizal is more frequently used in 
the urban cabildos, both terms emerged during republican times and are still used, although less 
frequently, at the present time.24⁠ 
Comunero refers to a member of the community who lives in resguardo territory, has 
been assigned a piece communal land because of he/she descends of one of the indigenous 
subjects in the resguardo title, and has community responsibilities (Carrillo 1997; Correa 2016). 
In the definition of comuneros in Cota in the early 1990s, Wiesner describes the cultural 
implications derived from being collective proprietors: “currently, the differences between the 
‘indigenous comuneros’ and the other persons in Cota, with whom they have ethnic and general 
cultural similarities, include the collective ownership of the resguardo lands, the shared historical 
tradition, the recognition associated to the land, the distribution and transference of land parcels 
                                               
24 There has been a transition from using the terms raizal or comunero to Muisca Indian. Even though most of the 
people with whom I work refer themselves as Muisca Indians (indígenas Muiscas), it is common to hear the terms 
raizal or comunero used, particularly by elders. For instance, as Martínez explains, the elders of Bosa dislike the 
term Muisca Indian because of its derogatory implications as opposed to civilized people and still call themselves 
raizales. However, since the terms raizal or comunero referred mostly to time in which the possibility of getting 
official recognition did not exist, most of the authorities and young generations call themselves Muisca Indians and 
emphasize the fact that they are not the descendants of the Muiscas, but Muiscas themselves.  
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by family, the community organization to solve resguardo-related matters, and the appointment 
of  a governor of the cabildo elected collectively.” (1996: 40)  
Collective ownership generates a common history, a system for distributing and 
transferring land parcels, a community organization that takes care of the resguardo lands, and a 
democratically elected government. The term comunero (one who belongs to the common lands) 
then, not only evidences a historical filiation with the territory, but refers also to a set of social 
practices and kinship derived from it. It links people to each other through particular laws of 
“filiation, matrimony, residency, and transmission of property” that even though “shared with the 
national society, evidence distinctive criteria” (Correa 2016: 16)  
There are also different definitions of the term raizal. Durán (2005) classifies it as an 
ethnonym that evidences the affective bond of a group of people to the territory. He argues that 
the term evokes two types of metaphors: territory as mother; and territory as the symbolic space 
where culture is expressed. He states that delimiting their territory through the use of this 
category is one of the central elements in defining an ethnic frontier for the Bosa community 
(Durán 2005). María Teresa Carrillo (1997) explains that raizal establishes a chronological 
distinction between the época antigua (ancient time) and the época nueva (modern times). The 
raizales ascribe themselves to the latter, that is, a technological world beginning in the early 20th 
century and characterized by the desiccation of water sources, deforestation, contamination, and 
urban population. Three generations of raizales lost their land to merchants and swindlers at the 
beginning of the century, losing economic and politic autonomy; then they lost the power of the 
water and rural traditions, and had to face the migration of family members (Carrillo 1997).  
The categories raizal and comunero evidence the continuation of a connection with the 
territory that has transformed radically and thus presents contemporary Muiscas as related to but 
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different from their ancestors. The terms demonstrate a continuous affective connection with 
their land and ancestors, as well as a social and cultural pattern attached to it, regardless of the 
type of ownership. However, as explained in the introduction, this continuation of Muisca culture 
is not part of official history, neither is recognized by all scholars.  
 
Neo-Muiscas:  Nation- State Recognition vs.  Self-Recognition 
Although this research does not cover self-recognized Muisca groups, they interact with 
official cabildos, intensifying the debate over the recognition of official cabildos and raising 
questions regarding official representation. Self-recognized Muisca groups, usually called neo-
Muiscas (Durán 2016), differ significantly from each other. They range from people who start a 
community, buy land, and live together according to indigenous principles, to individuals who 
occasionally attend weekend cleansing rituals. The Cabildo de Sugamuxi, Nación Muisca 
Chibcha and Cabildo de Ráquira exemplify this type of communities located in Bogotá and 
Boyacá (Durán 2016; Gómez-Montañez 2009; 2010; VisitSugamuxi 2019). Most of these 
organizations receive spiritual support from some members of the indigenous communities of the 
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.25  
Pablo Gómez (2009; 2010) states that Nación Muisca Chibcha is fundamentally different 
from the five official cabildos because the group’s cohesion is based on spiritual power; it is 
guided by chyquis, “truly ancestral authorities” (2009: 41). This organization focuses on the 
                                               
25 It is common to find mamos (spiritual authorities) and leaders from the communities of the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta acting as advisors of the Muisca revitalization processes, both in official and self-recognized cabildos. 
Mamos can orient the community through occasional visits to the territory, and by inviting Muisca members to their 
own territory. They can also do it by moving to live with the Muisca communities. The strengthening of the 
interethnic relationships between Muiscas and the groups of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is now being 
reinforced by a inter-ethnic marriages of Muisca women and Kankuamo men, as the case of a family in the Chía 
resguardo, or the marriage of a Cota member with a Kankuamo woman. 
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“recovery of the spiritual dimension of the indigenous subject” (Gómez-Montañez 2009: 41), 
“with a hierarchy and organization structure that constantly receives new members who self-
recognize as Muiscas” (Gómez-Montañez 2009: xxiii). Unlike official cabildos, the criteria for 
belonging to these alternate cabildos is not based on demonstrating historical links to former 
colonial territory and ancestral customs, but by being born in the territory. 
The municipality of Ráquira, in Boyacá, is the hometown of another self-recognized 
cabildo, which was created when mama Luka, a Kogui spiritual authority of the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta came to Ráquira to repatriate Muisca traditional knowledge that had been 
safeguarded by them upon the arrival of the Spanish colonizers to the Bogotá Plateau (Cobos, 
Fernández, Rojas 2015; Durán 2016). The jate (spiritual leader) Kulchavita Boñé (Antonio Daza) 
and the güia (elder brother) Senacio Suaié (Ignacio Murillo) are the two main leaders of the 
Muisca community in Ráquira, whose ritual practices are based on their direct learning 
experience from indigenous communities from the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. As part of the 
training received, mama Luka shared a group of cantos (songs) that belonged to the Muisca 
people and had been safeguarded during centuries by Koguis (Durán 2016). Membership to this 
community is based on self-recognition as well; the persons who become part of it “interiorize 
cultural practices” that are connected to the ritual and spiritual worlds (Durán 2016: 8). 
Belonging to this community is marked by a relationship to the land that is fostered by living on 
it (Durán 2016). Both spiritual leaders have cultivated long-term relationships with official 
cabildos to develop musical and linguistic projects in the official cabildos such as the recording 
project Muisca Soy (see Chapter Three) and the early stages of language revitalization (see 
Chapter Four).  
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The development of these self-recognized Muisca groups in the 1990s frequently 
generates friction with official cabildos, opening additional questions about legitimacy (Gómez-
Montañez 2009; Arenas 2012). Muisca cabildos, who have been through a long and difficult path 
to achieve official recognition do not want to be confused with neo-Muisca groups, who do not 
have recognition and follow other aims. Also, neo-Muiscas present themselves as representatives 
of the indigenous group in public events despite the disapproval of official cabildos. 
Distinguishing between official cabildos, (the subject of this research), and neo-Muisca groups, 
however, remain challenging as the general public is not aware of their differences.  
 
Conclusion 
Many Colombians have affective bonds with the Muisca culture as a matter of the past, 
sponsored in part by the official narrative of the history of the nation. By the same token, they 
cannot picture the idea of contemporary Muiscas, particularly inhabiting the large capital city. 
The shock of sharing the present time and space with contemporary Muiscas, along with the 
ethnic rights entitled to indigenous communities has generated distrust in their authenticity as 
indigenous peoples.  
The Colombian Constitution of 1991 promoted a multicultural policy opposed to the 
assimilationism of the previous century. On the discursive level, multiculturalism has 
encouraged the survival of cultural diversity by granting special rights to three types of ethnic 
groups: indigenous peoples, Afro Colombians, and Romani people. This inclusion of difference 
stated in the constitution contrasts with the difficulties that reemerging indigenous communities 
have to face to attain recognition, thus to “get the right to have rights” (Alvarez et al 1998 in 
Jackson and Warren 2005: 565). The five Muisca cabildos have to balance the nation’s positive 
discourse on ethnic difference with the multiple difficulties of getting and retaining official 
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recognition. In particular, Muisca groups have to deal with the essentialist notion of Muisca 
indigeneity that enforced the communities to revisit a romanticized, ahistorical Muisca past, 
usually referenced as ancestral past, which ignores the historical conditions of colonialism and 
assimilation that the newly formed republic enforced. 
In the 1990s the urban cabildos of Suba and Bosa attempted to recover fragments of 
former cabildo territory; but although the government granted them official recognition as 
cabildos, thus providing them with authority to govern community matters, the communities did 
not regain territory. Therefore, they had to conceive their cultural revitalization projects without 
collective lands. Meanwhile the rural cabildos of Chía, Cota, and Sesquilé had to confront the 
government on multiple occasions to get recognitions as cabildos and receive land titles of their 
collective territories to become resguardos. Although the indigenous communities rarely started 
their cultural revitalization projects during or because of multicultural legislation, the cabildos 
cannot ignore the authority of the nation-state in managing ethnic difference, and thereby must 
comply with it (at least partially) to achieve cultural survival.  
The Muisca cultural revitalization projects that will be discussed in the next chapters 
reflect not only the power of the nation-state and academics, but also the ways in which Muiscas 
deal with the impossible essentialistic requests contained in the fine print of the Colombian 





Chapter Two:  
 




Approaching Muisca Music 
Rehearsal of the music group Ata Guaia (One Mother)  
Cabildo of Bosa - San Bernardino neighborhood  
Bogotá, July 26, 2014 
 
 In 2014 I had the opportunity to attend a rehearsal of the children’s group in Bosa and 
watch them play and dance what they call música andina. By the time I got to the cusmuy, the 
ceremonial house in the San Bernardino neighborhood in southern Bogotá, the director Ferney 
Neuta was talking to a group of about fifteen children, mostly girls whose ages ranged from 8 to 
15, about Muisca music and culture. Once my eyes got used to the dim light of the cusmuy, I 
could see the faces of the children. They listened attentively to Ferney, sometimes without fully 
understanding his words, trying to answer his questions: -Why do we dress up in white? What 
are the four elements-moments of the year? Why do we come to the cusmuy? What is the 
meaning of the snail structure of the cusmuy?  
 
 The conversation then evolved towards more musical topics. After motivating the 
children by imagining future performances of the group in important theaters of the city, he 
carried out a listening exercise. He played different Andean genres (chicha, sanjuanito, 
bambuco, and huayno) on guitar or tambora drum, and the children had to identify them. To 
refresh the children’s memory regarding huayno, he played a few bars of “Ojos Azules” (“Blue 
Eyes”), one of the most popular huaynos of the Peruvian Andes that is obligatorily performed by 
every band of música andina since the 1970s. Each exercise required increased bodily 
involvement of participants.  
 
 In the next exercise, Ferney Neuta wanted all attendees to embody Andean sound and 
movement. Ferney gave Lakota drums to the children, and bamboo pipes to me and María 
Esteban, another Ph.D. student, so that each of us had an instrument. He asked everybody to 
close their eyes and play the instruments to the pulse already set in the tambora drum by one of 
the students. After a few minutes he told us to stand up and dance while we continued 
improvising. I explored the sonic possibilities of my instrument. I played the same note in two 
different octaves by varying the pressure in the airflow, and focused on creating rhythmic 
patterns to dialogue with the melody he was playing in the kena. We moved in a circle, dancing 
to the “basic step” of música andina that I had seen performed at Muisca festivals: in a 4/4-time 
signature and starting at a standing position the right foot moves forward accentuating the first 
beat. On the second beat the left foot moves forward as well. In beats 3 and 4 both feet go back 
to the initial position. When the exercise was over the children received a snack co-sponsored by 
the parents and the cabildo.  
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 The music performed by the children in that rehearsal references the cultural 
recuperation project and the effort in constructing a sound of their own, rather than focusing on 
attaining a virtuosic interpretation of a popular piece, a task that is reserved for more 
professional groups of Muisca cabildos. 
 
(Fieldnotes, July 26, 2014) 
 
I chose this fieldnote from Ata Guaia’s rehearsal in Bosa to open this chapter, in order to 
show the multiple elements involved in Muisca musical practices. There is a new generation of 
Muisca children and teenagers learning to perform and appreciate música andina within the 
larger context of cultural revitalization. In Bosa, this is done through a joint effort of leader 
musician Ferney Neuta, children’s parents and local Muisca authorities. The purpose is to 
educate their youngest members as active participants in the community. This vignette also 
introduces a central topic of this chapter: the type of música andina performed in Muisca 
cabildos nowadays. We will see how Muiscas inhabit this popular genre and how musical 
practices support the larger project of cultural revitalization.  
The examples Ferney played during the listening exercise give a clue of what Muisca 
mean by música andina. He played genres that originated in different countries of the Andean 
region which became popular over the last decades of the previous century. While sanjuanito or 
bambuco gained popularity as national genres in the early 20th century in Ecuador and Colombia 
(Ochoa Gautier 2014; C. Santamaría 2016; Wong 2012), chicha, also called Andean cumbia, 
emerged after the 1950s. Cumbia, a Caribbean genre that originated in Colombia not only 
replaced bambuco as the national genre, but also traveled to different countries, including the 
Andean region where it mixed with Andean melodies (Tucker 2013). 
“Ojos Azules,” the song Ferney chose as an example of huayno is particularly important 
as it speaks about the relevance of this genre. Huayno is one of the most popular genres of 
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Bolivia and Perú and is performed in two contrasting forms, rural-indigenous and urban-mestizo 
(Tucker 2013). The urban-mestizo interpretation of “Ojos Azules” gained transnational 
popularity since the 1920s as a “representative regional sound” (Tucker 2013: 54) and became 
very famous in the 1960s in the rendition by Argentinian singer Mercedes Sosa and the Chilean 
band Inti Illimani. Since then, it is part of the classical Andean repertoire performed by Andean 
mestizo bands in the second part of the 20th century.  
In this chapter I argue that the música andina performed in Muisca cabildos is part of the 
larger process of cultural revitalization and fulfills a double purpose. It contributes to 
strengthening cultural practices and to the production of an indigenous identity both as Muiscas 
and as part of the larger Andean indigenous world. In turn, this helps in achieving and 
maintaining legal recognition. For this purpose, I examine the indigenous appropriation of a 
mestizo genre inspired by Andean indigenous music and culture to fulfill the needs of an 
indigenous community in the process of cultural recuperation. Additionally, I analyze the 
connection between the romanticized idea of Andean indigeneity contained in the music 
(Bigenho 2002; Tucker 2013; Turino 2008), with the essentialistic requirements demanded by 
the nation-state to grant legal recognition to Muisca cabildos-- demonstrating a historical relation 
with the ancestral Muisca territory and diacritic markers of culture (see also Cháves and 
Zambrano 2006; Correa 2016).  
In order to examine the musical, cultural, and political complexities of música andina 
performed in Muisca communities I analyze communal events that I had the opportunity to 
attend. I present two types of activities: festivals and protests. These events, heavily supported 
with the use of sonic and visual elements, are privileged spaces for presenting the results of 
cultural revitalization to the community, to allies in their struggles, and to government officials. 
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They also strengthen cultural identity and promote intra and inter-cabildo ties. I focus on the 
most representative activities of festivals such as live music and dance performances and 
processions, analyzing some of the most popular pieces of the repertoire performed in those 
memorable occasions. 
In order to explain the appropriation of Andean music as a popular genre in the Muisca 
cabildos I use David Samuels’ study of popular music of the Apaches in the San Carlos 
Reservation in Arizona. He demonstrates that Apache identity can be constructed through the 
affective attachments to country music as a non-traditional genre that is central in the musical 
practices of this community. Even though Apaches play traditional indigenous songs, performing 
and listening to country music creates deep affective meanings about Apache identity and 
particularly connects the Apache past and present (Samuels 2004). Even when country songs are 
not modified (neither new melodies or arrangements are included into the songs, nor lyrics are 
translated into Apache language) they can still create affective Apache responses. This is 
possible because being Apache is not indexically related to any particular indigenous traditions, 
as classical anthropology enforces. It is an “iconicity of feeling” that in this case is attached to 
country music (Samuels 2004: 54). He moves away from the indexicality of cultural markers as a 
canonical way of evidencing cultural identity, instead viewing identity as “iconicity of feeling” 
(54) that is triggered both by traditional music as well as by Apache popular music.  
Based on Samuel’s idea of Apache identity as a feelingfulness produced by the affective 
attachments to country music, and on the “politics of schizophonic emplacement” in which 
“formally dislocated sounds” contribute to the production of “new forms of identity, 
performance, and memory” (Samuels et.al. 2010: 337), I show how música andina style 
contributes to the production of a Muisca identity and supports cultural revitalization. Muiscas 
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do not passively listen or play Andean covers. Muiscas attach affectively to the Andean 
repertoire, creating a sense of being Muisca. Música andina in the cabildos is relevant not only 
because local musicians may transform lyrics, tempo, or melody of Andean classics, as well as 
composing original songs in this style. It is also significant because of the affective attachments 
they have created with this repertoire and how they consider that their version of música andina 
expresses their Muiscaness. This also connects them with the rest of the indigenous Andean 
world, to which ancestral Muiscas belonged. 
 
Música Andina, an Ethnomusicological Approach  
As we can see from the rehearsal described at the start of the chapter, the term música 
andina is polysemic and highly problematic as it references clashing uses and histories in Latin 
America and Colombia. In its broadest definition, música andina is used in internet entries and 
non-specialized sources as an umbrella term for musical genres performed in the seven countries 
of the Andean region --Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, Perú, Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela--, 
encompassing traditional and commercial versions of multiple genres (chacarera, morenada, 
cueca, pasillo, huayno, sanjuanito, tinku, and saya, among many others). In its narrowest 
meaning, the term música andina is used to define a specific cosmopolitan style that is also 
considered the most representative of the Andean region. The term is used most prominently to 
reference the “transnational, cosmopolitan style” (Tucker 2013: 51) that emerged in the 1950s 
with mestizo bands in the Andean central region (Bolivia, Perú and Chile). These bands arranged 
stylized versions of indigenous Andean music for urban audiences, generating interest and pride 
in a romanticized idea of the Andean indigenous world (Bigenho 2002; Tucker 2013; Turino 
2008). This Andean cosmopolitanism, associated to a general sonority of the instrumental 
ensemble of kena, zampoña, charango and bombo, was ignited by the transnationalization of “El 
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Cóndor Pasa” popularized in North America by Simon & Garfunkel as “If I could” (Bigenho 
2012; Dorr 2007; Turino 2008).  In Colombia, the term música andina colombiana refers to a 
group of traditional musical genres (bambuco, pasillo, torbellino, guabina) from the Colombian 
Andean region and whose sound is very different from the above genres. Bambuco became the 
country’s national genre in the late 19th and early 20th century when as part of the nationalist 
rhetoric, it was presented as a combination of Spanish, Indian, and black music with a strong 
Hispanicist politics (Hernández 2007; Ochoa Gautier 2014; C. Santamaría 2016; Wade 2000). 
Indigenous communities have also appropriated this initially mestizo genre for their 
socio-cultural, political, and economical purposes. In this chapter I discuss the performance of 
what Muiscas call música andina -- the most listened to, played and danced music in the five 
indigenous cabildos, particularly in community and public events. I examine how Muiscas 
inhabit or adapt this popular style for their cultural and political needs by studying what they 
mean when they say música andina and how they perform it.  
The style that emerged in the 1950s with mestizo bands in the central Andes has different 
names in the English literature: “pan-Andean music” (Tucker 2013; Bigenho 2012; Dorr 2007), 
“Andean folklore” (Bigenho 2002), “Andean folkloric music” (Turino 2008), “Andean folkloric 
popular music” (Ríos 2008), “folkloric music” (Céspedes 1993), or “música latinoamericana” 
(Katz-Rosene 2015). Scholars explain música andina as a “transnational” and “cosmopolitan” 
style that emerged in the 1950s in the La Paz-Buenos Aires-Paris concert circuit (Ríos 2008; 
Tucker 2013; Turino 2008) with the transnational musical touring of mestizo bands coming from 
Chile, Bolivia and Argentina such as Los Calchakis, Los Jairas, Quilapayún, or Inti Illimani, 
many of whom were exiled to Europe because of the military regimes in their countries.26 
                                               
26 European audiences were already prepared for música andina thanks to the early touring of South American 
folkloric bands such as Los Hermanos Abalos and Los Incas since the 1920s (Ríos 2008).  
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This type of “translocal cultural formation” (Turino 2008: 127) is a stylized version of 
Andean indigenous repertoires mostly from Bolivia, Perú, Chile, Ecuador, and Argentina that 
circulated widely through Europe, North America, and Latin America and still continues to 
circulate with new generations of musicians, both indigenous and mestizo (Bigenho 2012, Ríos 
2008; Tucker 2013; Turino 2008). Música andina style thus works as a bridge between the 
indigenous and urban realms. Mestizo musicians translated indigenous musical practices, 
originally created as part of the indigenous social life in the Andes, into a language that western 
audiences could understand, while preserving a sonic reference to Andean indigenous music. “El 
Cóndor Pasa” is perhaps the single most iconic song of the repertoire that contributed to the 
genre’s transnational popularity (Bigenho 2002; Dorr 2007). The 1960’s version by sing-
songwriter Paul Simon with English lyrics and a shortened melodic line introduced the style to 
international audiences in North America (Bigenho 2012; Dorr 2007).27 The “multiple mimeses” 
of “El Cóndor Pasa,” its inclusion in Latin American television programming in the early 1970s, 
and its reemergence in the 1990s World Music circuits (Dorr 2007) speak to the constant 
presence of the song, and by extension, to the musical style of música andina in Europe, Japan, 
and the United States.  
Although the way in which music scholars interpret the multiple Andean music traditions 
has transformed importantly during the 20th century, the cosmopolitan style of música andina 
                                               
27 There have been many debates regarding the authorship and copyrights of the song. It is not clear if Peruvian 
musicologist and composer Daniel Alomía Robles wrote the song in the 1930s inspired by the Andean melodies of 
Bolivian highlanders he had researched, or if he copied the melody and did not acknowledge its source (Dorr 2007). 
Also, Paul Simon’s version gives credit to the musicians of the Los Inkas band, but neither to the alleged composer 
Daniel Alomía Robles nor to the people he might have transcribed it from, the Andean Peruvian highlanders (Dorr 
2007). These arguments can be explained through Steven Feld’s concept of schizophonic mimesis, the mimetical 
replications of a song that has been removed from its original ethnic context without proper authorization, and 
becomes a hit in first world countries (Feld 1996, 2000). 
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preserved certain romanticized ideas of the Andean musical practices.28 These include a 
celebratory vision of indigenous experience, and an evocation of pre-Hispanic times (Céspedes 
1993; Tucker 2013). In musical terms, música andina is considered to be based on pentatonic 
scales that originated in the pre-Hispanic Inca culture (Bigenho 2002; Mendívil 2018). 29 This 
“often becomes a sonic sign of non-Western and premodern musical forms” (Bigenho 2002: 
123). Despite the multiple musical instruments that evidence the advanced techniques of 
construction of music instruments and of music (Mendívil 2018), Andean music groups adopted 
a standard ensemble of four or five performers dressed up in ponchos, playing winds (kena and 
panpipes), strings (charango and guitar), and percussion instruments such as bombo leguero (a 
mid-size drum with animal-hide heads, played with padded mallets or a mallet and stick) 
(Bigenho 2012; Turino 2008; Tucker 2013). 
Based on the idea of música andina as a modernist-cosmopolitan cultural formation, 
Turino (2008) and Ríos (2008) emphasize the artistic specialization of the style in contrast with 
Andean participatory music. The indigenous practices are defined as non-commodified, 
participatory traditions where all the members of the community actively take part in music-
making and dance (Turino 2008: xiii; Ríos 2008). In direct contrast to this, the modernist 
cosmopolitan notion of música andina style emerged as a commodified, presentational form 
specifically oriented to urban audiences unfamiliar with highland traditions. 
                                               
28 The studies on Andean music traditions shifted radically in the 20th century. In the first part of the century música 
andina, called Inka music, was considered a homogenous advanced music that started to decline after Spanish 
arrival. Since 1950s, scholars pointed to the heterogeneity of musical Andean practices, which changed minimally 
despite colonization (Mendívil 2018). 
 
29 In his recent decolonial study on Andean music and ethnomusicological practices (2018), Julio Mendívil explains 
pentatonic scales as the defining characteristic of musical practices in the Andes, despite the simultaneous use of 
other scales. Early 20th century music scholars such as the D’Harcourts promoted the concept of pentatonic scale as 
the main feature of Andean music, which coincided with the evolutionary scheme of comparative musicology where 
pentatonic scales were considered a form typical of non-civilized societies previous to the more evolved diatonic 
system, introduced during colonization (Mendívil 2018). 
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Since the indigenous music that inspired the style was performed by large groups of 
musicians in participatory performances (Stobart 2008), the música andina format of four or five 
musicians (kena, zampoña, charango, guitar and percussion) required the transformation of 
instrumental roles and their technical capabilities. Indigenous melodies and rhythms remained 
almost unaltered, but were ornamented with technical resources of Western art and popular 
music to produce its characteristic “virtuoso sound” (Rios 2008; Turino 2008; Tucker 2013) that 
emphasizes “individual [virtuosic] musical personalities” (Bigenho 2012: 39). Joshua Tucker 
(2013) describes the innovations in instrumental roles and techniques of música andina bands: 
As instruments considered typically indigenous, winds and charangos tend to be 
foregrounded, with guitar reserved for a supporting role. However, kenas and pan 
flutes are typically played with a wide vibrato, round tone, virtuosic ornaments, 
portamentos, and other sophisticated techniques that distinguish pan-Andean 
performances from the tinnier, breathier interpretations favored in indigenous 
communities. The charango, which indigenous performers typically treat with a 
simple strummed style, took on a much more active role as both accompanist and 
soloist, alternating cross-string arpeggios with complicated solo passages (50-51). 
 
 
As part of the signature style of giving indigenous instruments a leading melodic role, the 
virtuosic solos performed on single and double-row panpipes replaced the Andean interlocking 
technique, in which the melody is performed by hocketing the notes of both performers (Turino 
2008; Stobart 2002).  Singers use western singing techniques with wide vibratos at the end of the 
phrases, lyric expressivity, and frequent use of parallel thirds (Tucker 2013). Prevailing male 
voices with round tones replaced the high pitches of female indigenous voices, who traditionally 
held the role of singing (Tucker 2013). Huayno, considered one of the most “authentic” genres of 
the indigenous Andean traditions (Céspedes 1993), is characterized by an “anonymous 
exteriorization of internal turmoil” (Tucker 2013: 39). Huayno refers to romantic love, in 
particular lost relationships, rejection or abandonment (Romero 2001). The lyrics express 
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personal pain, “private agonies” in a way that others can recognize and relate to those 
experiences (Tucker 2013: 19-20). It also fosters regional identities by referencing native lands, 
towns, or regions (Romero 2001). 
Although música andina is sometimes considered an “apolitical musical style” because of 
its abstract and romanticized lyrics (Bigenho 2012: 47), it fulfilled a political role when adopted 
as the national genre of Bolivia.30 This music brought indigenous music to the core of the nation 
and to local stages in Bolivia, educating mestizo audiences on indigenous culture and generating 
pride on the indigenous heritance (Bigenho 2012; Céspedes 1993). As Gonzalo Hermosa, a the 
founder of Los Kjarkas, one of the most popular música andina bands from Bolivia, states:  
Our first objective was to remove some prejudices from the Bolivian man. I call it 
the psychosocial illness. He renounced his poncho, his abarcas (sandals), his dark 
skin, his name, Huanca, Mamani, Choque (typical Aymara names) (…) denied his 
mother wore a pollera (traditional skirt) (…) This [musical revolution] changed 
mentalities. That is why we now have theaters. Because the charango could not be 
played in theaters, the zampoña was forbidden, it was forbidden (Céspedes 1993: 
80-81).31 
 
The positive attitude towards Bolivian indigenous heritage enhanced by the music of Los 
Kjarkas leads to a similar reaction in the Muisca cabildos, where the songs of this musical band 
are quite popular. Since the 1990s, Muisca performance of Andean songs generates pride of 
                                               
30 The naïve, generic and bucolic idea of the indio or campesino who stayed in the rural Andes portrayed in música 
andina (Céspedes 1993; Tucker 2013) is usually described in opposition to the “politicized lyrics” of nueva canción. 
Nueva canción is described an “artistic musical movement” affiliated with the left parties in Latin America, a 
“protest” (Mendívil 2014: 8) and “militant” (Vila 2014: 2) movement intended to denounce Latin American 
injustices (Vila 2014) and “cut the gap between arts and politics” (Mendívil 2014: 8). Nueva canción lyrics 
reference explicit social conditions and political themes: they express “denunciation, social satire, and hopeful 
singing for a better future” (Mendívil 2014), and locate the Andean indigenous world as part of global class 
exploitation (Bigenho 2012; Ríos 2008). 
 
31 Nuestro primer objetivo era sacar al hombre boliviano de muchos prejuicios que tenía. Yo le llamo la enfermedad 
sicosocial, ¿no? Renegaba de su poncho, renegaba de sus abarcas, de su piel morena, de su apellido Huanca, 
Mamani, Choque, que sé yo, renegaba de su madre de pollera (…) Ésta [revolucion musical] si la cambió, cambió 
mentalidades. Por eso tenemos teatros. Porque al teatro el charango no entraba, estaba vedada la zampoña, estaba 
vedada. 
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indigenous ancestry, of local last names-- Yopasá, Bulla, Caviativa, Chingate, Balsero, Neuta, of 
traditional ruanas (Andean ponchos) and mantas (traditional Muisca dress). In general, it created 
pride of the indigenous ancestry that prior to the 1991 Colombian Constitution had been 
considered derogatory, particularly for the elder generations of contemporary Muiscas.  
 
1990s Andean Music and Muisca música andina 
The 1990s transformations in música andina highly influenced Muisca musical practices. 
There was a clear shift from mestizo to indigenous performers, and the inclusion of new genres 
transformed música andina into a highly danceable style. Bands of Ecuadorian indigenous 
musicians emerged to compete with the 1960-1980s mestizo bands. Otavalo indigenous 
musicians from the province of Imbabura and Cotacahi, (called Kichwa Indians in Colombia), 
known for their cosmopolitanism and large worldwide diaspora (Ordóñez et al 2013; 
Wibbelsman 2016), migrated to the “Global Northern metropoles” as means to achieve their 
“economic and aesthetic pursuits” (Dorr 2007: 18). They became the most popular touring 
Andean ensembles of the decade. Most Kichwa live performances in the cities followed the 
“karaoke fashion,” where live use of kenas, panpipes, and charangos are accompanied with pre-
recorded tracks reproduced through mobile PA systems (Dorr 2007; Ríos 2012; Turino 2008). 
The use of electronic mixers and amplification, along with electric guitars, karaoke machines, 
beat boxes and claves, generated a different sound well suited to be performed in subway 
stations, street corners, and malls (Dorr 2007: 18).  
1990s música andina also transformed into a more commercial, light, and danceable 
style. Andean bands introduced new Latin American musical traditions, incorporating 
Ecuadorian sanjuanito and Bolivian dance genres such as tinku and toba, and Afro-derived 
genres such as saya to their repertoire, probably motivated by the commercial success of 
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Afrocentric world music and “tropical styles” in the international scene (Tucker 2013: 76).32 
These genres became the new standards of música andina.  
The creation of the first Muisca music and dancing groups was directly influenced by the 
musical trends of the 90s decade, particularly by the new genres, and the transformation into a 
more danceable style. Muiscas got in contact with 90s música andina through YouTube, and 
through direct contact with Walka, the music band of the Kichwa Cabildo in Bogotá, that 
performs regularly at Muisca festivals and events.  
Música andina has also influenced indigenous communities in Cauca, a state in the 
Southern Andes in Colombia, not far from the border with Ecuador. The música andina style 
allows for expressing the Andean ties between Nasa and their indigenous Andean counterparts in 
Ecuador, Bolivia, and Perú. It also works as the current “most adequate expression for their 
indigeneity in the continent” (Miñana 2008: 150). As stated by Miñana for the case of Nasa 
indigenous musicians: 
The music of Nasa flutes and drum, linked in a local territory to local festive 
logics, is mute in the modern oratory of indigenous leaders and the new 
ideologues; (this music) has become insufficient. Young leaders and musicians 
organized groups with kenas, zampoñas and charangos such as Kwe’sx kiwe (Our 
Land), adapted lyrics to Latin American melodies of nueva canción, and 
incorporated huayno as the base rhythm of their new songs (“Unity, Land, and 
Culture”; “My “Race”; “Father Alvaro”), next to the sung bambuco. The 
chirimías or flute bands continue playing in local feasts once a year or sometimes 
in the feast of the opossum, but the youths and children enjoy listening to urban 
groups of música andina from Bolivia, Perú, Ecuador, and Nariño (Colombia) in 
their audio recorders (…) This was already happening in the late ‘80s. For 
instance, in the Pueblo Nuevo festival in 1988 there was a workshop for the 
construction of traditional transverse flutes, particularly attended by children and 
youth; two hours after the workshop was over, almost all of the them had cut the 
mouthpiece out of their flutes to transform them into kenas (Miñana 2008: 150).33 
                                               
32 The idea of música andina as a danceable genre was also enforced by the 1990´s ample success of the Afro-beat 
song “La Lambada”, which is originally a música andina song composed by Los Kjarkas, known as “Llorando se 
fue” (Céspedes 1993). 
33 La música de flautas y tambor, vinculada en un territorio local a unas lógicas festivas locales, muda para la 
oratoria moderna de la palabra de los líderes indígenas y de los nuevos ideólogos, ha resultado insuficiente. Los 
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Young generations of Nasa indigenous musicians find música andina style more 
appealing, much to the concern of older generations of players (Miñana 2008; Omar Romero; 
personal communication August 2014) who perform repertoire for the typical chirimía ensemble 
(Miñana 1994, 1997).34 Today’s young generation of Muisca musicians continue the 1990’s 
trend of indigenous musicians performing música andina, which works, as in the Nasa case in 
Colombia, as their most suitable expression for the ideologues of the new forms of indigeneity.  
Even though the Andean cosmopolitan music style was created by mestizo groups and 
contrasts with the original indigenous practices, it has become a crucial reference for indigenous 
communities such as Nasa or Muisca. The 1990s shift of música andina is clearly palpable in 
Muisca cabildos, both in the ‘90s repertoire performed and the increased dance practices 
associated with this music. How Muiscas dance, play, and enjoy música andina during festivals 
and protests is the topic of the next section. 
 
Muisca Festivals 
Richard Bauman explains that festivals, as a type of cultural performance, are an 
“instrument of cultural expression” (Bauman 1992: 46) that do more than just reflect the social 
                                               
jóvenes líderes y músicos conformaron grupos con quenas, zampoñas y charangos como Kwe’sx kiwe (Nuestra 
tierra), adaptaron letras a melodías latinoamericanas de la nueva canción e incorporaron el huayno como el ritmo 
base de sus nuevas canciones (“Unidad, tierra y cultura”; “Mi raza”; “Padre Álvaro) al lado del bambuco cantado. 
Las bandas de flautas siguen sonando en las fiestas locales una vez al año o a veces en la fiesta de la chucha, pero 
los jóvenes y los niños disfrutan a diario en sus grabadoras la música andina de los conjuntos urbanos de Bolivia, 
Perú, Ecuador y colombianos nariñenses. (…) Este fenómeno era ya un hecho a finales de la década de 1980. Por 
ejemplo, en el festival de Pueblo Nuevo en 1988 hubo un taller de construcción de flautas traversas tradicionales en 
el que participaron sobre todo niños y jóvenes; dos horas después de finalizado el taller casi todos ellos habían 
cortado sus flautas por la embocadura para convertirlas en quenas. 
34 The chirimía from the Andean region of Cauca in Colombia is composed of wood transverse flutes, drums, and 
minor percussion instruments. It is different from the homonymous ensemble of chirimía from the Colombian 
Pacific region, which includes a drum section (cymbal, snare drum, bass drum), euphonium, flute, and clarinet 
(Arango 2009). 
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order that has been already set in place. They become “cultural means to objectifying and laying 
open to scrutiny culture itself” (1992: 47). Festivals combine different elements: religious 
referents, ancestral practices and modern celebration. They are performed periodically by a 
collective in an out of the ordinary way by using codified acts (Bauman 1992; Escobar 2009; 
Pizano et al 2004; Stoeltje 1992).  
In many cases, festivals are presented for specific socio-cultural purposes that contribute 
to the larger goals of identity and cohesion, such as the Nasa indigenous festival of Kuch’wala 
meant to reinforce territorial borders (Miñana 2008), or the Andean agricultural festivals 
(Baumann 1996; Stobart 2002, 2006).35 In particular, festivals organized by reemerging 
indigenous groups in North and Latin America become spaces for the expression of indigeneity 
and of the advancements of cultural recuperation (Morales 2011; Nakashima and Albuquerque 
2011; Oliveira 1999).36 
I study Muisca festivals as cultural performances, as reflexive and metacultural events 
where the community produces statements regarding who Muiscas are and how they would like 
to be represented. Annually celebrated in the last twenty-five years or so, these festivals 
constitute a central social space for the reaffirmation of the cabildos’ identity that is informed by 
cultural revitalization projects.  
 
 
                                               
35 In highland Bolivia the music of agricultural festivals varies according to climate. The dry and rainy seasons 
festivals should be performed with their corresponding musical instruments, songs, and dances: while the pinkillu 
flute and the kitarra (rainy season guitar) are played in the rainy season, the julajula and siku panpipes and charango 
are played during the dry months (Stobart 2002, 2006). 
36 For instance, during the Corpus Christy Festival, the Kankuamo indigenous community of the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta in Colombia that obtained legal recognition in 1993 after more than fifty years of their “official” 
extinction, perform pagamento rituals (rituals to pay back spiritual beings) and dances accompanied by traditional 
gaita and chicote flutes repertoire recuperated in the last two decades (Morales 2011). 
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San Pedro Muisca - Chía 
As many festivals in Latin America that combine Catholic celebrations with Amerindian 
and African-derived traditions (Escobar 2009; Pizano et al 2004), the San Pedro Muisca Festival 
celebrated in Chía combines Catholic feast days with pre-Hispanic and contemporary indigenous 
traditions. This mix highlights the politics of colonialism, nationalism, and multiculturalism that 
Muiscas have undergone. Named after the Saint Peter and Saint John Catholic liturgical feasts, 
this festival is held on the weekend of the 29th of June to give thanks for the harvest. The San 
Pedro Muisca Festival is related in meaning and form to the celebration in Cotacachi and 
Otavalo indigenous communities in Ecuador (known as Kichwas in Colombia). In these 
communities, Saint Peter, Saint John, Saint Paul, and Saint Lucia feasts are part of the Inca Inti 
Raymi (Feast of the Sun) solstice celebration. Spanish conquistadores imposed the four Catholic 
feast days on the Inca Inti Raymi solstice, producing a celebration with syncretic rituals to thank 
the sun (Inti) for the previous year’s corn harvest (Chacón et al 2007). The devotion for the sun 
is also shared by Muiscas, who honored Chiminigagua (the sun) as their most powerful deity 
with multiple rituals (Correa 2004). 
It is important to distinguish the local San Pedro Muisca celebrated in the cabildo of Chía 
from the national musical celebration of San Pedro. The national festival, known as the San 
Pedro Festival or the Folkloric Festival and National Pageant of Bambuco takes place every year 
in Neiva, the capital city of Huila, a state in the central Andean region, and seeks to recreate a 
history of music that has historically been understood as the “purest essence of nationalism” 
(Ocampo 1985: 77).  The San Pedro Festival in Huila narrates a canonic history of 
homogenization through bambuco music. This music genre became recognized as national music 
that expresses the tri-ethnic mix that supports the success of the new created mestizo Colombian 
nation. The San Pedro Muisca Festival, however, is an occasion to express indigenous cultural 
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reaffirmation through música andina. In this way, the Muisca classification of the San Pedro 
festival in Chía as “alternative” (Periodismo Público 2010) is strategically placed to create a 
representational contrast. By producing the San Pedro Muisca, Muiscas have the agency to 
represent themselves in their own terms, as a distinguishable reemerging ethnic group different 
from the homogeneous national society. 
The activities of The San Pedro Muisca Festival include an opening parade, the onstage 
performance of local and invited bands, a dance contest, and a pig wrestling competition. I focus 
on the parade as it is perhaps the event of the festival that is most representative for many of the 
cabildo members and to which they devote a vast amount of time and effort. Every year, the 
parade departs from downtown Chía to a soccer field located within resguardo territory, which is 
the epicenter of the San Pedro Muisca Festival.  
 
As it is customary, the 2015 San Pedro Muisca Festival started with the parade entitled 
Correr la Tierra (running the territory).37 This parade went from the main plaza of Chía to a 
soccer field located in the highlands of the resguardo territory, about three hundred feet above 
the ceremonial houses and with a majestic view of the Bogotá savanna. The parade was led by a 
group of about 15 members of Guaguas Chie (children of goddess Moon), the children’s music 
and dance group of Chía, who continuously danced and played during the parade. They were 
followed by floats inspired on Muisca themes. The decorated platforms were carried by members 
of the community (see Figure 7). 
                                               
37 Correr la tierra is a Muisca ritual described by colonial chronicler Juan Rodríguez Freyle as a ceremony where 
youths from all towns gathered at dawn to travel a path that went through four sacred lagoons to prove the 
participants’ spiritual and physical strength. (Martínez 2008). In the cabildo of Chía, correr la tierra is the name of 




Figure 7 :   Map - Correr la Tierra (running the territory) - Chía 
 
At the beginning of the event, Manuel Socha, one of the traditional healers of the Chía 
community blew the conch shell to get the attention of the attendees, who were busy covering 
themselves with plastic ponchos to protect their clothes and instruments from the heavy rain that 
was starting to fall. The ponchos hid the black and white uniforms of the boys and girls as well 
as their elegant black wool trilby and ivory straw hats with long colorful laces. Everybody’s feet 
got quickly soaked because they were wearing alpargatas—a traditional peasant opened-toe 
shoe with light canvas upper and plaited natural fiber sole. Musicians struggled to find a balance 
between protecting their instruments from the rain and producing a good sound. While smaller or 
delicate instruments such as rattles, charangos or guitars were under the ponchos or in their 
cases, drummers had to decide whether to play the tambora under the plastic raincoat, which kept 
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the sound inside the poncho, or to use the raincoat as a lining for the drums and hit the drum 
patch over the wet plastic coat, altering its sound (see Figure 8). Regardless of their decision, 





Figure 8 :   Guaguas Chie musicians under the rain. Manuel Socha in  
the back (blue raincoat) with conch shell – Chía festival 2015 
 
The powerful sound of the conch shell immediately set the mood of the participants 
despite the unfavorable climatic conditions. Manuel and other members of the community 
explained the plan for the procession that was going to begin with a salutation to the cardinal 
points and a special request to the spiritual being La Madre Agua (Mother Water) for good 
weather in resguardo territory. He requested participants to play their instruments the best they 
could despite the conditions. 
On that rainy morning Manuel abbreviated the cardinal points ritual to four conch shell 
blows while people stood in a circle, omitting extended prayers to each cardinal point. Manuel 
played the conch shell, reaching a steady B-flat pitch after a fast and short ascending glissando. 
After the first and second notes, Daniel joined Manuel by playing an accompanying melody on 
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the kena. The tambora and firisay (shaker) produced a fanfare-style pattern during the third and 
fourth blows. The rain increased right after Manuel finished the ritual. 
The procession then started with a rendition of “El Sariri” (The Traveler), an Andean song that 
became the 1980’s hit of the Bolivian group Aymara. Accompanied by police motorcycles, the 
parade left the historical downtown and headed southwest through the busy streets of Chía, 
mostly on 11th and 12th Avenues, where curious citizens observed the parade protected from the 
rain under buildings’ eaves or umbrellas. While in the city, musicians and dancers performed 
música andina and chicha hits such as “Cariñito,” “Ama Sua,” and “Baila Negra.” At the end of 
some of the songs, Amparo, one of the directors of the group, shouted encouraging “vivas”, 




These long live shouts contextualized the parade for the observers. Muiscas situated 
themselves as part of the indigenous communities in Colombia, and acknowledged the group 
Guaguas Tchie as the music and dance group of the community that not only led the parade, but 
was also one of the leaders of sustained communal efforts in cultural revitalization. Such strategy 
of localization contributes to sensitize the urban mestizo population in Chía towards the 
contemporary existence of a local Muisca indigenous group, that plays and dances música andina 
Amparo: “Que vivan las comunidades 
indígenas de Colombia” 
Amparo: “Long live the indigenous 
communities of Colombia” 
Group: “Que vivan” Group: “Long live” 
Amparo: “Que vivan los Muiscas de 
Chía” 
Amparo: “Long live Muiscas of Chía” 
Group: “Que vivan” Group: “Long live” 
Amparo: “Que viva Guaguas Tchié” Amparo: “Long live Guaguas Tchié” 
Group: “Que viva” Group: “Long live” 
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and performs ancestral rituals within the limits of the municipality. This type of explicit 





Figure 9 :   Guaguas Chie performing on route 21 – Chia festival 2015 
 
The city streets eventually led the participants to route 21, known as the variante Chía-
Cota, an always-busy road that connects the towns of Chía, Cota and Cajicá with Bogotá (see 
Figure 9). The slow speed incoming traffic allowed drivers and passengers to appreciate the 
unexpected indigenous parade for about a third of a mile. The music competed with the loud 
sounds of cars, buses, trucks, and factories along the route. Manuel played single loud notes with 
the conch shell to signal the continuation of the parade. As the parade took the road to the 
veredas (townships) of Fonquetá and Cerca de Piedra at the roundabout, the spirits of the 
participants soared because of the proximity to native territory.  The prayer to La Madre Agua 
(Mother Water) diminished the rain considerably. The road that was left behind divides the urban 
town of Chía and the townships of Cerca de Piedra and Fonquetá where the resguardo territory is 
located. These townships, that transformed from Muisca communal territory to colonial lands 
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and then to large haciendas are now mostly urban areas with upper-class housing condominiums 




Figure 10 :   Guaguas Chie group walking towards resguardo territory located 
 on the mountain, only partially visible because of the clouds - Chía 
festival 2015 
 
While passing these condominiums on their way to the soccer field, musicians performed 
other instrumental Andean melodies, short melodic improvisations on kena, and instrumental and 
vocal-instrumental renditions of “El Sariri.” About half a mile before the final ascending part of 
the route, Mr. and Mrs. Guatame, parents of two of the musicians of Guaguas Chie, joined the 
parade. Their help was important as they fired voladores (pyrotechnic fireworks made of a paper 
tube packed with gunpowder mounted on a stick). The skyrockets’ loud bangs and intense flash 
                                               
38 The urbanization pattern of the northern-neighboring towns such as Chía, Cota, Cajicá, and Zipaquirá that started 
in the 1990s is characterized by upper-class country house complexes, built along with country clubs and colleges 
that supply housing needs for a particular segment of the population of Bogotá who migrate to these neighboring 
cities (Alfonso 2001; Martínez 2015). This upper-class urbanization affected long-term residents such as Muiscas. 
Prices of food, utility bills, public transportation, and of land went up, which then forces low and middle-class locals 
to become tenants. Also, local businesses did not profit from this urbanization because the owners of the country 
houses spend most of their time in the city, and use their houses mostly as “bedroom housing” (Martínez 2015). The 
Van der Hammer Forest Preserve was created to stop this quickly-growing conurbation, which impacts economic 
conditions of local inhabitants and causes the imminent destruction of the already deteriorated ecological structure 
of this metropolitan area, impacting the entire city of Bogotá (Reserva Forestal TVDH 2014). 
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of lights announced that the parade was approaching the soccer field, which encouraged 
performers to continue through the steepest part of the route (see Figure 11). 
 
 
Figure 11 :   Mrs. Guatame holding skyrockets. In the back, Manuel leading the 
procession, followed by police escort – Chia festival 2015 
 
Performers finally arrived at the soccer field where the rest of the community awaited for 
them. Dancers and musicians entered the soccer field performing a vocal-instrumental rendition 
of “El Sariri”, accompanied with conch shell calls and the bangs of skyrockets exploding in the 
air. For a few minutes the live performance mingled with the recorded music selection coming 
from the sound system on stage. Musicians and dancers finally stopped performing when they 
got closer to the powerful decibel levels of the sound system. Parade floats were deposited next 
to the stage so that the judges could properly examine them during the contest that was soon to 
start. Parade members mingled with the rest of the community to recover from the strenuous 
uphill walk under the rain and enjoy the festival that was just beginning.  
 
Repertoire during the San Pedro Muisca Parade 
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Along the route, musicians performed música andina and chicha (also called Andean 
cumbia) with kena, zampoña, tambora, voice, side drum, and firisay. Musicians also played 
charango and guitar during the non-rainy portions of the path. The lyrics of the Andean songs 
“Señora Chichera” and “Ama Sua”, sung in Spanish and Quechua, contain iconic elements of 
Andean culture with which Muiscas identify. “Señora Chichera” is an ode to the women who 
prepare and sell chicha, an indigenous alcoholic corn beverage widely consumed in the Andes 
and a favorite among Muisca communities.39 The song “Ama Sua” narrates the arrival of 
foreigners to Andean lands who impose new rules. It encourages locals to defend their land and 
culture by recalling the ancestral Inca principle: “ama sua” (you shall not steal), “ama llulla” 
(you shall not lie), “ama quella” (you shall not be lazy).40 The lyrics of the chichas “Cariñito” 
and “Baila Negra” are more festive, with clear references to romantic love, women, and dancing. 
The danceable, fast songs picked for the parade animated the long walk and the lyrics promoted 
pride for indigenous Andean traditions that started in pre-Hispanic times.  
The song “El Sariri”, performed by Guaguas Tchie multiple times, became the musical 
theme of the parade. The song, written in 1982 by Nataniel González and Salomón Callejas, who 
                                               
39In Colombia, chicha was banned since colonial times. It was considered one of the “causes of backwardness 
(atraso) and barbarism (barbarie) of indigenous communities” (Calvo and Saade 2002: 14-15). In the early 
twentieth century medical doctors and politicians promoted a campaign to eradicate the consumption of chicha, 
arguing that its consumption caused “chichismo,” an illness that harmed the population and stopped national 
progress. Although the ban was lifted on 1991, the police continues doing operations to verify hygiene conditions of 
the places where it is produced and sold, shutting down many of those establishments for not complying with the 
standards (Redacción Bogotá 2015). The Andean-derived music genre chicha that is performed as part of Muisca 
musical practices is named after this indigenous beverage.  
 
40 These four guiding principles have achieved national and international popularity lately. In 2009, they were added 
to Bolivia’s constitution; in 2015, the United Nations approved the commemoration of Indigenous Andean 
principles as “Andean values of transparent management” (Telesur 2015). They are frequently associated with 
Bolivian President Evo Morales because he is echoed in one of the final verses: “Peasant, your culture is pretty, we 
are proud to be Indians, we all are peasants, from the president to the pope” (“Campesino tu cultura es linda, 
orgulloso de ser indio todos somos campesinos del presidente al papa sí”) 
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played at the time with the legendary Bolivian group Aymara (Música Andina 2011) is 
considered a “classic piece of the Andean repertoire” (Sariri 2011), the “great treasure” of this 
Bolivian band (Música Andina 2011). This song is frequently included in Latin American or 
Andean folkloric collections in instrumental and vocal-instrumental versions. There are even 
Andean pop and metal rock versions.  
The Andean versions of the song maintain the basic format of drum, kena and/or 
zampoñas, charango, guitar, and voice. The most important features of Grupo Aymara’s 
interpretation include the repetitiveness of the song structure, an easy to learn melodic line, a few 
instrumental ornaments at the end of the phrases, bombo fanfare at the beginning, a slow tempo, 
and poetic lyrics. The melodic line has not suffered major changes although in recent versions 
there are more ornaments at the end of each line, and while the main melody is easily 
recognizable in any version, there have been important changes in the tempo, and the lyrics of 
the song. 
The fast tempo used by Muisca musicians in their rendition encouraged walking and 
dancing, while the subtle change in the lyrics of the song allowed for a poetic account of the 
Muisca parade. Guaguas Tchie band performed the song at a very fast tempo, in a beat that 
promoted a steady walking pattern and allowed dancers to perform their choreographies. The 
structure of the song was also different in this version. The melodic introduction was altered 
from the original melody. The increase in tempo prevented the slow and elaborated rhythmic 
pattern of the original version. It was replaced with side drums and bombos marking the pulse, 
producing a melody with clear rhythmic accents.  
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The lyrics of “El Sariri” (traveler) poetically describe the journey of the traveler, the 
beauty of the landscape and of its inhabitants.41 The song, written in Spanish, includes some 
terms in Aymara language, such as sariri and awayo:  
 
Figure 12 :   “El Sariri” (Grupo Aymara version, 1982) – First stanza 
1 Tengo que llegar al pueblo I have to return to my town 
2 allí me espera mi madre Where my mother awaits me 
3 Tierra de gente morena Land of dark-skinned people 
4 Paisajes color awayo Landscapes of multiple colors 
5 Tierra de gente morena Land of dark-skinned people 
6 Paisajes color awayo Landscapes of multiple colors 
 
 
In the first stanza the traveler, speaking in first person, explains his urge to return to his 
hometown, and describes his people and landscapes in terms of color. He portrays the people as 
“gente morena” (dark-skinned people), a racial category used to describe both black Latin 
American and indigenous populations in the Andes.  He describes his hometown landscape with 
the term awayo, a square cloth of different colors, usually a woven blanket to carry things, and 
the symbol of political struggle of indigenous social movements of the 1990s. 
 
Figure 13 :   “El Sariri” (Grupo Aymara version, 1982) – Second stanza 
7 Soy el sariri del Ande I am the messenger of the Andes 
8 Caminando muchas lunas Walking for several moons 
9 Con el wayra de amigo With the wind as my friend 
10 Envuelto en mis recuerdos Wrapped my memories 
11 Con el calor de mi raza With the heat of my race 
12 Dentro del poncho al viento Within my poncho moved by the wind 
 
                                               
41 The idea of sariri as traveler has been used in many cultural, literary, and popular Andean contexts. Sariri is the 




The second strophe continues describing the sariri’s journey, and how he carries his 
memories of the Andean landscape and culture with him. Most of the later versions of the song 
preserve the idea of carrying the memories. However, these versions take out the 10th line 
(“envuelto en mis recuerdos”), and move up the following verse, opening space for a new verse 
in the last line. The new 12th verse “going up the stream” locates the Indian cry within the 
Andean landscape following the generic style of música andina (see Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14 :   Comparison of different versions of the second strophe of “El Sariri” 
 Grupo Aymara 
1982 
Grupo Andino 









Group - Chía 
7 Soy el sariri del  
Ande  
Soy el sariri del 
Ande 
Soy el sariri del 
Ande 
Soy el sariri del 
Ande 
Soy el sariri del 
Ande 














9 Con el wayra de 
amigo 
Con el viento de 
amigo 
Con el huayra 
del amigo 
Con el huayra 
de amigo 
Con el huayra 
del amigo 
Con el huayra 
del amigo 
10 Envuelto en mis 
recuerdos 
Por el sabor mi 
recuerdo (?) 
Con el viento 
bajo el poncho 
Con el viento 
bajo el poncho 
Con el viento 
bajo el poncho 
Con el viento 
bajo el poncho 
11 Con el calor de 
mi raza 
Con el lamento 
del indio 
Con el sabor de 
mi raza 
Con el calor de 
mi raza 
Con el lamento 
del indio 
Con el lamento 
del indio 
12 Dentro del 
poncho al viento 
Subiendo por la 
quebrada 
Elevo mi 
poncho al viento 
Subiendo por 
las quebradas 
Subiendo por la 
quebrada 
Subiendo por la 
montaña 
 
Guaguas Tchie’s version follows these changes, and makes an additional modification in 
the last verse of the song, creating a unique local version. As part of the relocalization of the 
Andean repertoire in Muisca cabildos, Chía musicians replace the word stream (quebrada) for 
mountain (montaña). With this modification, the song reflects the geographical features of the 
Bogotá Plateau. In particular, the Muisca version reflects the parade’s route from the flat town of 
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Chía to the Muisca territory located in one of the mountains surrounding Chía. While musicians 
continue using abstract references to describe the Andean landscape and avoiding proper names, 
(which is typical of the Andean repertoire), they were still able to adapt the song to the local 
landscape.  
The use of song lyrics to intensify place memories has been explained by Steven Feld 
(1996) as part of the Kaluli poetics of place: place naming is part of a poetic cartography where 
the singer narrates a path throughout the territory and “reveals how places are laminated to 
memories, biographies, and feelings” (115). The use of the place naming technique in the Muisca 
adaptation of El Sariri shows the community’s attachment to their resguardo territory, while 
respecting the Andean feature of abstract lyrics. They inhabit the Andean feeling which allows 
them to express their Muiscaness. It also creates “diacritical markers” fundamental for their 
political struggle.  
The dense sonic texture produced at the end of the parade with the live rendition of “El 
Sariri” and the song “La Media Arepa” playing on the sound system in the soccer field indexes 
another musical reference in Muisca communities: carranga music. “La Media Arepa,” a recent 
hit of the group San Miguelito, is a carranga song, a popular genre in the Bogotá Plateau and the 
Colombian Andean central region among peasant communities and university-based urban 
audiences. It is a popular genre to dance in Muisca festivals, and people know by heart many of 
the songs of Jorge Velosa, the creator and most important musician of the genre. However, only 
a few local musicians have started to perform the genre (see Chapter Three for the analysis of a 






Hizca Chía Zhué Festival (Festival of the Wedding of the Sun and the Moon) – Bosa 
 
The spirit of collective ethnic pride of the San Pedro Muisca Festival characterizes the 
Bosa Festival as well. The Hizca Chía Zhué Festival organized by the urban cabildo of Bosa also 
honors the sun (Chiminigagua) in its union with the moon (Chía). 42 Early versions of the festival 
were celebrated on the weekend of the 12th of October (Durán 2005) to protest the beginning of 
the indigenous genocide on the American continent and to commemorate indigenous resistance.  
More recent versions take place either on solstices or equinoxes, depending on the availability of 
public funds. 
Press releases and invitations to the Hizca Chía Zhué Festival in Bosa present the festival 
as a space to showcase cultural recuperation results: the festival celebrates the community’s 
commitment towards “strengthening Muisca indigenous culture and the reconstruction of our 
race” (Panqueba 2011: 133).43  In the 2009 press release the organizers explained this in a more 
explicit way:  
This festival is perhaps the most important celebration of the year for our pueblo 
because it is an opportunity to recreate elements of our cultural identity. It also 
allows to strengthen the unity, solidarity and harmonic coexistence that 
characterize us, and to showcase the identity reconstruction process within society 
(Hikari Yami 2009).44 
 
The ethnic character of the festival is stressed by playing and dancing música andina, 
offering health consultations with Muisca medical practitioners, and performing collective 
                                               
42 According to chronicler Fray Pedro Simón, Chiminigagua is the name Muiscas gave to the sun deity, the 
“universal lord, supreme god, creator of light and of all the other things” (Simón in Correa 2004: 33). Correa 
explains Simon’s description as a monotheist interpretation of different Muisca deities. 
43 El fortalecimiento de la cultura indígena muisca y reconstrucción de nuestra raza. 
44 “Este festival es quizá la fiesta más importante del año para nuestro pueblo, por cuanto constituye la oportunidad 
de recrear elementos de nuestra identidad cultural, que fortalecen los lazos de unidad, solidaridad y de armónica 
convivencia que nos caracteriza y de visibilizar un importante proceso de reconstrucción identitaria frente a la 
sociedad”. 
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healing rituals. Musicians perform at opening ceremonies, and on stage. Other events include 
games and contests such as grease pole climbing, and Muisca-derived turmequé--in which the 
players throw a metal puck into a wooden frame with clay to impact a small exploding target 
with gunpowder. There is also a fair in which local and invited indigenous groups exhibit and 
sell their products.  
 
The Hizca Chía Zhué festival in Bosa opens with ritual specialists asking La Madre 
Tierra (Mother Earth), that is, Muisca territory, permission to carry out the activities. After this, 
healers perform ritual cleansing to the participants. In 2015 attendees slowly walked through a 
camino de sanación (healing path), a human corridor formed by Muisca healers from different 
cabildos. Participants walked along the sides of the corridor to be cleaned through individual 
cleansing acts. Healers either spat a beverage made of yagé vine and other herbs over the head 
and face, or cleaned the contours of the body with plants, tobacco leaves, a bunch of cilantro, or 
touched the participant’s hands with stinging nettle leaves. Other healers blew tobacco smoke on 
the person while shaking maracas and chanting. After the participants were cleansed, it was time 
for live music and dance.  
That year, Ata Guaia, the children’s music group of the Muisca cabildo of Bosa was the 
opening act. Ferney Neuta, director of the ensemble, highlighted the correlation between music 
teaching and Muisca cultural education. He explained at the beginning of the performance: 
This is a musical sample from the community; it is a one-year process working for 
music, working to transform the bad conducts of human beings. We are building 
society through music; we are building humanity. [The music work] goes in hand 
with our cultural recuperation process, with our learning process on the sacred 
cusmuy. We are children of that sacred house, and come to share our music with 
love and respect. 45 
                                               
45 Esta es una muestra musical de la comunidad, un proceso de un año trabajando por la música, trabajando por 
cambiar un poco las malas conductas que hay veces tenemos nosotros como seres humanos. Entonces a través de la 
música estamos construyendo sociedad, estamos construyendo humanidad. Eso lo hacemos en compañía de nuestro 
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The repertoire played by Ata Guaia at this version of the festival showed a direct 
connection between musical practices and spirituality. Wearing jeans with black shirts and 
scarves with Andean motifs, Ata Guaia musicians began performing “Canción para una Flor” 
(Song for a Flower) by the 1980s Colombian Andean band América Libre. They also performed 
two songs related to indigenous ceremonies: “Corazón de Estrella” (Star-shaped Heart) and 
“Abuelo” (Grandfather). The former, written by Colombian musician Raul González Mazo 
(2013), combines different tunes taken from Amazonian indigenous communities. The latter was 
popularized by Fernando Milagros, a Chilean singer-songwriter who claims to have learned the 
tune in a Native American ceremony (Indiespot 2012).46  Ata Guaia’s line-up for this festival 
included the instruments of the música andina format: four female vocalists in front, female 
acoustic guitar player and bass player, and male musicians on drums and winds (zampoña and 
kena). Ferney reinforced the instrumental melodies of this group by playing a zampoña tuned an 
octave lower, and a kena. The repertoire performed by this children’s group during the festival is 
also performed as part of Muisca ceremonies. These songs are normally adapted for a smaller 
group of musicians who perform at the cusmuy. Thus, there is a continuum between music-
culture-spirituality learning that goes from ceremonies at the cusmuy to festivals. 
 
                                               
caminar, de nuestro tejer que es el cusmuy sagrado. Entonces somos hijos de esa casa sagrada y venimos a 
compartirles una música con todo cariño y con todo respeto. 
46 These songs are frequently circulated as part of neo-shamanic realms.  
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Figure 15 :   Children’s group Ata Guaia at Bosa Festival 2015. Director Ferney Neuta 
on the right. 
 
The next local group on stage was Suagaga, a professional band from Bosa that 
performed original songs related to spiritual ceremonies and cultural revitalization. While “Guiza 
Xiu” (Feminine Rain) recalls the importance of mother earth and mother water for the 
continuation of life, “Figuras de Colores” (Color figures) is a song written for yagé ceremonies 
performed in the community.47 Suagaga closed with “Historia Ancestral” (Ancestral History), a 
song that narrates the cultural revitalization of Bosa, specially composed to be performed at the 
festival (Miguel Angel Mahecha, personal communication, August 2016): 
 
 
Figure 16 :   “Historia Ancestral” – Suagaga group 
Venimos cantando con esta canción 
Historias de Bosa y su creación (bis) 
We sing this song, 
Histories of the creation of Bosa (bis) 
Cuando los abuelos vivían acá 
Historias reales pa’ nunca olvidar (bis) 
We narrate real stories told by our grandparents so 
that we never forget them (bis) 
Los zipas, los chibchas, los muiscas harán 
Al sol y la luna su gran festival (bis) 
Zipas (Muisca rulers) and Muiscas will prepare 
A large festival for the sun and moon (bis) 
                                               
47 Yagé or ayahuasca is an entheogenic beverage used by various indigenous communities in the Colombian 
southwestern Amazonian region. This beverage is used for healing and shamanic learning (Caicedo 2014: 257). 
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Al padre la madre vamos a invitar 
Hermano y hermana unidos irán (bis) 
Let’s invite mother and father, 
Brother and sister together will go (bis) 
El pueblo unido un círculo hará 
Y todos los presentes van a danzar (bis) 
The community in unity will do a circle 
And those present will dance (bis) 
 
 
This song enunciates the pillars of Muisca cultural recovery: the memory of the elders, 
the celebration of a festival to the sun and the moon, Muisca deities, and the union of the 
community through dancing. 
 
 
Figure 17 :   Sua Gagua kena player and director Miguel Angel Mahecha  
at Bosa Festival 2015 
In the last few years, Andean bands from other cabildos and other indigenous 
communities in the city have participated in the festival. In 2015 the bands Guaguas Tchie 
(Children of Mother Moon), the children’s music and dance group of the Chía Cabildo 
performed at the event for the first time. The festival closed with the professional Andean groups 
Agrupación Japtcha and Walka. Agrupación Japtcha is a mestizo Andean music group from 
Bogotá, in which Joan Pereira, Muisca musician of Cota plays the charango. Director Andrés 
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Castillo told the public the musical history of the members, emphasizing the connection of the 
Andean band group with the Muisca community. Joan Perea started studying música andina with 
Castillo at age twelve; he then traveled to Bolivia to continue his studies at the music school Los 
Kjarkas, founded by the band of the same name. Afterwards, he returned to Colombia to play 




Figure 18 :   Agrupación Japtcha – Bosa festival 2015. Charango player Joan Pereira 
is the second from left to right.  
 
The professional level of Agrupación Japtcha, and in particular Joan Pereira’ charango 
virtuosity and trained voice, brought audiences to one of the highest peaks of the festival. 
Attendees danced to 90’s Andean hits: a sanjuanito, an instrumental morenada, and the tinku 
“Celia”, all of which are frequently performed in the Oruro carnival in Bolivia. The band played 
“Celia”, a ritual combat-inspired tune composed by the Bolivian Andean band Kalamarka and a 
favorite of the Muisca community. Tinku is characterized by a fast-paced tempo with a driving 
drumbeat (Tucker 2013). The accompanying dance includes a stopping lunge movement that is 
thought to be characteristic of the indigenous ritual combat (Abercrombie 2003).  
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When the band played the first bars of “Celia” that cold and rainy Saturday afternoon, a 
group of about twenty Muisca dancers from different cabildos formed a circle. Two men moved 
to the center of the circle and enacted the ritual combat that is characteristic of the tinku dance; 
when they returned to their places two women moved to the center stage to repeat the scene. 
Throughout the performance the rest of the participants danced and cheered the combatants.  The 
Muisca representation of this Bolivian indigenous combat also contributes to strengthening their 
identities and voices as contemporary Muisca indigenous subjects.48 
 
 
Figure 19 :   People dancing the tinku “Celia” – women in center enacting ritual 
combat - Bosa festival 2015 
 
Walka band, from the Kichwa cabildo in Bogotá was the guest of honor at the festival. 
Originally from the Imbabura and Cotacachi regions in Ecuador and characterized by 
                                               
48 Tinku was traditionally performed since Pre-Hispanic times as a ritual combat between men or women of different 
Aymara ayllus (socio-economic units). Because its physical violence often produced casualties it was prohibited in 
the highlands in the 20th century. In the 1980s, working-class neighborhoods and indigenista circles in Bolivia 
popularized a representation of the Aymara Tinku ritual combat in the Oruro Carnival in Bolivia. This was part of an 




transnational mobility, various Kichwa families settled in different neighborhoods of Bogotá.49 It 
was not the first time that Muisca and Kichwa musicians shared a stage. They have played 
together in various boroughs of the capital city.  
This Andean band started in Bogotá in 2002 with seasoned Kichwa musicians who had 
previously performed Andean music internationally (Walkafusión 2019). The five-musician band 
performed live instrumental dance themes on melodic instruments (kena, charango, violin, and 
melodica), accompanied by guitar, electric bass, and tambora. They combined covers with songs 
from their latest albums. 
 
Figure 20 :   Walka performing at Plaza de Bolivar – n.d.  Photographer: Ricardo 
Torres Ariza 
The music heard in the Bosa festival revealed the imminent popularity of música andina, 
and the heavy inclination towards Andean repertoire composed since the 1990s. The groups 
showcased various levels of musicianship. While the children’s music and dance group Ata 
Guaia is still growing, it is important to note that the musical and dance training is embedded in 
                                               
49 The Kichwa community settled in Bogotá in the boroughs of Bosa, Santafé, and Engativá. The Kichwa cabildo is 
the only case of a foreign indigenous community that is recognized as an urban cabildo in Colombia (Ordóñez et al. 
2013). 
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the spiritual work performed in the cusmuy. Musical training is inseparable from cultural and 
spiritual education; it is part of a larger process of cultural learning. A rehearsal on a Saturday 
morning at the cusmuy includes talking about Muisca culture and música andina, experimenting 
with instruments, and rehearsing melodies and dances. This is completed with the active 
participation of the children in word circles or other community rituals to celebrate summer and 
winter solstices (cambio de fuego).  
There are important similarities between the children’s musical-cultural training in Bosa 
and their counterpart in Chía. As Carolina Guava, the coordinator of the Chía music and dance 
children’s group Guaguas Tchie explained during a parents’ conference in their resguardo: 
“Andean music workshops serve as ‘make-up,’ an appealing facade to bring children into our 
traditional culture.” Carolina, along with her sister and brother Amparo and Javier Guava, 
leaders of the children's musical-cultural process in Chía, realized more than a decade ago that 
bringing the children of the community to the ceremonies at the cusmuy was a difficult task, so 
they started to offer music workshops and used musical practice to introduce them to the cultural 
practices of the resguardo. Music and dance became an entry point to cultural education in the 
community (Amparo Guava, July 2015). 
 Professional groups such as Suagaga, Agrupación Japtcha, or Walka exhibit the features 
of música andina of cosmopolitan Andean groups from Bolivia, Perú and Ecuador, such as 
virtuoso solos on wind instruments and charango, wide vibrato at the end of the phrases, and 
elaborated ornaments, among others. Their repertoire, which includes covers and original songs, 
is clearly influenced by the 1990s. Music is more danceable, and tinku and sanjuanito rhythms 
are performed constantly. This influence is also suggested by the participation of outstanding 
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band Walka from the Kichwa cabildo in Bogotá. It is through the enjoyment of the música 
andina performed at the festival that Muiscas express their indigenous feelingfulness.  
The shared appreciation and practice of música andina in Muisca and Kichwa cabildos 
reinforces the bonds between these indigenous communities, both of which live in Bosa. It also 
contributes to the construction of a Muisca identity as part of the Andean world. The 2015 Jizca 
Chía Zhué festival was a success. A large crowd of community members and friends participated 
in rituals, dance, live music, food, and traditional games during the three days. 
 
The Bosa March in downtown Bogotá 
Marches and protests are instrumental in gaining attention from governments and other 
social actors involved, and in pushing for the resolution of demands that would not be addressed 
otherwise. Indigenous social movements turn to de facto actions (road blockages or invasion of 
ancestral territories), as well as protests and marches, usually with positive results (Jackson and 
Warren 2005; Rojas 2015). Territory and sovereignty continue to be a main source of struggle 
and protest for indigenous groups (Cadena and Starn 2007; Jackson and Warren 2005). Marches 
in Bolivia, Ecuador and Colombia have set a model of indigenous actions since the approval of 
multicultural politics.50 For instance, Indigenous communities from southwestern Colombia 
along with other social organizations, promoted various marches from the state of Cauca to 
Bogotá and blockages of the Pan-American Highway in the early 2000s. These halted the supply 
of food of the south of the country to the capital city.  
The aim in the early 2000s was to demand a negotiation with the national government 
regarding the violation of their ethnic rights (Castaño 2013). In line with the political actions of 
                                               
50 In 1997 and 2000 the protests mobilized by the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador CONAIE 
were instrumental in removing two Ecuadorian presidents (Jameson 2011). 
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indigenous movements in Latin America, Muiscas defend their rights and denounce violations to 
their territory through marches in downtown Bogotá, where government offices are located, as 
well as in their own neighborhoods and nearby towns.  
On August 11, 2016, the cabildo of Bosa organized a march to celebrate a successful 
outcome of the legal battle to defend their territory. Based on the suspicion that two pieces of 
land, “El Edén-El Descanso” and “Campo Verde”, were part of the ancestral Muisca territory 
and a ritual site for contemporary Muiscas of Bosa, the Council of State ordered a halt to the 
construction of the social housing project (including a bike path and a parking lot) that the 
Major’s Office of Bogotá had started a few years ago in those sites (Council of State 2016).51 
Muiscas argued that their right to a free, prior, informed consent (FPIC) had been violated as the 
developers did not consult with the Bosa cabildo before starting construction.52 Although urban 
cabildos have not regained titles on collective territories because of the pressure on land tenure in 
the capital city, the communities actively engage in a memory reconstruction of their ancestral 
Muisca territory (Neuta 2012) and maintain such memory by performing rituals in sacred sites of 
the ancestral territory.53 This Muisca march, as many others I have attended, exemplifies the 
larger political battle for Muisca survival and its representation in the public sphere. 
                                               
51 Before this Muisca legal action, the construction had been stopped for 2 years because the terrain was at risk of 
flooding due to its proximity to the Tunjuelo and Bogotá rivers (Semana 2016). The approval to continue had been 
granted right before the Council of State ruled to stop it again. 
52 The indigenous free, prior, informed consent (consulta previa) dictates that indigenous communities and other 
ethnic groups should be consulted prior any legislative or administrative proceedings taken regarding their territory, 
or when projects, works or activities are about to be executed within their territories (Universidad del Rosario 2018). 
This guarantees the right to decide their own priorities regarding development projects and how these projects affect 
their economic, cultural, and social development (Fernández 2015; Romero 2015; Universidad del Rosario 2018). 
53 The Council of State ruled that the Ministry of Interior had only considered the existence of land titles and human 
settlements in the area, but had failed to take into account if the community celebrated rituals there, which are 
central for maintaining their cosmology. The Council of State ordered district authorities to stop any construction in 
Muisca territory in Bosa until the consulta previa is done. It also ordered the Ministry of Interior to complete the 
consulta previa, and asked the Office of the Ombudsman (Defensoría del Pueblo) and the Attorney General 
(Procuraduría General de la Nación) to accompany the Bosa cabildo throughout the process (Council of State 2016). 
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The Andean repertoire performed during Muisca festivals, which I just analyzed, is also 
played during protests. However, there is no main stage or amplification for the musicians. In 
addition to the moments when musicians perform the songs, the most representative original 
compositions are transformed into protest chants and signs. In the massive march on August 11, 
2016 in downtown Bogotá, Muiscas from all the cabildos protested to defend territorial rights. 
Muiscas of Bosa wanted to broadcast the favorable legal decision of the Council of State that 
considered that the right to the free, prior, informed, consent (FPIC) was violated with the 
construction of a social housing project in Muisca territory. This protest was both a Muisca 
celebration and rallying cry. They wanted to show publicly that they are vibrantly alive. Also, 
that although their ethnic rights to which they are entitled had been violated, endangering the 
survival of the community, their cultural and political actions had forced the nation state to 
comply with the multicultural rights.  
 
The march, step by step 
This Muisca protest had two main components. The first one was an initial march from 
the Gold Museum to Bolivar Square (La Plaza de Bolivar), Bogotá’s main plaza and a favorite 
site of political protests. The second component was a march around the south block of Bolivar 
Square, which houses district offices and financial headquarters. The initial route allowed 
protesters to warm up, learn the chants and perform their ethnicity to the multiple passers-by who 
walk the busy downtown streets at noon. The latter route was an opportunity to publicize the 
favorable decision of the Supreme Court to stop the Bosa construction project immediately and 
develop a consulta previa. This route allowed Muiscas to march in front of the offices that 
defended and threatened their ethnic rights. 
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Bogota´s main plaza and downtown still preserve the colonial architecture carefully 
designed by Hispanic colonizers to impose an urban order that embodies the colonial social order 
(Rama 1996:1). The “checkboard grid” (Rama 1996: 5) starts in the main plaza, where the 
church and other state offices are located, with major buildings and arranged streets at right 
angles (Scarpaci 2005), creating a city that works as a “focal point of ongoing colonization” 
(Rama 1996: 13). National states preserved the architecture of the colonial order by locating 
presidents and legislators of the country in downtown colonial buildings, and enlarged historic 
downtowns with modern buildings that followed the same architectural distribution (Scarpaci 
2005). Bolivar Square houses in the north edge the Palace of Justice, where the State Council 
ruled in favor of Muiscas; in the south is the National Capitol; in the east lies the Primary 
Cathedral of Bogotá, a reminder of the official imposition of the Catholic Church as a spiritual 
and political institution during colonial and republican times; and in the west is the Liévano 
Palace, where the Major’s Office is located. In addition, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of 
Culture and many other national offices involved with the management of indigenous 
communities are located a few blocks from the main plaza. So, the march around the plaza 
effectively enacts a decolonial spatial politics.  
The main entrance to the Gold Museum, another symbolic place in Muisca history, was 
the meeting point of the march. This modern national institution created in 1959 safeguards most 
than 34,000 gold pieces created by Quimbaya, Calima, and Muisca indigenous groups, among 
others. One of the most valued pieces of the collection is the Muisca Golden Raft, which 
represents the inaugural ceremony of a Muisca ruler.54 The powerful image of the Muisca 
                                               
54 The Golden Raft, a pre-Hispanic Muisca gold votive piece is one of the most valued objects at the Gold Museum 
(Banco de la República, n.d.). The piece represents the investiture ceremony of a Muisca chief, usual known as El 
Dorado ceremony, which led to El Dorado legend.  
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community performing a salutation ritual in front of the Gold Museum represents two 
contrasting/punctuating historical moments. On the one hand, the pre-Hispanic and colonial 
Muisca past, carefully safeguarded and preserved in museums in Colombia and overseas as a 
“glorious culture of the past” that contributed to the formation of a modern nation-state (Guarín 
2005). On the other, modern Muiscas who despite official recognition, still struggle to enforce 
their ethnic rights and to be recognized by national society as rightful and organically connected 
descendants of the ancestral Muiscas. 
Members of the Bosa, Chía, Cota, Suba, and Sesquilé communities began the protest 
outside the Gold Museum by forming a circle. While a group of women performed a cleansing 
ritual on the participants by moving bouquets of medicinal herbs from the top to the bottom of 
each person, spiritual authorities standing in the center of the circle gave tobacco medicine to 
Sandra Cobos and Angela Chiguasuque, governor and vice governor of the Bosa cabildo, and to 
the other Muisca governors so that they could lead the protest wisely. The participants 
accompanied the ritual by playing a constant pulse with drums, maracas and shakers. Then, the 
spiritual authorities performed a salutation ritual to the four cardinal points, starting each 
salutation with conch shell calls. Observed by curious pedestrians, and dressed in their white 
outfits, Muisca protesters marched slowly along 7th Avenue, the main avenue in downtown 
Bogotá, to reach Bolivar Square. They held signs or played musical instruments, and shouted the 
collective protest chants. 
During the first part of the march, musicians constantly performed instrumental versions 
of música andina songs composed in the 1950s-1960s that are still performed and recorded 
nowadays, including: “Canción y Huayno,” “El Humahuaqueño,” “Baila Negra,” and “Moliendo 
Café.” “Canción y Huayno,”  a huayno composed by Orlando Rojas and Mario Núñez and made 
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famous by Mercedes Sosa is considered a Bolivian hymn; “El Humahuaqueño,” a carnavalito 
composed by Argentinian musician Edmundo Aldívar and first recorded by Los Inkas in the 
1967 album “Success Originaux” is considered by many the most important song after “El 
Cóndor Pasa.”55 “Moliendo Café” was composed by Venezuelan José Manzo Perroni in the 
1950s; and “Baila Negra”, composed in 1974 by Ecuadorian Elías Vera is a chicha or Andean 
cumbia. 
Musical performances intensified whenever the march paused momentarily. Musicians 
formed a circle to dance and sing two favorite of the cabildos, “El Sariri” (The Traveler), the 
1980’s hit of the Bolivian group Aymara (analyzed in the previous section), and “Muisca Soy,” (I 
am Muisca), an original song performed at all cabildos during public performances and 
ceremonial rituals as a sort of Muisca hymn. Upon arrival at Bolivar Square, participants 
gathered around a mandala made of fruit carefully assembled on the ground. Here spiritual 
authorities explained the importance of preserving the territory and of healing mother earth, 
while abuelas (elder women of the community) handed the fruits to energize participants for the 
second part of the march. 
                                               
55 American Singer and entertainer Georgia Gibbs introduced the song “El Humahuaqueño” to American audiences 
with her 1956 version of the song, called “Kiss Me Another” (Ríos 2008). 
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Figure 21 :   Fruit mandala and protesters holding signs and musical  
instruments – Bosa march, downtown Bogotá, August 2016 
 
The protesters next proceeded to 8th Avenue and walked south to 10th Street, blocked (as 
is normal) by a military barricade/security point. At this point the march split in two. The Muisca 
governors of Bosa, Chía, Cota, Sesquilé, and Suba, went through the security point to reach the 
Ministry of Interior to deliver a copy of the ruling of Supreme Council of State and meet with 
official representatives regarding the official visit ordered by the Council. This was a symbolic 
act to salute the positive ruling. The rest of the protesters marched around the block to where the 
district offices are located. As vice-governor Chiguasuque explained, this was the most important 
part of the march: “it is there [at public offices] where they should listen to us.”56 With this in 
                                               
56 “Es allá [en las oficinas públicas] donde realmente nos deben escuchar.” 
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mind, she guided the second part of the march, stopping at the entries of public buildings to sing 




Figure 22 :   Sandra Cobos (black shawl), governor of Bosa, with Gregory Chingate, 
governor of Cota, and Manuel Mamanché, governor of Sesquilé and other 
members of the Bosa cabildo. To the left, soldiers and security personnel 
restraining their access to the Ministry of Interior – Bosa march in 
downtown Bogotá, August 2016 
The protest slogans combined popular Latin American and Muisca protest chants, 
accompanied by rhythmic patterns performed by more than fifteen drummers of the community, 
most of them women.  Some chants were recited in unison such as: “You need to see the things 
that happen; you need to see how things turn upside down, with a pueblo walking forward and a 
government walking backwards.”57 Other chants were in a call-and-response form, such as “The 
territory is not for sale, we must protect the territory,”58 or “Hicka kene, I am strength, Hicha 
Muisca, I am Muisca”59 (bold indicates the group response). The latter chant was the chorus of 
                                               
57 “Hay que ver las cosas que pasan, hay que ver las vueltas que dan, con un pueblo que camina pa’delante y un 
gobierno que camina para atrás.” 
58 “El territorio no se vende el territorio se protege.” 
59 “Hicha kene, Yo soy Fuerza, Hicha Muisca Yo soy Muisca.” 
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the song “Hicha kene” by the urban band Fuchunzuá, and one of the most popular songs in this 
Muisca community. Iván Niviayo and Wilmer Talero, authorities of the Suba cabildo shouted the 
first part of the verse in Muysc cubun and the people responded with the translation of the verse 
in Spanish. It was one of the first times in which a Muisca song had been transformed into a 
protest chant. “Hicha Kene” is usually performed by Muisca musicians of Suba in community 
events with Andean instruments (Wilmer Talero personal communication, August 12, 2013).60 
The inclusion of the lyrics of a song from the Suba repertoire as protest chant references the 
active participation and support of other cabildos in Bosa’s territorial defense. It also shows the 
effort of Muisca communities in sharing and learning from each other, a goal that has been set by 
local authorities in the last few years due to the isolation of each cabildo.  
       The soundscape of the Muisca demonstration included a dense combination of 
protest chants accompanied with percussive instruments, along with Muisca and Kichwa musical 
performances.  All of this was amid the usual hubbub of the busy streets in downtown Bogotá. 
Even if we imagine muting the sonic component of the protest, Muisca music is visually 
represented through musical instruments and protest signs. Besides the melodic instruments of 
música andina ensemble (kena, zampoña, and charango) and the large section of drums 
(tamboras, and Lakota drums) carried by the musicians of the cabildos, several participants held 
maracas and shakers. The latter are used by Muiscas to participate actively in community events, 
from ceremonial rituals and community meetings to marches. They work as visual and sonic 
cues that reinforce their own indigenous identity as part of the Andean indigenous world. 
                                               
60 The song is performed by the band Fuchunzuá in two different types of ensembles. The “traditional” version of 
the song is performed at events of the Suba Muisca community with kenas, guitar, drums, and shakers. Outside of 
the community the Muisca musicians perform the songs in folk-metal style, with electric guitar and bass, drums, 
guttural voices and some Andean instruments.  
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A recent perspective for the study of musical instruments, “critical organology” focuses 
on a cultural orientation that, based on phenomenology and object theory, considers musical 
instruments as objects with a “social life” (Roda 2015: 317; Sonevytsky 2008: 101) and as part 
of a network of human and non-human agents (Roda 2015).61 Maria Sonevytsky explores the 
cultural association of the accordion with an ethnic whiteness stereotype that evokes an 
immigration experience, a working class experience associated with both “corniness” and 
“happiness” (2008: 102). When New York accordionists perform their music, the instrument 
“facilitates” the expression of certain tropes linked to the stereotype: 
Rather than asserting that the accordion possesses some quality that conveys 
“irony,” “nostalgia,” “humor” or any other tropes of expression, (…) the 
accordion with its particular ‘cultural baggage’ in the United States, facilitates the 
use of expressive tropes such as irony or humor by accordionists in performance 
(112). 
 
In the Muisca case, the stereotype of a romanticized Andean indigeneity is associated 
with the Andean musical instruments, the repertoire, the lyrics, and the clothing of performers. 
Andean musical instruments work in a similar way to the accordion as objects that “facilitate” 
the transmission of the stereotype of Andean indigeneity contained in música andina. Carrying 
and performing Andean instruments is a way to express the “cultural baggage” of the style. This 
not only aids in producing an indigenous identity that satisfies multicultural requirements, but 
also aids in motivating pride of indigenous ancestry. 
Next to musical instruments, people also carried signs either demanding territorial respect 
or referencing local Muisca culture. One sign which read: “Asking for permission is a matter of 
                                               
61 Recent studies include: theories of charango origin in the production of collective memory on 
Peruvian colonization (Mendívil 2016); harmonium in the construction of two opposed national politics in India 
(Rahaim 2011); tabla industry ecosystem as part of global music production (Roda 2015); and accordion and racial 
tropes (Sonevytsky 2008). 
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education”62, refers to the legal obligation of developing free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) 
before starting any construction project in indigenous territory. Another sign which read: 
“[building] social housing projects on flooding areas are of no social benefit, they are to produce 
economic profit”63 criticizes the district government plan for constructing the Campo Verde 
housing project on the Chiguasuque wetland, an area at risk of flooding. Other signs contained 
verses of the song “Muisca Soy” (I am Muisca) or directly referenced Muisca culture. Some of 
the signs contained verses that when put together complete the stanzas of the song: 
 
Tierra mi cuerpo  My body is earth 
Agua mi sangre My blood is water 
Aire mi aliento My breath is air 
Fuego mi espíritu  My spirit is fire 
  
Desde las entrañas de mi madre tierra From the bowels of Mother Earth 
Vengo yo cantándole a la eternidad I come singing to eternity 
Muisca soy espíritu  I am Muisca spirit 
Muisca soy acción I am Muisca action 
Muisca soy el verbo I am Muisca verb 
Muisca tierra soy I am Muisca earth 
  
Mhuysca gue sie Muisca I am water 
Mhuysca gue kye Muisca I am song 
Mhuysqa gue fiba Muisca I am fire 
Mhuysqa gue hythcha64 Muisca I am earth 
 
There are different layers of signification. For the casual observer, the signs convey 
poetical phrases about Muisca culture; however, for community members and allies, the signs 
with the verses of the most representative of all Muisca songs index the type of Muisca 
indigeneity they are constructing.  
                                               
62  “Pedir permiso es cuestión de educación.”  
63 “Casa de interés social en zonas de inundación no son por interés son por capital.” 
64 This is the orthography used at the time in the Bosa cabildo. 
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Figure 23 :   Images of the Muisca protest in Bogotá, August 11, 2016 








The act of transforming the song performed live at the protest into written signs is also a 
political move to reinforce the idea of cultural pride and demand territorial respect in the most 
effective way possible. I borrow the term “transduction” as it is used in sound studies. 
Transduction is defined as “the transformation of one form of matter or energy (sound waves, 
light) into another (vibrations, biochemical transmitters, etc) (Ochoa Gautier 2014: 23). Muiscas 
transduce a song from one form of matter into another: they transform the song “Muisca Soy” as 
an acoustic event that exists only when performed to written signs specially designed for the 
public officers of government offices. 
What is the political advantage of performing such transduction? Why is this inscription 
of the sonic political? In part, it is related to the need of expressing Muisca ideas in a type of 
idiom that government officials can understand. As Angel Rama explained, in the colonial 
lettered city written documents were synonymous with elevated culture and state power. In the 
postcolonial times written documents remained central as well (Rama 1996). In the 21st century, 
Muiscas transduce the matter of the song from the aural to the written so that members of the 
lettered city, in this case officers of the Ministry of Interior and the Major’s Office, can 
understand their message. As part of their Muisca agency protesters address the nation-state in 
the idiom it has historically instituted in the city: the lettered world.  
As detailed in this account of the Bosa protest, there are specific musical features for each 
of the moments of the march: initial rituals in front of the Gold Museum accompanied with 
percussion; instrumental música andina classical hits performed while walking the first part of 
the march; Muisca vocal songs accompanied by kenas, zampoñas, drums, shakers and maracas 
and dance when the march stopped; protest chants accompanied with percussion throughout the 
march. On top of this sonic density, Muisca music was also translated into protest chants and 
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written signs. The translation of the chorus of a Muisca song of the Suba community into a 
protest chant and the transduction of the lyrics of the song into writing addressed to government 
officials exemplifies the centrality of music production and language revitalization for 
expressing Muisca political goals and identity. Through the performance of música andina, and 
its multiple translations into chants and written signs, Muisca communities express in the public 
sphere who they are. This is one way they persist in existing as an ethnic group in the tortuous 
game of multiculturalism. 
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have explored the Muisca use of the term música andina. Muiscas use it 
to describe their musical practices, in particular, the ones that are performed during public events 
such as festivals or marches. Their musical practices are heavily influenced by the cosmopolitan 
style that emerged in the 1950s in the central Andes. Musicians perform ancestral indigenous 
melodies from the Andes in Europe, the United States and Latin America. In the 1990s the style 
becomes more danceable and centered in indigenous groups. There is a chain of transformations 
in this.  
First, mestizo musicians of música andina appropriated millenarian musical traditions of 
Andean highlanders, the original inhabitants of the continent. These musicians readapted the 
melodies and instruments to produce an urban version of this music. Then, in the 1990s, 
indigenous communities started performing this style with much international success. At the 
same moment, and influenced by the popularity of the 1990s indigenous bands, Muisca 
communities incorporated música andina in their events and celebrations, and promoted it in the 
new generations as part of the cultural revitalization process. While Kichwas performances are 
motivated in part by an economic interest, Muiscas inhabit this music with the purpose of 
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connecting to the larger Andean indigenous world to which Muiscas belong, and also, to present 
cultural markers to the nation-state.  
I explored the Muisca musical practices through three different ethnographic accounts: 
the San Pedro Muisca festival in Chía, the Hizca Chía Zhué Festival in Bosa, and the 2016 
Muisca march in downtown Bogotá. These events showed the diversity of moments in which 
Muiscas perform música andina. The impressive performance of the children groups of the Bosa 
and Chía cabildos during their festivals explains how music is connected to a larger learning 
process of Muisca culture, with an emphasis on what Muiscas call “spiritual” practices. Learning 
and performing música andina is an entry point to a larger learning of culture and spirituality. 
The more professional groups who combine Andean classics with original songs reference 
romantic features of the Andean world, or point to the Muisca revitalization process in particular. 
Their level of virtuosity, typical of Andean bands since the 1950s is highly appreciated by 
Muisca audiences, who are ready to dance to the idyllic lyrics about the Andes or romantic love.  
The ethnographic account showed a Muisca interest in two other related genres: chicha, 
or Andean cumbia, and carranga music. The inclusion of chicha, as an adaptation of Colombian 
cumbias in Andean instruments that promotes new lyrics and dancing, can be explained by its 
closeness to música andina. The inclusion of carranga music is related to the local Muisca 
territory. In the last fifty years, carranga music became a very popular genre in the states of 
Cundinamarca and Boyacá (which Muiscas inhabited) and is considered to be the “new” 
traditional music of the region. In this way, connecting with the carranga repertoire also connects 
Muisca the to their ancestral territory. Although the celebratory spirit of Muisca festivals 
contrasts with the frustration evident in the protests which proclaim the violation of their 
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indigenous rights both types of events work as political spaces for the expression of a Muisca 





Chapter Three:  
 




The multiculturalism promoted by the 1991 Colombian Constitution generated an ethnic 
boom encompassing ethnic food, clothing, music, and medicine. This “ethnoboom” is described 
as “an intense media promotion of intangible patrimonies of Afro-Colombians and Indigenous 
communities” (Arocha 2005: 26). Thanks to this interest, Muiscas have increasingly became a 
popular theme of artistic and media representation. They are showcased in media as a living 
culture heavily rooted in the past. They are subjects of media interviews, from international new 
channels to newspapers and local TV shows.65 Muiscas are frequently interviewed by college 
students who produce short clips on particular topics (territory, medicine, education) which 
despite uneven levels of research and technical production are available on YouTube and 
contribute to the visibility of the community.  
Muiscas are also the theme of movies. The animated film “Tundama” (Uniminuto 2017) 
narrates the life of a Muisca cacique of Duitama, Boyacá, who opposed Spanish rule through 
military actions. Although the film still uses the motif of the Muisca defeat and extinction, 
according to directors Diego and Edison Yaya, the film emphasizes the features of Muisca 
culture, of which Boyacá people still feel proud today (Uniminuto 2017). The film “Iguaque 
Song” (“Canción de Iguaque”) (Benavídes 2017) narrates how Roble, an alcoholic, redeems 
                                               
65 Some of the most outstanding appearances on media include: the 2003 BBC interview with the Muisca governor 
of Suba regarding the official recognition of the cabildo (Wallace 2003); the 2017 Canal Trece’s tv interview to 
Cota governor Gregory Chingate on the meaning of water for the Muisca culture (Canal Trece 2017); and the 
chapter “Torbellino Muisca” of the television miniseries El Lado B de la Historia (4direcciones 2008), where rock 
singer Andrea Echeverri and carranga group Campo Sonoro narrate the history of the colonial cacique of Turmequé, 
and of the current Sesquilé Muisca community. 
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himself in a “spiritual search for the basics of life” through the use of ancestral Muisca medicine 
at the indigenous sacred lagoon of Iguaque (Benavídes 2017). The film emphasizes the potency 
of Muisca ancestral medicine in healing present-day mestizos, giving relevance to ancestral 
Muisca knowledge.  
Muisca communities themselves are increasingly producing social media contents and 
other media projects to promote participation in cultural events and administrative meetings, and 
to showcase some of the most meaningful moments of communal activities such as festivals, 
celebrations, or social protests. The cabildo of Sesquilé has produced in the last five years a 
series of short documentaries on cultural recuperation (comunidadmhuysqa 2012, 2013, 2015, 
2016). The Suba community produced in 2014 “Nymsuque, Paisaje Sonoro Muisca”, a web-
based online archive of the Suba cabildo with documents that preserve the memories of living 
elders of Suba, as well as the efforts of the community towards cultural recuperation, including 
recorded interviews, soundscapes of representative places in Suba, and children's songs (personal 
communication with Jenny Cardozo and Wilmer Talero, August 2014). Many of these works are 
produced by intercultural teams of indigenous subjects (Muiscas and others) and mestizos. 
This chapter examines contemporary sonic representations of Muisca culture. In 
particular, I explore the recording of the songs “Espíritu Multicolor” (2008) and “Muisca Soy” 
(2016), perhaps the two largest collaborative music recordings. Both songs are central pieces of 
the Muisca musical repertory and are frequently performed in the rural and urban cabildos. 
While “Espíritu Multicolor” has become one of the favorite songs to dance to in festivals, 
"Muisca Soy," considered a hymn of the community, is performed live by different music groups 
from the cabildos at almost every event, from festivals to protests and ritual ceremonies.  
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These media pieces generate different questions regarding representation. How does 
intercultural collaboration work? Who is producing these projects and what for? What are the 
challenges for Muisca communities that participate in these intercultural recording projects? 
What is the connection between the songs and the multicultural politics of recognition?  
The post-1991 representations of Muisca culture, motivated by the desire to express 
Muisca as a living culture and to show the results of cultural revitalization, contrast sharply with 
those created during the 19th and 20th centuries. Influenced by the national indigenous politics of 
assimilation, particularly at the end of the 1890s and in the 1940s, mestizo artists portrayed 
Muiscas as a culture of the past. In order to explain the profound transformation of Muisca 
representations before and after the 1991 Constitution, I begin this chapter by reviewing the 
Muisca-themed novels of the late 19th century, and the indigenista compositions by Guillermo 
Uribe Holguín, (1880-1971), one of the most important academic composers in Colombia. This 
comparison emphasizes the differences in representing Muiscas as dead or alive, and the 
challenges for the people who produce such objects.  
 
 
Historical representations of Muisca Culture 
Muisca extinction was the background of romantic stories between indigenous and 
Hispanic subjects (Tovar 1994; Guarín 2005). Anacoana (by Temístocles Avella 1865) narrates a 
passionate love between male conquerors and female indigenous subjects; the Spanish conquest 
is presented as the result of the punishment of indigenous gods (Piotrowksi 1988). El Ultimo Rei 
Muisca (The Last Muisca King) (by Jesús Silvestre Rozo 1864), an epic narrative of Muisca 
history, sets the background for the romantic story between Bitelma and Jafiterava, the last 
Muisca king (zipa), killed by the Spaniards (Langebaek 2007; Pineda 1999). Aquimín-Zaque (by 
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Próspero Pereira Gamba 1858) narrates the life of Aquimín, the last zaque (confederation chief) 
in Boyacá and his battle for the love of princess Ultima. The zaque’s death marks the end of the 
Muisca regime in Hunza, the northern region of the Muisca confederation, and the 
“establishment of a regime of servitude and ignominy” (Guarín 2005: 243)66. 
In these novels, the pre-Hispanic time was presented as Edenic. The conquest and 
colonization were seen as an inevitable consequence that caused the ruin of native civilization, 
reproducing the national version of the advanced PreHispanic Muisca civilization that resisted 
ferociously, but was defeated by Spanish superiority (Avelar 2005; Guarín 2005; Langebaek 
2007; Ochoa Gautier 2014). The death of Muisca “heroes” symbolizes the death of the Muisca 
culture and the beginning of a new order. As Idelber Avelar explains in his comparative study of 
four historical novels of 19th century Colombia, the trend in this literature was to create an 
allegory of “failure of a political structure” through the image of “failed love” when “interrupted 
by death” (2005: 131). The literary emphasis on the positive features of Muisca society and the 
advantages of the Andean environment was aimed to project a “fictional” idea of unification 
among social groups to create a unified nation (Langebaek 2007: 47). Rather than representing a 
homogeneous sentiment of nationalism, historical novels show the struggle of creating a nation 
out of regions (Avelar 2005). 
  
1940s Indigenista artistic representations of Muisca culture 
The second period of national attention towards indigenous subjects throughout Latin 
America started in the early 20th century. Concerned with the abandonment of surviving 
                                               
66 Other Muisca-inspired historical novels include Los Jigantes (1875) by Felipe Pérez, which narrates the 
indigenous participation in independence (Piotrowski 1988); La novia del Zipa (1882) by Emilio Antonio Escobar; 
and the story María Ticine o Los Pescadores de Funza (1880) by Eugenio Díaz Castro. 
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indigenous communities indigenismo aimed to valorize indigenous subjects and improve their 
living conditions mostly through a politics of assimilation into the nation state (Perry 2016; 
Tarica 2016). Indigenismo also flourished in the literature and the arts. The Colombian 
indigenista state policy that promoted the acculturation of the remaining indigenous communities 
in the 1940s (Correa 2007, 2013; Perry 2016) also inspired indigenista artistic expressions as 
well as the late indigenista pieces by Guillermo Uribe Holguín.  
Early indigenistas in Colombia such as Paul Rivet, Gregorio Hernández de Alba, and 
Antonio García demonstrated the existence of indigenous communities at the time, and exalted 
the indigenous knowledge as a basic contribution to the development of society (Correa 2007; 
Perry 2016). With the dramatic public abandonment of the communities, they required a nation-
state paternalistic intervention to “help them up” in national society (Hernández de Alba 1944a: 
225 in Correa 2007). The “indigenous problem” in Colombia included “the precarious living 
conditions of indigenous subjects, their domination through servitude, and the lack of a 
government policy to incorporate them into the progress of the nation” (Correa 2007: 30). 
Despite the noble aim of valorizing indigenous cultures, the state solution for the indigenous 
problem remained assimilation.  
Indigenista scholars such as Hernández de Alba, one of the founders and codirector of the 
Instituto Indigenista, was also part of a group of artists known as Bachuistas (González 2014; 
Perry 2016; Ruiz 2012). 67 The artists of Bachuismo (1930-1940), an artistic movement named 
after Romulo Rozo’s sculpture Bachué in honor of the Muisca goddess (Troyan 2008), produced 
a large number of pieces derived from Muisca culture (González 2014). Bachuismo (1930s-
1940s) represented the great indigenous Muisca past and the melancholic campesinos (peasants) 
                                               
67 Bachuistas derives from the term Bachué, the female Muisca goddess who emerged from the waters of the 
Iguaque Lagoon to create Muisca people. 
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(Ruiz 2012) by proposing an art that values mestizaje and indigenous and peasant values in a 
time of industrialization and modernization (Ruiz 2012; González 2014). Some of their works 
include Rozo’s sculptures Bochica, Tequendama, and The Discovery of Chicha, and Luis Alberto 
Acuña's paintings Chiminigagua, Chibcha tutelary Gods, and Moxa or the victim, 68 which 
represent Muisca gods, creation events, and rituals as central cultural elements.69  
The ideas of the indigenista movement and the artistic expressions of Bachuismo inspired 
the late indigenista pieces by Guillermo Uribe Holguín (1880-1971), one of the most important 
academic composers in Colombia. This modernist composer, student of Vicent D’Indy in the 
Schola Cantorum in Paris, is particularly interesting as he was one of the most controversial 
musicians of the time, not so much because of his works which were seldom performed, (yet are 
still analyzed exhaustively), but because of his explosive statements against national music. 
Additionally, he founded the National Symphony Orchestra of Colombia as well as created the 
National Conservatory where he acted as its first director for twenty-five years.  
It was only in the last part of his career that he composed nationalist music and included 
references to Muisca civilization and Spanish conquest. He moved from being an “irredeemable 
Europhile” to and “indigenista” (Castro 2018: 48). Daniel Castro explains that Uribe Holguín 
finally embraces indigenismo by using an “exoticist, orientalist, and primitivist aesthetics,” by 
denying indigenous agency. He composes this Muisca-inspired pieces as a way to self-identify 
and self-exoticize him as a peripheral composer in western art music vis a vis European 
composers. Based on Ochoa Gautier (2014), Castro presents Uribe Holguín as an “active 
                                               
68 According to chroniclers Pedro Simón and Lucas Piedrahita, moxa were boys who were sacrificed at the 
ceremonial temple in Sogamoso.  
69The Muisca past was not an exclusive theme of classical composers such as Guillermo Uribe Holguín. It was the 
theme of many composers of what is called música andina colombiana. Luis Uribe Bueno (1916-2000) composed 
the bambuco “Bochicaninando”  before 1935, and Francisco Cristancho Camargo (1905-1977) composed several 
Muisca-themed bambucos and other Colombian Andean genres such as “Festival Chibcha,” “Bochica,” “Bacatá,” 
“Bachué,” “Tequendama,” “Tisquesusa,” “Guatavita,” and “Chía,” among others.  
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transculturator in the construction of an aural modernity” based on indigenismo and Europhilia 
(Castro 2018: 263). 
Uribe Holguín works include the opera Furatena (1943), the symphonic poems Bochica 
(1939) and Conquistadores (1954), and the orchestra piece Ceremonia Indígena (“Indigenous 
Ceremony,” 1955), his last published composition by the Pan American Union. The works of 
Uribe Holguín illustrate the strategies through which mestizo intellectuals “construct indigenous 
identity” (Castro 2018: 48) during indigenismo.70 In Furatena (1943), considered by Uribe 
Holguín as his “magnum opus” (Castro 2018: 136), the composer repeats the motif of the historic 
novels of the 1880s that narrate a romantic story with the Spanish colonization as a background, 
and characterizes Muiscas as the “defeated race” (“raza vencida”) (Restrepo 2005: 22).71 
Furatena, a Muisca female cacique in the Muzo area in Boyacá, a “beautiful, rich, and 
dangerous” woman falls in love with don Alvaro, a Spanish conquistador (Restrepo 2005: 16). 
Their union symbolizes the beginning of the mestizo race and Uribe Holguin’s self-identification 
as mestizo; it is an “ode to mestizaje based on the notion of racial and cultural mixing” (Castro 
2018: 222). 
Uribe Holguín’s interest in representing Muisca culture and sound as an object of the past 
is also clear in his late program pieces such as the unpublished symphonic poems Bochica (1939) 
and Conquistadores (1958).72 The first poem is based on the myth of Bochica, the founding 
                                               
70 Castro argues that orientalism was one of the concepts of indigeneity. According to scholars at the time, 
indigenous communities were not considered native of Latin America, but that their origin was located in Asian 
cultures that migrated to the continent. Such assertion allowed Uribe Holguín to de-localize Muisca music as native, 
and locate it in the past and represent it in sound through different techniques, negating “the possibility of a temporal 
simultaneity between the Other (indigenous) and the otherizing agent (the criollo and mestizo elites), in a type of 
purification-hybridization process (Castro 2018: 220). 
71 The opera Furatena ends with the line: “The shouting cry of the defeated race is heard in the distance” (Uribe 
Holguín 1962: 51 in Restrepo 2005: 22). 
72 A programmatic piece is an instrumental music work with a preface where the composer presents the poetic idea 
of the pieces to guide the listener (Scruton 2017). 
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father of the Muisca culture who taught early Muiscas agriculture, ethical and moral norms.73 In 
Conquistadores (1958), Uribe Holguín narrates the early colonization of Muisca territory and the 
emergence of the El Dorado myth (Duque 1980; Vaughan 2015). Camilo Vaughan (2015) argues 
that Uribe Holguín, aware of the “lack of sources for the reconstruction of Chibcha music” (38), 
used two types of musical resources for his program pieces. He included concrete musical 
references from articles both on indigenous music of the Amazon and on archaeological Muisca 
musical instruments. These articles were published by indigenista scholars in the context of the 
400-year anniversary of the foundation of Bogotá in 1938.74 He also incorporated musical 
resources of Stravinsky’s primitivism, and indigenista compositions of other Latin American 
nationalist academic composers. These include what Holguín calls “primitive melodies” with 
few small intervals and unrestricted harmonies, such as those used by Brazilian composer Heitor 
Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) “to recreate an unknown sonic universe to the ears of the public” (56). 
Uribe Holguín also incorporated “crude and elemental music” (57) such as the one used by 
Mexican composer Carlos Cháves (1899-1978) to represent Indians.  In “Ceremonia Indígena,” 
the composer uses exoticism strategies to represent indigeneity as rudimentary, primitive. This 
includes use of anhemitomic pentatonic and octatonic scales, static harmony, and violent 
rhythms ala Stravinsky (Vaughan 2015 in Castro 2018). Here Uribe Holguín represents 
indigeneity “at the center of his work” (Castro 2018: 270). 
                                               
73 Daniel Castro (2018) explains how the myth of Bochica, who is considered to arrive from the east, exemplifies the 
orientalism present in indigenismo.  
74 The IV Boletín Latinoamericano de Música (1938) included the articles “On the indigenous music in Colombia” 
(De la música indígena en Colombia), and “Music in the prehistoric cultures of San Agustin” (La música en las 
culturas prehistóricas de San Agustín”) by Gregorio Hernández de Alba, one of the founding fathers of archaeology 
and indigenismo in Colombia. It also included “Indigenous musicology of the Colombian Amazon” (Musicología 
indígena de la amazonía colombiana) by Francisco de Igualada. Published in Bogotá, this number it is part of a 
periodical directed by musicologist Francisco Curt Lange to promote music and musicians of the Americas through 
the cooperation of different institutions and scholars (Berrocal et. al. 2014). 
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Rather than isolating the musical elements that Uribe Holguín used to represent Muisca 
music, I want to highlight Uribe Holguín’s intention in using such musical resources: the 
conviction that Muisca music was dead. As he explains in his autobiography: 
It is known that all the pueblos of the most remote antiquity had music. Egyptians, 
Greeks, Romans, all sang and played instruments, as it is revealed by history and 
bas-relief of monuments. It is natural that Chibchas, like other tribes that 
inhabited the American continent had some form of musical manifestation, no 
matter how rudimentary it was. But if nothing can be said of those refined pueblos 
of the antiquity, because there is no document upon which a definitive concept 
can be based on, what to say about the music of our aborigines. Where is a single 
Chibcha musical text? It is even childish to discuss the point. Chibcha music, 
which was probably more noise than music, is lost forever (…) Chibchas did not 
leave any other artistic manifestation but the rudimentary tunjos that are usually 
still found in the places where these ancient inhabitants of the country lived 
(Uribe Holguín 1941: 133-134 in Vaughan 2015: 35) (emphasis added). 75 
 
In a famous lecture in 1923, when Uribe Holguín still declared himself anti-nationalist, 
he stated that “Chibcha music, which was probably more noise than music, has been lost forever, 
lost as the treasure of the Sugamuxi’s temple” (Uribe 1923 in Castro 2018: 218). In claiming the 
impossibility of knowing the concepts of Muisca music, Uribe Holguín implies that the Muisca 
music is part of the past, and that it is lost: he is convinced that there is no way to approach the 
concepts behind it, even though he is aware of the existence of remaining indigenous 
communities and their music.  
This indigenista division between Muiscas as a culture of the past and current Indians, 
imposed since the 1890s with the creation of the nation, explains Uribe Holguín’s detachment 
                                               
75 “Sabido es que todos los pueblos de la más remota antigüedad tuvieron música. Egipcios, griegos, romanos, todos 
cantaron y todos tocaron instrumentos, como lo revela la Historia y los bajorrelieves de los monumentos. Natural es 
que los chibchas, como las demás tribus que poblaron el continente americano, poseyeran alguna forma de 
manifestación musical, por rudimentaria que fuera. Pero si nada puede afirmarse de aquellos pueblos refinados de la 
antigüedad, porque no existe ningún documento sobre el cual se pueda fundar siquiera un concepto definitivo, qué 
decir de la música de nuestros aborígenes. Dónde hay un solo texto musical chibcha? Es infantil siquiera discutir el 
punto. La música Chibcha, que probablemente fue más bien ruido que música, se perdió para siempre [...] los 
chibchas no dejaron otra manifestación de arte sino los tunjos rudimentales que todavía se suelen encontrar en los 
lugares que habitaron esos antiguos moradores del país”. 
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between Muisca past and indigeneity at the time. In Gnecco words, the separation between pre-
Hispanic past and contemporary alterity, was a perfect solution (again) for the liberal national 
project, as it “rescued the indigenous root of the hybrid nation, but denied contemporary alterity” 
(Gnecco 2000: 175).76 Uribe Holguín also reproduces Vergara y Vergara’s statement on the lack 
of historical sources and the impossibility to apprehend Muisca sound. This is, then, a repetition 
of the silence imposed on Muiscas, of their symbolic transformation into “silenced beings” 
(Ochoa Gautier 2014). The “official” death of Muisca song, reported fifty years before by 
Vergara y Vergara was still in place. 
Artistic representations of the indigenous past since the beginning of the Republican era 
and in the 20th century, exemplified here through the romantic novels and the Bachuista 
movement are a consequence of the silence imposed on the racial category of indigenous 
subjects in the initial years of the postcolony. In other words, these artists, and the indigenista 
movement, in an attempt to recognize and protect them, completely denies indigenous agency. 
While these work as official representations of the indigenous subjects of the 19th and 20th 
centuries, the 1990s marked the beginning of a new era, where Muiscas regained a voice. A 
voice that can speak and sing, and produce representations of themselves in which the past 
continues to be important as a link to the present cultural recuperation process. 
 
Muisca representations from the 1990s to the present: two musical collaborations 
“Espíritu Multicolor:” the Muisca song in the album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá  
"Espíritu Multicolor" (“Multicolor Spirit”) is a carranga song played by the foremost 
carranga singer, also considered founder and creator of the genre, Jorge Velosa, and Andean 
                                               
76 “en tanto rescató la raíz indígena de la nación híbrida, pero negó la alteridad contemporánea” (Gnecco 2000: 175). 
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musicians from the Kichwa cabildo in Bogotá. The song combines sections of carranga and 
música andina. The stanzas, referring to Muisca culture are written in Spanish and Muysc cubun. 
Música carranga is a popular genre that started in the 1970s in the Bogotá savanna and in Boyacá 
(former Pre-Hispanic Muisca territories). It was centered among peasant communities and 
university-based urban audiences (Serrano 2011; Paone 1999). Carranga became one of the 
favorite genres for dancing in this region. Kichwas, originally from the Imbabura region in 
Ecuador, settled a few decades ago in Bogotá and are officially recognized as the only foreign 
indigenous cabildo in the city (Ordóñez et.al. 2013). The style of música andina performed by 
Kichwa touring bands since the 1990s is one of the strongest references in Muisca cabildos 
nowadays.  
Espíritu Multicolor” is part of the collaborative album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá (2008) 
produced by musician David Jaramillo and Arhuaca indigenous leader Ati Quigua as part of her 
campaign for the defense of water in the 2000s in Bogotá. Ati Quigua is one of the strongest 
female leaders of the indigenous communities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, highly 
known for her political commitment to environmental stewardship (A. Santamaría 2016).77  
Jaramillo is the leader of the Colombian ska-punk band Dr. Krápula, one of the most significant 
rock bands in Latin America, committed to social and environmental causes (World Conscious 
Pact 2015).78 
                                               
77 Ati Quigua is one of the few female indigenous leaders of the communities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, a 
position usually reserved for male members. A. Santamaría (2016) explains her notorious political achievements 
based on her educative and ethnic capital. Quigua was a councilwoman in the capital city  during the periods 2004-
2007 and 2008-2011. At first, her election was challenged because she was younger than the minimum required age 
(A. Santamaría 2016). 
78 There is a long list of Latin American rock artists who incorporate indigenous music in their recordings with 
different results. Some examples include Teto Ocampo, Colombian rock artist who experiments with indigenous 
music (Mucho Indio, Polen Records 2011); the Brazilian heavy metal band Sepultura (Roots Roadrunner Records, 
1996); and the album Los de Atrás vienen conmigo (Sony Music Latin 2008) by Calle 13, the Puerto Rican rap duo, 
in which they feature Ati Quigua and support her aim of defending the planet. 
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Unlike world music albums in which the pop star leads the musical process and an 
environmental campaign (Feld 2000; Meintjes 1990), this album was produced by an 
intercultural team. Fifty-two mestizo and indigenous musicians participated in the recording. 
Renown artists such as Manu Chao, Carlos Vives, Andrea Echeverri and Héctor Buitrago 
(Aterciopelados), Andrés Cabas, Iván Benavídez, Jorge Velosa, Goyo Martínez (Chobquibtown) 
to name a few, cover a wide range of musical genres from pop/rock to vallenato, hip-hop and 
carranga, which represent some of the most popular genres of the Colombian music industry in 
the last twenty years (with the exception perhaps of salsa and reggaeton). The Indigenous 
musicians that participated are part of the Arhuaco and Kogui communities of the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta, and of the Kichwa cabildo in Bogotá. Carlos Candil, one of the Muisca 
authorities of the Sesquilé cabildo also contributed to the album. 
 
 
Figure 24 :   Cover of the album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá (2008) 
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Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá is a collage of various popular mestizo and indigenous styles 
mixed in different ways. The album credits suggest a balanced contribution of mestizo and ethnic 
musicians in all the tracks, who used a variety of ways to mix popular genres with indigenous 
musical traditions. While some of the tracks have an upfront ethnic sound, in others, ethnic 
musicians contribute to a popular style in either a pop or reggae song. In others, collaboration is 
among indigenous musicians without much intervention of pop styles or a large number of 
musicians. The songs "Agua," (“Water”) "Tierra," (“Soil”) "Sol," (“Sun”) and "Viento," 
(“Wind”) reference the four central elements of the universe in the cosmologies of the 
indigenous groups of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (A. Santamaría 2016), and of Muiscas. 
The songs combine the words of mamo José Gabriel Alimacu and Ati Quigua on the meaning of 
the four elements, while musicians play carrizo music in the background. Carrizo music, usually 
performed to be danced (Bermúdez 1992, 2006; List 1991), is played by Arhuaco and Kogui 
musicians of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta with a traditional ensemble of two duct-flutes 
(female and male) and a maraca, played by the performer of the male flute.79 In the songs 
"Tierra" (Earth) and "Sol" (Sun), a fast Andean melody is superimposed on the Arhuaco tune, 
creating a music density with the contrasting fast Andean rhythms and the slow-paced Arhuaco 
maraca. 
                                               
79 Kogui flutes, known in Kogui as kuizi bunzi and kuizi sigi and in Spanish as carrizos, charus, or gaitas, have a 
head made of a mixture of beeswax and carbon, and the duct that carries the air is cut from the feather of a bird; the 
female flute has five holes, the male flute only one (Bermúdez 2006; List 1991). Considered to be native Kogui 
instruments, these flutes gave origin to a widespread folkloric música tradition in the Caribbean region, especially in 
the Montes de María area. However, the playing of these indigenous flutes and their repertory has remained 
relatively isolated from the popular gaita tradition (Ochoa 2013). 
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Figure 25 :   Back cover of the album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá with the name of some 
of the musicians who participated (2008). 
"Todos a Tierra" (“All for Earth”) and "Espíritu Multicolor" have the most intercultural 
dialogue. The former, perhaps the most popular song on the album, is also the “most 
cooperatively conceived” song as it mixes several musical styles and performers in contrasting 
sections (Meintjes 1990: 41).80 The introduction, chorus and conclusion in “Todos a Tierra” 
present an Andean melody in kena. The intermediate sections present contrasting genres such as 
reggae, vallenato, and cumbia. In the middle of the song, Ati Quigua gives a speech in Iku 
(Arhuaco language) and Spanish about the importance of caring for Ati, mother earth.  
Ati Quigua, David Jaramillo, and Kiko Castro, as producers of the album, invited two 
Andean musicians to record “Espíritu Multicolor” (also called Cuchavira, the god of the 
                                               
80 The song “Todos a Tierra” was recorded by a large group of renown artists: Andrea Echeverri (band 
Aterciopelados), Andrés Cepeda, David Jaramillo (band Dr. Krápula), Javier Cucalón (band Nawal), and Jorge 
Celedón in vocals; and Andres, Jorge, and Marco Farinango, Juan Tuntaquimba, Sergio Acosta, and William 
Albacando (all of them of the Kichwa band Walka) in instruments. Combining the different versions of the song 
uploaded in YouTube, “Todos a Tierra” has about 216,000 views. 
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resplendent air).81 The small lineup of the song creates an intimate intercultural dialogue between 
rock musician David Jaramillo (guitar, bass, and voice - Dr. Krápula), Andean musician Marco 
Farinango (charango, kena - Walka), and carranga singer Jorge Velosa (vocals and guacharaca). 
While musicians from Walka and Dr. Krápula play in most of the album, this is the only song 
where Velosa participates, and the only track where carranga music is present (Andean music is 
included in other tracks of the album). The Muisca-themed stanzas are composed in Spanish and 
Muysc cubun.  
 The structure of the intercultural dialogue in this track is unique to the album because it 
does not combine a mainstream genre such as rock, pop, or vallenato with an indigenous 
tradition. It combines two popular Andean genres, creating a meaningful mix within Muisca 
communities. On the one hand, música andina as it is performed in Muisca cabildos is the most 
central influence in their musical practices today, which references a modern musical tradition 
from Andean countries such as Bolivia, Perú, and Ecuador, excluding Colombia. Carranga 
music, on the other hand, although seldom performed in cabildos, is a favorite genre for listening 
and dancing. Carranga is an Andean genre local to the central region of the Colombian Andes 
(former Muisca territory) that started in the 1960s. It is considered to be the modern expression 
of the peasant and rural life that started when (according to official history) Muiscas disappeared, 
and it contains indigenous and Spanish influences.  
 This mix is central to understand how “Espíritu Multicolor,” the only Muisca-themed 
track in the album, represents current Muiscas by mixing two of the most influential Andean 
genres in Muisca cabildos today. While Jorge Velosa is considered the founder of the genre and 
                                               
81 Chronicler Pedro Simon described Cucha viva as a god of resplendent air, or the arch of heaven, a universal god 
that protected women in labor and those suffering from hot flashes; Muiscas traditionally offered the god emeralds 
and small conchs from Santa Marta (Simon, 1892 in Diccionario Muysca 2019, Cuhuzafiba). 
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most outstanding performer of carranga, the musician Marco Farinango from the Andean style 
band Walka is highly appreciated in Muisca cabildos, and his band is frequently invited to 
perform in Muisca festivals.   
The song is composed as a rumba carranguera, one of the two representative rhythms of 
the carranga genre. A rumba carranguera is characterized by a 2/4 metric with two sixteenths in 
the first half and one eighth note in the second half of the non-accentuated beats, performed on 
major scales on a tempo between 100-135 (Paone 1999). The melodic line is presented in 
charango and kena, quintessential melodic instruments of música andina. When the kena is 
presenting a melody, the charango produces a secondary melody to accompany it; the kena 
melodic line also connects one section to the next. In carranga, the melodic line is performed by 
the requinto (high-pitched and small stringed musical instrument with a fretted fingerboard and 
four triple unison courses). The guitar and guacharaca rhythms of the song are typical of rumba 
carranguera: 
 
guitar:    
 guacharacha:   
 
In addition to the alternating instrumental and vocal sections typical of rumba carrangera, 
“Espíritu Multicolor” presents a second instrumental theme after the vocal section in Spanish. 
There is a change in metric to 3/4 - 6/8, probably a merengue carranguero. In this section the 
kena leads a more syncopated melody and the guitar and guacharaca mark a new rhythmic 
metric. The supremacy of the kena’s melodic line and the syncopated rhythms give this section a 
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distinguishing música andina touch within the carranga structure. After the Andean-influenced 
section, the song goes back to the rumba carranguera in a metric of 2/4 that includes a vocal 
section in Muysc cubun and the instrumental closing section. The noticeable changes between 
sections is a common resource in other tracks of the same album. 
 
“Abre Sierra, Renace Bakatá:” a musical recording for Ati Quigua’s ecological political project 
This collaborative recording project had ample online resonance. Websites on 
environmental stewardship and Latin American music emphasized the large intercultural group 
of participants who performed different musical traditions, ranging from indigenous music to 
western popular genres, as part of an effort for the preservation of ancestral territories and natural 
resources in Colombia.82 Acutalidad Etnica, an online newspaper that focuses on ethnic matters, 
emphasized the philanthropic aim of the project: 
This twenty-song album works as a donation, and the money collected from sales 
will be used for the preservation and recuperation of territories of water in the 
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta and Bakatá (Fundación Hemera 2009)83. 
 
The blueprint of this album–i.e. the musical formula of mixing pop and indigenous music 
in a collaborative effort, the defense of the environment and native knowledge, and the financial 
support for the “preservation and recuperation” of territories in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta 
                                               
82 Este fue disco fue creado por iniciativa de la Red de Arte para la Tierra (Seikywia - Semilla del Pensamiento) y la 
Común-Unidad por la Vida Tod@s Atierra, con la guía de "mamos" de las etnias koguis, arhuacos y autoridades 
Espirituales del continente, quienes se han reunido con 52 artistas de Colombia, Ecuador, Inglaterra, España y 
Francia para grabar 20 canciones. Con este proyecto se busca trasmitir el mensaje milenario de las primeras 
naciones de Colombia y América e invitar a toda la humanidad a apoyar los procesos de recuperación de territorios y 
tradiciones ancestrales en la Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Sierra Nevada de Gonawindúa) y Bogotá (Bakatá). 
En esta grabación se pueden escuchar canciones de distintos géneros musicales, que van desde la música tradicional 
indígena de la Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta y música kichwa de Imbabura, hasta carranga, reggae y rock-pop, o la 
fusión de ellos. 
 
83 Este disco de 20 canciones servirá de bono donativo y el dinero que se recaude de su venta será destinado para la 
Conservación y recuperación de territorios de Agua en la Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta y Bakatá. 
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and Bogotá—immediately references a popular type of collaborative recordings from the 1980s 
and 1990s within the world music industry. In world music collaborative albums, rock or pop 
musicians introduced ethnic music and musicians into their recordings and live performances 
(Stokes 2004). The commercial success of collaborative albums such as Graceland, where Paul 
Simon features South African black musicians, or David Byrne’s album Rei Momo featuring 
Latin music genres (Feld 2000; Meintjes 1990) positioned world music collaborations as the 
most successful product of world music, the “signifier” of world music during the 1980s and 
1990s (Feld 2000). Part of the success of the collaboration album format is that pop stars 
“provide access to the unfamiliar through the familiar.” Urban first world audiences are 
introduced to ethnic music through Simon’s mediation as they probably would not be motivated 
to listen to ethnic music on their own (Meintjes 1990).  
As part of the world music industry, these albums (and their corresponding tours and 
videos) created a double response. On the one hand, they were considered a celebratory 
encounter of musical diversity, a transcultural experience (Feld 1996, 2000; Meintjes 1990; 
Novak 2011; Stokes 2004), and a musical expression of “friendly multiculturalism” (Feld 2000: 
168). On the other hand, the albums were considered platforms of postcolonial inequities and the 
musicians “music colonizers”. The fantasies of artistic and economic equality were unfulfilled, 
especially on the issues of ownership and copyrights (Meintjes 1990; Stokes 2004).84  
Social altruism is present in many of the collaborative albums. The concern for the 
forests and their inhabitants is, however, mediated by a “primitivist fantasy,” a “primal music 
                                               
84 Collaboration, particularly in world music albums and tours where ethnic musicians perform, seems to be an 
adequate space for equity between western and ethnic musicians.  Usually, however, the rock star has the power to 
take the musical decisions of the recording and receive more credit and benefits for it. For instance, in Graceland, 
Paul Simon, the artistic producer and rock star behind it manipulates the features of sound in the studio, and while 
some of the musicians are “co-credited” in the album, Simon has the copyrights (Meintjes 1990). 
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otherness” (Feld 1996: 17) that present indigenous subjects as essentialized ahistorical beings 
with “newly layered tropes” like “green enviroprimitivism” or “spiritual new age avant-garde 
romanticism” (Feld 2000: 167). How does the balance of power and social altruism develop in 
Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá? How does it affect Muisca representation? 
   The title of the album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá, which translates as “The Sierra 
opens up, Bogotá is reborn,” summarizes Quigua’s larger political aim of  the preservation of 
natural resources, and her support of the official recognition of indigenous cabildos in Bogotá.85 
Ati Quigua aspires to reach her ecological aim by sharing the ancestral knowledge on 
environmental care of the indigenous communities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta with the 
mestizo citizens of Bogota, which in addition, reinforces the reemergence of urban indigenous 
communities of Bakatá and the preservation of the Páramo de Sumapaz. An environment unique 
to the Andes, the high-altitude plateau, is considered ancestral Muisca territory, and the main 
source of water for the Bogotá Plateau, one of the most densely populated areas of the country. 
Quigua, one of the few female leaders of the Arhuaco community of the Sierra Nevada de Santa 
Marta focuses on designing a politics for protecting water and creating awareness of the dangers 
of anthropocentrism: “I am committed to teaching people about their native essence, to teach 
them that they are also children of the earth, that the sun is not only our father but also theirs, and 
to tell them that they are a little lost if they think they can live without water” (Quigua 2008: 3).86 
Elected in 2004 as the first indigenous councilwoman in the Council of Bogotá, her initiatives 
include a water statute for the city of Bogotá, reforming the city’s environmental statute, a 
                                               
85 Bakatá is the term used by chroniclers such as Lucas Fernandez de Piedrahita and Juan de Castellanos to name 
one of the Muisca regional confederations in the early colonial period (Correa 2004). 
86 “Me dedico a que la gente descubra la esencia nativa que lleva adentro, a que sepan que también son hijos de la 
tierra, del sol que también es su padre y no solo el nuestro, y a decirles que están un poco perdidos si piensan que 
pueden vivir sin agua.” 
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referendum for the rights of nature, and the album (and concerts) Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá (A. 
Santamaría 2016).87 
The sustained commitment to defending natural resources is a shared sacred mandate of 
the four indigenous communities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Kogui, Arhuaco, Wiwa, 
Kankuamo) (Ulloa 2005). One of the basic premises of their cosmology is that humans are part 
of a larger community of living beings whose survival depends on the balance among them. 
These indigenous communities who live in the Sierra, or “The World’s Heart,” are in charge of 
caring for the relations with other beings and on guiding their younger brothers (mestizos) on 
how to care for those: 
[The] elder brothers responsibility [is] to care for The World’s Heart by 
maintaining its harmony and balance. Their goal is the continuity of the 
indigenous peoples’ lives, whose objectives are to know and perpetuate the 
Original Law and the World’s Heart since younger brothers (other indigenous and 
western people) cannot do so (Ulloa 2005: 58). 
 
The cultural and political importance of this environmental discourse is part of the 
ecological native identity (Ulloa 2005). The indigenous communities of the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta are viewed as ecological natives who “protect the global environment and give us 
all hope in the face of the environmental crises brought about by western-style development” 
(Ulloa 2005: 1). Quigua’s political project, and the album in particular, are based on this 
ecological identity. 
One of Quigua’s central concepts in the album as well as her political agenda as an 
ecological native is interculturality. It was originally proposed by the Ecuadorian indigenous 
movement as a “social, political, ethical, and epistemic process and project” (Walsh 2009: 14) 
                                               
87 Since 2006 the collective has performed in the rock festival Rock al Parque in Bogotá (JRandr3s 2010, 
musicafresca tv 2009, Revista Semana 2009). The collective also performed in the 2015 concert “Amazonas” in 
Leticia with Dr. Krápula, Manu Chau, and Ati Quigua (World Conscious Pact 2015). 
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that opposes colonialism and creates new socio-political structures, conditions, and relations 
between cultures in conflict (Codenpe 2011; Walsh 2009). Influenced by the application of the 
intercultural model in Latin American countries with majoritarian indigenous populations, 
Quigua defines interculturality as a politics for integrating indigenous knowledge into western 
thought in Bogotá (Quigua 2008). As she explains, it is a “path so that the mamos (spiritual 
authorities of the Sierra Nevada), the indigenous thought and culture enter Bogotá, enter 
Colombia.” (Quigua 2008: 3). Interculturality explains her interest in combining the musical 
traditions of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta with urban music so that the environmental 
message is heard by mestizos in Bogotá. The album is one of her strategies to transform current 
environmental policy by introducing indigenous knowledge on the preservation of natural 
resources in the capital city.  
The world music formula of introducing ethnic music through western mediation (Feld 
2000; Novak 2011) to support environmental causes (Feld 2000) is displayed in no small part in 
Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá. Although the album still represents a hybridization of pop and rock 
music with indigenous traditions, following the model of 1990s collaborative albums, the agency 
of both actors is different. Mestizo musicians of Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá are not the “white 
colonizers” of world music, but they are still a hegemonic group with power to take artistic 
decisions in the studio. And the Indians (Koguis, Arhuacos, Kichwas, Muiscas), although still 
covered under the “primitivistic fantasies” of ancestral caregiver of nature as ecological natives 
of the world music albums, act as empowered and historically located subjects with the agency to 
decide if they want to share their ancestral knowledge and on what terms. While Abre Sierra 
Renace Bakatá is partially a response to an ecological concern, it is also part of a larger project 
conceived by Quigua. It is not western musicians, but a collective of indigenous and mestizo 
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musicians led by Arhuaco Ati Quigua who, by introducing songs with ethnic elements through 
Western mediation, addresses ecological concerns that are pivotal to her political actions. Ati 
Quigua uses interculturality, or the entry of indigenous knowledge in mestizo thinking, for the 
preservation of water, not merely the discursive denunciation of world music albums framed in 
the idea of friendly multiculturalism88. In short, the imbalanced power equation in musical 
decision-making contrasts with the empowerment of indigenous subjects who introduce their 
knowledge to mestizo urbanites in Bogota. 
While the album seems to be constructed as a balanced collaborative project, the track 
“Espíritu Multicolor” poses questions regarding collaboration and politics of representation. The 
album opened the space for a sonic representation of Muiscas in terms of their present and their 
current musical practices, producing an important transformation from the Muisca 
representations in the 19th and 20th centuries, in which Muiscas were considered subjects of the 
past and represented accordingly. In the song “Espíritu Multicolor”, the mix of música andina 
and carranga as the two most important music genres performed in the community, contributes to 
represent Muisca as a living culture. However, the Muisca collaboration in the song and the 
album is somehow limited as it continues the pattern of representing Muisca culture without fully 
including Muisca subjects. The participation of Carlos Candil in the lyrics of Espíritu Multicolor 
does not compensate the silence of Muisca musicians that are developing strong musical 
practices in the community. The indigenous communities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta 
are strongly committed to Muisca revitalization, but this song evidences the contradictions and 
                                               
88 Interculturality differs from world music’s celebratory idea of “friendly multiculturalism,” where the planet is 
home for everyone to come together and share their differences. It is also different from the type of constitutional 
multiculturalism promoted by the Colombian nation-state since the 1990s in which the state incorporates ethnic 
populations into national society by recognizing special ethnic rights (Van Cott 2002). Interculturality opposes the 
constitutional’s premise of mixing indigenous and western knowledge, and proposes the “construction of a new 
epistemological space that incorporates and negotiates indigenous and western knowledge” (Walsh 2003: 33). 
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complexities of Muisca representation in the 21th century. The collaborative interethnic voice in 
the album also indexes unequal power relations between established and reemerging indigenous 
groups in Colombia promoted by the nation-state through their politics of recognition, a situation 
that is transforming as Muisca communities continue battling for recognition and survival.  
 
“Muisca Soy:” a recording project of the Muisca hymn 
“Muisca Soy” (“I am Muisca”) is a collaborative music recording project developed in 
2016. It is a joint effort of the cabildos of Bosa, Cota, Chía, and Suba, and mestizo artist 
Mauricio Mayorga, with the participation of about eighty people, including Jate Suaye from the 
self-recognized Muisca cabildo in Ráquira and mestizo sound engineer Max Ruiz. The idea of 
the project was to produce a live recording of the musicians of the different cabildos performing 
the song “Muisca Soy.” Considered a Muisca hymn, the song references the community ethos. 
The project was inspired by the aesthetics of Playing for Change that aimed to resignify the work 
of street performers and enhance the idea of music as a universal language through their benefit 
concert-type activities. Playing for Change videos present street musicians, who “occupy a 
liminal place both in space and time,” performing a popular song live (Hirsch 2010: 352). In the 
Muisca case, amateur local musicians performing in their territory take the place of street 
musicians, who due to historical conditions also occupy a liminal place within national society.  
“Muisca Soy,” however, is an incomplete project. The first part included a series of 
meetings in Suba, Bosa, Chía, and Cota to exchange the different versions of the song and meet 
the musicians of each resguardo. The local versions have minor variations in tempo, differences 
in the end of melodic phrases, in secondary melodies, or kena adornments, and have lyrics in 
Spanish or in Spanish and Muysc cubun. Musicians and authorities of the four Muisca cabildos 
attended the concert in Cota, which also included the participation of Jate Suaie from the 
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community of Ráquira, who added a preliminary section to the song. Ruiz engineered the sound 
and did a professional live recording. The only available recordings of these performances are 
the cell phone videos shared on YouTube (Mahecha 2016; Mmglobal concept 2016a, 2016b, 
2016c). The second phase of the project, not implemented, was the live recording of a concert 
where musicians of all the cabildos were to perform a new version of the song.  
 
 
Figure 26 :   Logo of “Muisca Soy” in Cota – Playing for Change 
 
Following the model of Playing for Change, some of the organizers suggested inviting 
relevant mestizo artists to take part in the concert. These might include rock stars Andrea 
Echeverri and Héctor Buitrago, or carranga singer Jorge Velosa--all of whom participated in the 
album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá.  A video would be produced which would combine live 
concert footage with images that represented current Muisca sociocultural activities such as 
medicine, dancing, and mochila bag weaving.  
This recording concept exemplifies two relevant aspects of Muisca representation. On the 
one hand, the question of what Muiscas want to depict with the song and what is the purpose of 
the recording; and on the other, the sustained difficulties of producing recordings of indigenous 
music, including the legal framework of indigenous intellectual property. The project was born 
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of the interest in promoting unity among Muisca communities, and in producing audiovisual 
material to inform mestizos of current cultural practices. As members of the cabildos explain, the 
project started with the interest of young musicians in knowing the groups and repertory played 
in the other communities. This reveals the lack of unity of Muisca communities as a single 
pueblo that has been repeatedly addressed by traditional authorities. The project would 
encourage young musicians of different cabildos to meet, listen to new repertories, and jam. As 
don José Pereira, one of the authorities of the Cota cabildo explains, the recording project would 
produce a “feeling of unification”, generating an “important impact” in the youth population. 
Stimulating internal union was as important as promoting a public media object: “[the 
project] has a central aim, the unit of the communities, but also the possibility to spread the word 
and tell the world that we Muiscas are here!” (Joan Pereira personal communication April 
2017).89 Miguel Angel Mahecha, supporter of the Bosa cabildo and one of the organizers of the 
project shares the same idea:  
[The recording is also aimed to] create a message for humanity through this unified 
 song. [Our message] should be known; school children should know because sometimes 
 they are told that Muiscas were [an indigenous community] and died in a certain period 
 and had fake gods (…) We need to show this Dorado, because when people is told about 
 Muisca culture in the world, it is automatically associated with El Dorado; people need to 
 realize that there are other topics” (Miguel Angel Mahecha, personal communication, 
 July 2016).90  
 
Miguel Angel also conceived the recording as a physical object, a historical legacy for 
future Muisca generations to mark the historical moment in which the communities united. 
                                               
89 “[el proyecto] conlleva un propósito fundamental que es la unidad de las comunidades, pero también la gran 
posibilidad de difundir y decirle al mundo aquí estamos los Muiscas!” 
90 “hacer de ese canto unificado un mensaje para la humanidad. Que [nuestro mensaje] se sepa y que [lo] sepan 
también los chicos del colegio [a los] que a veces les dicen ‘los Muiscas fueron y se murieron en tal época y tenían 
dioses ficticios’ (…) mostrar ese Dorado, porque cuando a la gente le hablan de cultura Muisca en el mundo de una 
vez lo relacionan con el Dorado, que la gente se de cuenta que también pueden salir otros temas.” 
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 In August 2016 a meeting of the authorities of the cabildos was held in Cota to discuss 
the final concert, the invitation to collaborate with well-known mestizo musicians who openly 
support indigenous movements, and the production of a video. The conversation soon became 
focused on the authorial rights (derechos de autor) of the song “Muisca Soy.”91 Because of a 
then ongoing rumor that the song was already registered as the individual property of a member 
of a Muisca cabildo, the participants had appointed a person to find out if the song was registered 
or not. He had been informed that, apparently, the song was not registered at Sayco - Acinpro, 
the Colombian copyright collection society. 92 There was no song registered with the title 
“Muisca Soy” or similar, and the musicians from Sesquilé, who might have registered the song 
as theirs, did not appear as the composers of any song. However, he still had to run a search in 
the Colombian Copyright Office, a department of the Ministry of Interior in charge of registering 
author rights and intellectual property in Colombia.  
Without knowing for certain if the song was registered, and thus not knowing the 
copyright limitations and obligations for the production of a recording, the conversation turned 
into an elaborate discussion on solving the problem of authorial rights as an internal community 
affair versus the application of the Colombian legislation. Some of the authorities gathered in the 
cusmuy criticized the search of a solution within the Colombian legal system. They did not feel 
                                               
91 Derechos de autor (rights of author) in Colombia, based on the European legislation, is different from copyright: 
“The European culture of copyright places authors in the center, giving them as a matter of natural right control over 
every use of their works that may affect their interest… By contrast, the American culture of copyrights centers on a 
hard, utilitarian calculus that balances the needs of copyright producers against the needs of copyright consumers, a 
calculus that leaves authors at the margins of its equation” (Goldstein 2003: 138 in Ochoa Gautier and Botero 2009: 
165). However, I will use the term copyrights to refer to the particular set of rights used in Colombia. 
92 Sayco-Acinpro has the monopoly of collecting royalties and providing licenses for the public execution of the 
materials of their artists (Ochoa Gautier and Botero 2009). There have been several complaints and legal actions 
against the society for not paying due royalties to artists, requiring extremely high fees for performances, and 
instituting new fees to public transportation drivers for public execution of music within their vehicles (Gallon and 
Piedrahita 2011, A. Guerrero 2016). The transparency of this society is highly questioned and has been investigated 
on different occasions by the national government. 
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comfortable solving community problems by using a national system that is mostly foreign to the 
community. For them it is a system which they do not navigate easily, and that does not adjust to 
their cultural and political interests and needs. Abuelo Fernando suggested that the community 
should regulate internally the use of a song that was born in Muisca territory, regardless of 
whether or not it was registered at Sayco - Acinpro. Their sovereignty should be respected 
regardless of national regulations. 
Some of the members of the Cota community where the meeting took place proposed 
using instead another Muisca song. “La enseñanza del Muisca,” (Muisca teachings).  This is a 
song that was born after hours of being at the cusmuy doing collective spiritual work, and 
expresses the ongoing cultural recuperation process. The composer of the song, who was at the 
meeting, suggested that given the song’s communitarian origin and to avoid similar copyright 
problems, the song should be registered as property of the Muisca community.  
After the meeting the project was suspended indefinitely. However, this incomplete 
recording project shows the opportunities and difficulties that Muiscas face when taking control 
of their media representations for public circulation. 
As Ana Ochoa Gautier and Carolina Botero (2009) explain regarding practices of musical 
exchange in Colombia, the “anxieties of unequal exchange” (158) and commercialization that 
characterized the 1990s world music have moved to the “legal terrain” (158). This can be viewed 
as a struggle between two opposing economic models: an economy of sharing versus a business 
practice based on monetary remuneration of individuals doing intellectual work on the product. 
The displacement of anxiety from the economic to the legal terrain is exemplified with the 
discussion on the copyrights of “Muisca Soy.” The conversation also highlights a thorough 
understanding of the intricate topic of property rights. It was clear during the meeting that not all 
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Muiscas are aware of the difference between registering a song, which should be done at the 
National Office of Rights of Author at the Ministry of Interior and the role of Sayco – Acinpro as 
a copyright collection society.93 The participants were not aware of the rights on the recording 
itself, which are different from the rights of the author of the song. Unless there is an agreement, 
the rights belong to the producer who did the recordings and can commercialize them later on. 
The difficulty in navigating the legal system cannot be associated to the Muisca status as 
an indigenous community or their scant experience in music production. The lack of knowledge 
on how the law works is not a “mistake”, but an “integral part of a system that is full of 
contradictory relations of exchange” (Ochoa Gautier and Botero 2009: 166). In this system there 
is a fundamental tension between the idea that all the citizens understand the law and the 
impossibility to apply it to everyday life: “between the ‘proceduralisms of public 
reason’”(Povinelli 2002: 204) that assumes an ethics of understanding the law and the 
“unsolvable spheres of contradiction that people have to inhabit in their everyday lives” (Ochoa 
Gautier and Botero 2009:166). The Muisca recording project expresses the tension between the 
Colombian law and the particularities of indigenous life, including the rights to autonomy, 
indigenous jurisdiction, and collective rights.  
The participants at the August 2016 meeting proposed two alternatives: continue to use 
the song “Muisca soy” and solve the rights of author issue internally, or using a different song 
that should be registered as collective property of the community. These alternatives bring 
additional challenges to the musical exchange systems in Colombia: the compatibility between 
indigenous legislative autonomy vs. national law, and between individual and collective 
                                               
93 Fees to use a registered song should be paid whether or not the song is registered at the collective society Sayco – 
Acinpro. However, and even though Colombia’s Constitutional Court has insisted on defending the rights of authors 
to collect fees without being part of a collective society, collecting fees independently is quite difficult (Ochoa 
Gautier and Botero 2009). 
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intellectual property rights. Abuelo Fernando and abuelo José Pereira suggested solving the 
potential difficulty of rights of author of “Muisca Soy” not through national legislation (e.g., by 
paying fees to Sayco – Acinpro to use the song), but through internal mechanisms of the 
community. As part of the Indigenous rights recognized in the 1991 Constitution, communities 
have the right to elect indigenous authorities with jurisdictionary functions within their territory, 
in agreement with their own norms and procedures, as long as they do not go against constitution 
and state laws (Sánchez Botero 2011). The possibility of solving the copyright issues through 
internal mechanisms, however, is impacted by the lack of a regulatory law for the coordination 
of indigenous and state law. This has resulted in struggles by the indigenous communities to 
exercise their jurisdiction. Often, they have had to restore to bringing lawsuits in the 
constitutional court to exercise their right to indigenous jurisdiction (Hernández Castillo 2016; 
Sánchez Botero 2011).  
The option of registering a new song as Muisca collective property poses another 
challenge: collective intellectual property rights. Promoted by folklore studies, indigenous 
knowledge has been historically considered patrimony, thus of public domain, to which property 
rights do not apply (Ochoa Gautier and Botero 2009; Barrera et al 2014). Due to the pressures of 
accessing indigenous knowledge and natural resources in indigenous territory, there have been 
attempts to frame indigenous knowledge within national and international copyright agreements 
promoted by the World Trade Organization and the United Nations, but the construction of legal 
frameworks is left to national governments. In Colombia, the recognition of collective property 
rights for indigenous communities in relation to biodiversity has not been regulated despite cases 
of biopiracy (Zerda and Forero 2002). 94 Collective intellectual property of artistic and cultural 
                                               
94 Biopiracy is defined as the “appropriation of genetic resources and knowledge associated with them, for extraction 
purposes, monopolistic control and appropriation through intellectual property by people, transnational or public and 
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objects is being implemented, but with insufficient results. Organizations such as Artesanías de 
Colombia (Colombian Art Crafts) have implemented legal resources originally designed for 
agricultural and food products, such as a marca colectiva (collective mark)95 and denominación 
de orígen (protected designation of origin)96 to register indigenous intellectual property to 
commercialize certain indigenous objects. Unfortunately, these measures have not stopped its 
illegal use internationally (Barrera et al 2014). The challenges faced in this collaborative project, 
including the legal tensions regarding copyrights that are shared by other indigenous 
communities confirm the need to develop new solutions. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter started with the question about the musical representation of Muisca culture 
nowadays, that contrasts with the historical representation of 19th century nationalism and 1940s 
indigenismo, in which mestizo authors reference Muiscas as a matter of the past. These 
representations are based on the official historical narrative that emerged in the early republican 
                                               
private research institutions. This activity is carried out without the authorization, protection, control of the country 
of origin and also without the prior informed consent and the participation of the benefits with the indigenous and 
local communities from where these resources and knowledge originate.” (Semillas 2008: 20) 
Apropiación de los recursos genéticos y conocimientos asociados a ellos, con fines de extracción, control 
monopólico y la apropiación mediante la propiedad intelectual, por parte de personas, trasnacionales o instituciones 
públicas y privadas de investigación. Esta actividad se realiza sin la autorización, la protección, el control del país de 
origen y también sin el consentimiento informado previo y la participación de los beneficios con las comunidades 
indígenas y locales de donde estos recursos y conocimientos son originarios.” (Semillas 2008: 20)  
95 Collective marks are usually defined as “signs which distinguish the geographical origin, material, mode of 
manufacture or other common characteristics of goods or services of different enterprises using the collective mark. 
The owner may be either an association of which those enterprises are members or any other entity, including a 
public institution or a cooperative”. (WIPO 
http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/ip_business/collective_marks/collective_marks.htm) 
 
96 Protected designation of origin “identifies products that are produced, processed and prepared in a specific 
geographical area, using the recognised know-how of local producers and ingredients from the region concerned. 
These are products whose characteristics are linked to their geographical origin. They must adhere to a precise set of 
specifications and may bear the PDO logo below” (European Commission 2017). 
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times where Muisca culture, language and song were considered dead, as in the foundational 
history of the literature of the New Granada by Vergara y Vergara (Ochoa Gautier 2014). This 
silencing allowed writers, artists and musicians to represent Muisca culture and music without 
taking into account their voices, and thus reinforced the narrative of the Muisca death.  
The shift in the politics of representation since the 1990s breaks the pattern produced by 
artists and scholars since the 19th century. The formerly silenced voices of Muisca subjects find 
in media formats a space to speak, not only as subjects of interviews or inspiration for films, but 
also as agents who participate in collaborative representations as a living community. However, 
the challenges and dilemmas of Muisca participation in the collaborative songs “Espíritu 
Multicolor” and “Muisca Soy” complicate the idea of a radical transformation from Muisca 
representation by mestizos as a matter of the past to a self-representation as a living culture. 
While “Espíritu Multicolor” introduces the complexities of agency in collaborative work, 
“Muisca Soy” emphasizes the issue of intellectual property rights.  
In “Espíritu Multicolor”, as part of the album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá, the Muisca 
community is presented as part of the living indigenous cultures of Colombia. Nevertheless, the 
type of representation proposed in the song is problematic: the lyrics reference the mythical past 
of the community, not their present. And, although the genres mixed in the song, carranga and 
música andina are highly representative of Muisca current musical practices, Muisca musicians 
had minimal participation in the project. Muiscas were mostly represented by mestizo musicians 
and Kichwa musicians.  
“Muisca Soy” contributed in creating affective ties and solidarity among Muisca young 
musicians, which can be seen in the increasing participation of musicians in festivals outside 
their own cabildos. The musicians agree that this song represents Muiscas as living subjects 
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actively participating in a process of cultural recuperation. The inability to complete the 
recording project highlights the tensions of applying intellectual property frameworks, including 
the tension between individual property rights and collective property rights, and the indigenous 
jurisdictional autonomy, or sovereignty, versus national legislation. These questions no doubt 
will reemerge in future projects. The particularities of Muisca indigenous music recording reveal 
the need to find ways to negotiate their desires and projects with the national and transnational 





Chapter Four:  
 
A History of Muisca Language through a corpus of children’s songs 
 
Introduction 
I have reserved the last chapter to discuss in detail one of the core elements connected to 
music and sound which has profound relevance for cultural recuperation and political recognition 
-- Muysc cubun, the Muisca language. It is part of the Chibcha linguistic family that extends in 
portions of Central America (Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panamá) and Colombia. The other Chibcha 
languages spoken in Colombia include Cuna, the indigenous langauges of the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta (Kogui, Arhuaco, Damana, Chimila), Barí, and U’wa or Tunebo (Landaburu 2005). 
In the last few decades the five cabildos have worked towards the goal of reintroducing Muisca 
language into their everyday lives. Although official records indicate that this language stopped 
being used in the early 18th century (González 2006; Ostler and Saravia 2013), the current 
sociolinguistic situation seem to signal a vibrant process of language revitalization. 
Dominican and Jesuit missionaries left in the colonial archive a legacy of Muisca 
grammars, vocabularies, and confessionals. These documents were produced as part of the 
Spanish colonial policy of missionaries learning certain native languages for evangelization 
purposes, such as Quechua, Muysc cubun, and Nahuatl. These Amerindian languages were 
classified as general languages (lenguas generales), and missionaries used them as vehicles for 
religious conversion and adminstration of large regions (Maldavsky et. al. 2013). Unfortunately, 
these written documents created to teach Amerindian languages to non-native speakers for the 
purpose of evangelization are the only sources of Muysc cubun. Because there are no native 
texts, the seminal works produced since the 19th century about Muisca language are based on 
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these colonial archives and mostly follow the logic of reconstruction, focusing on grammar rules. 
Consequently, the central challenge of reconstructing Muysc cubun is that of sound, i.e. to know 
how the language sounded when pronounced. As we will see, despite the academic progress in 
the analysis of the language, many scholars state that it is impossible to reproduce the sounds of 
the language again (“hacer sonar la lengua”).  
In spite of the difficulty of reconstructing the sonic aspect of this oral language, in my 
fieldwork I have found an increasing use of utterances that my interlocutors classify as Muisca 
language. It is common to read Facebook birthday messages in Muysc cubun, to hear utterances 
in Muysc cubun during community events, or to dance to songs with stanzas in Spanish and 
Muysc cubun. There are different emergent Muisca speech practices. In this chapter I analyze the 
sustained effort of the Muisca communities in the last decades towards the revitalization of 
Muysc cubun, to re appropriate a language that stopped being spoken at least a century ago. Out 
of the different sociolinguistic situations where Muysc cubun is used (salutations in public 
events, Facebook messages, lyrics of songs), I will trace the details and difficulties of the process 
of language revitalization through the analysis of a corpus of Muisca songs. Ochoa Gautier 
(2014) has eloquently explained the advantages of working with songs, as a “field of force 
capable of enacting translations between space, time, affect, and different beings” (80). In this 
chapter I use songs as material objects that can, among various properties, “adapt and be adopted 
across temporal changes, (an entity) that constitutes repetition, recurrence, and difference across 
time and across its many material supports” (Ochoa Gautier 2014: 80). 
Of the many songs that Muisca musicians compose and perform, I have selected a group 
that includes some of the favorite songs in the community, all of which contain stanzas in 
Spanish and Muysc cubun. The corpus includes two songs already introduced in chapter three, 
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“Espíritu Multicolor” and “Muisca Soy.” I have also included “Saludo Muysca” (“Muisca 
Greeting”). This song is part of a group of children’s songs--“Mi Amigo el Maiz” (“my friend the 
corn”),  “Abuela Anatilde” (“Grandmother Anatilde”), “Niño Tunjo” (“Tunjo97 Child”), “Festejo 
Muisca” (“Muisca celebration”), and “Lluvia y Laguna” (“Rain and Lagoon”), composed by 
musicians of the Suba cabildo as part of their language revitalization process. The lyrics, which 
narrate the memories of the living elders as well as make use of colonial references, introduce 
listeners to vocabulary words and expressions in Muysc cubun. Unlike the popularity of the first 
two songs, this repertory is local to the Suba community, yet evidences the most advanced 
perspective on language revitalization.  
This corpus of songs is central in the cultural life of the community. As seen in previous 
chapters, they have a capacity to evoke Muisca affect. At the same time, they have a particular 
role in familiarizing Muisca people with the native tongue. Community members listen, sing, and 
dance songs with stanzas in Muysc cubun; there is linguistic training in Muisca preschools as 
well as language workshops open to everyone. This chapter approaches song as the place where 
the fields of music and language intersect (Fox 2004 in Ochoa Gautier 2014; Snyder 2016; 
Minks 2013), and uses the theory of Ethnopoetics developed by Dell Hymes (1981, 2003). As 
Jan Blommaert explains, Hymes’ Ethnopoetics addresses a central issue in ethnography, that is, 
“to describe (and reconstruct)” languages as “ordered complexes of genres, styles, registers, and 
forms of use: languages as repertoires or sociolinguistic systems.” (2006b: 233). In contrast to 
the historical study of Muysc cubun which has mostly be done by grammarians, who approach 
the historical analysis of the language, my intention is to focus on the study of the current Muisca 
                                               
97 A tunjo is a small anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figure elaborated by the Muisca as offer pieces, usually 
produced in gold or an alloy of metals.  
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sociolinguistic practice produced in the resguardos nowadays.  I will do so through a 
comparative reading of the corpus that shows the use of different orthographic styles and 
syntactical structures. I analyze the significant variations in orthography, pronunciation, and 
grammatical structure to differentiate the revitalization models used and the different speech 
practices. By doing this I will narrate a history of the process from a Muisca perspective. 
The chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, I start with the current 
sociolinguistic situation of the Muisca cabildos to explain the revitalization process that is 
evidenced in the analysis of the corpus of songs. A comparative reading of the lyrics of “Muisca 
Soy,” “Espíritu Multicolor,” and “Saludo Muysca” shows different orthographic styles and 
syntactical structures that reference different revitalization attempts. This chapter presents a 
chronology of the history of language revitalization in the last few decades as it has been lived 
by Muiscas.  
In the second part of the chapter I explain why sound has been identified as the 
fundamental linguistic problem of the language since the 19th century, and if it is still possible to 
reconstruct a sound given the limited primary sources and their difficulties. For instance, 
although Spanish authorities declared Muysc cubun as a “general language,” it was not. Muysc 
cubun was actually one of the languages spoken in the region, but the archives only account for 
the language spoken in Bogotá.  
 Muysc cubun was significantly reduced from an oral to a written language by 
missionaries, with the purposes of evangelization and domination. I discuss how the question of 
sound as a central issue in the reconstruction of the language motivated some scholars to present 
Muisca language as a dead language, generating political consequences for the communities who 
attempt to revitalize the language. 
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The sociolinguistic situation analyzed here, rarely registered and discussed, updates the 
history of this indigenous language and community. The ethnopoetic approach shows another 
history of the language different from grammarian studies based on colonial records. It is a 
history narrated by the subjects who aim to speak the language again and to increasingly 
incorporate it into their everyday lives. Unlike the interest of many linguists in reconstructing the 
language as a matter of the past, the Muisca community’s concern for the sound of the language 
and its inscription represents a connection with the past, but most importantly, a current 
positioning as indigenous peoples working for the future of their language.  
 
Ethnopoetics, Muisca Songs and Language Revitalization 
To analyze the corpus of Muisca songs I will use ethnopoetics, which, as part of critical 
sociolinguistics (Blommaert 2009), allows an investigation of language as it is practiced in a 
particular social setting, giving a relevant role to ethnographic practices and the patterns 
produced. Jan Blommaert eloquently synthesizes Dell Hymes’ foundational model of 
Ethnopoetics, where language is studied as a sociolinguistic phenomenon through ethnography:  
Hymes’ ethnopoetic work is one way of addressing the main issue in 
ethnography: to describe (and reconstruct) languages not in the sense of stable, 
closed, and internally homogeneous units characterizing parts of mankind (a view 
Hymes strongly associates with Chomskyan linguistics), but as ordered 
complexes of genres, styles, registers and forms of use: languages as repertoires 
or sociolinguistic systems (not only linguistic systems), in short. (…) 
Ethnopoetic analyses, as we shall see, attempt to unearth culturally embedded 
ways of speaking—materials and forms of using them, that belong to the 
sociolinguistic system of a group (or groups), and that have a particular place in a 
repertoire due to their specific, characteristic from-function relationships. Such 
from-function relationships, Hymes argues, are complex (…) causing a need to 
investigate functions empirically, that is ethnographically (Blommaert 2006b: 
233). 
 
An ethnopoetic approach to this Muisca corpus of songs moves away from grammatical 
analyses and privileges ethnographic practices. It considers language as it is performed in a 
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social context, which gives room to creativity and linguistic variation. This is radically different 
from understanding variation as error. While Hymes was in search of certain formal linguistic 
features such as discourse markers, syntactic parallelism and intonation contours (Blommaert 
2006b), I analyze particular meaningful patterns used by Muisca performers musicians, 
authorities, such as pronunciation, orthography, and syntax.  
By using Ethnopoetics I am also calling on the Hymesian task of giving voice to narrators 
of non-hegemonic groups. Motivated by an acute awareness of inequality (Blommaert 2009), one 
of Hymes’ aims working with Native American narrative texts was to restore voice to 
“disempowered people as bearers and producers of valuable culture, over which they themselves 
have control” (Blommaert 2006b: 240). These voices, are commonly “deviant from hegemonic 
norms” of linguistic production and their linguistic production is usually considered negatively; 
and their ways of speaking are treated as “illegitimate, irrational, not-to-the-point, narrative 
rather than factual (…)” (Blommaert 2006b: 240).   
Instead of starting with the linguistic colonial sources of Muysc cubun, as most linguists 
do, I base the analysis of Muisca language practices on the music ethnography in the resguardos, 
where the corpus of songs I collected is sung is danced. Hyme’s position of Ethnopoetics within 
sociolinguistics proposes a radical difference with “grammarian” approaches to language. I step 
back from the works based only on the colonial grammars of Muysc cubun that follow the 
language as it was reduced for evangelization purposes. Gonzalez’s characterization of the 
stigma against minority voices is replicated in her statement (discussed below) on the 
impossibility of contemporary citizens to speak Muysc cubun. By analyzing the corpus of songs 
in a sociolinguistic fashion, I am echoing Hymes’ desire to give voice to these communities from 
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their own practices; in this case, their sociolinguistic practices, that, as we will see, are embedded 
with cultural revitalization and politics of recognition.  
Hymes focused on narrative texts of languages that were soon to become defunct, or were 
defunct (Blommaert 2009), such as the texts collected by anthropologist Franz Boas in his 
attempt to salvage the cultural memory of dying Native American cultures (Carr and Meek 
2015). Nonetheless, ethnopoetics also works with contemporary texts, and is a tool used in 
different settings such as language revitalization processes (Carr and Meek 2015) and asylum 
legal cases (Blommaert 2006a). I use Ethnopoetics to analyze contemporary Muisca poetry 
contained in songs, to narrate the present and future of this language.  
Based on the Muisca repertoire I collected as part of a sociolinguistic system, in which 
language is understood as “culturally embedded ways of speaking” (Blommaert 2006b: 242), I 
do a critical analysis of the struggle and advances of the Muisca language revitalization process. 
This Hymesian study of tradition takes as its starting point “the incursion of time and the 
consequences of modern history” (Samuels 2015: 244) 
 
Corpus of Muisca Songs 
In this section I present the lyrics of three bilingual songs (Spanish and Muysc cubun). I 
translate all the stanzas to English; to provide an approximate translation of the verses in Muisca 
language I use the Muysc cubun-Spanish online dictionary 
(http://muysca.cubun.org/Categor%C3%ADa:Diccionario). I did a word-for-word translation 
from Muysc cubun to Spanish and then English; this allows evidence of the different 
orthographic styles used in the songs. This translation was revised by linguist Diego Gómez who 
added information related to certain terms that are not yet in the dictionary. 
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This is the lyrics of the song “Muysca Soy” as it is performed nowadays in the resguardo 
of Cota: 
Figure 27 :    “Muisca Soy” – bilingual version lyrics by the Cota cabildo  
	 LYRICS	 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1	 Tierra	mi	cuerpo Earth my body 2	 Agua	mi	sangre Water my blood 3	 Aire	mi	aliento Air my breath 4	 Y	fuego	mi	espíritu And fire my spirit 
 (bis 4 versos) (bis 4 verses) 	 	 	5	 Desde	las	entrañas	de	la	madre	tierra	 From the bowels of mother earth	6	 Vengo	yo	cantando	en	la	eternidad I come singing in eternity 




This version of the Cota cabildo is the only one where the lyrics are sung in Spanish and 
Muysc cubun; in the other cabildos it is sung only in Spanish. The verses are first presented in 
Spanish (lines 1-18) and then repeated in Muysc cubun (lines 19-28). The version in Muysc 
cubun reiterates lines 1-10 (excluding the last 8 verses in Spanish). According to musicians, the 
lyrics in Muysc cubun are a translation of the verses in Spanish. 
The lyrics in Spanish reference a re-establishment of a Muisca connection with nature. 
The first four verses of this Muisca song (lines 1-4) are taken from a popular song entitled 
“Cuatro Elementos,” known in English as “The Four Elements,” or “Sacred Elements”. 
Although the origin of this song is not clear, it is frequently used in temazcal (sweat lodge) 
rituals in various communities in North, Central, and South America and is frequently included 
in YouTube collections of temazcal music. The metaphor in verses 1-4 suggests the resemblance 
of earth elements (earth, water, air, fire) and the Muisca human body (body, blood, breath, 
spirit). From verse 5 on, the lyrics are written by Carlos Candil, a member of the Sesquilé 
cabildo. He continues associating body and nature, but in a more direct way, by emphasizing that 
Muiscas are central elements such as water, fire, song, soil, and so on. The last stanza (15-18) 
states that Muisca beings are part of a more complex and eternal system, and echoes the idea of 
Muisca culture as a continuous culture that did not disappear after colonization. 
 
Figure 28 :   “Muisca soy” Version Cota cabildo, with translation from Muysc cubun to 
Spanish and English based on Muysc cubun Dictionary  
(Greyed out words could not be found in the dictionary. The italicized terms are the words as found in the 
dictionary; this is common given the different orthographies of the language. When a term in Muysccubun has a ( – ) 
before or after it indicates a prefix or a postfix). 
 	 	  Word-for-word translation in 
Spanish from Muysc cubun 
Dictionary 
Word-for-word 
translation in English 
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from Muysc cubun 
Dictionary 19	 Hicha	ze	hyba	 Earth my body  Hicha: (hicha, hischa): tierra, suelo  
(ze): (z-): mi, mis (in colonial 
sources it was translated as we) 
Hyba: (hyba): sangre 
Hicha: (hischa): land, 
soil 
(ze): (z-): my (in 
colonial sources it was 
translated as we) 
Hyba: (hyba): blood 20	 Sie	ze	quieba	 Water my blood (sie): (xie) Agua, río 
(ze): (z-): mi, mis (in colonial 
sources it was translated as we)  
(sie): (xie) water, river 
(ze): (z-): my (in 
colonial sources it was 
translated as we) 21	 Fiba	ze	aeloa	nga	 Air my breath Fiba: (fiba) Viento/aire nosotros  
(ze): (z-): mi, mis (in colonial 
sources it was translated as we) 
Fiba: (fiba) wind, air  
(ze): (z-): my (in 
colonial sources it was 
translated as we) 22	 Gata	de	fihisca	 And fire my spirit (gata): (gata): fuego 
(de): (ze): mi, mis (in colonial 
sources it was translated as we) 
(fihizca): (fihizca): alma, aliento, 
susurro, resuello 
(gata): (gata): fire 
(fihizca): (fihizca): 
soul, breath, whisper, 
wheeze 	 	    23	 Hicha	lo	sie	quieba	ytze	guaia	hicha	 From the bowels of mother earth Hicha: (hicha, hischa): tierra, suelo  Sie: (sie): desde, hacia acá  (guaia) - (uaia): madre   
(hicha): (hischa): tierra, suelo  
Hicha: (hicha, hischa): 
land, soil  
Sie: (sie): from, 
towards here 
(guaia) - (uaia): 
mother   
(hicha): (hischa): land, 
soil  24	 A	sie	fie	hicha	ty	lo	le	mi	hisca	ca	 I come singing in eternity (A): (ai): hacia allá  (Sie): (sie): desde, hacia acá 
(fie): (fie): mucho, con abundancia 
(Hicha): (hicha, hischa): tierra, suelo  
(ty): (ty): canto 
 
(A): (ai): towards there  
(Sie): (sie): from, 
towards here 
(fie): (fie): lots of, in 
abundance 
(Hicha): (hicha, 
hischa): land, soil  
(ty): (ty): song 
 	 	    25	 Muysca	guy	lo	sie	 Muisca I am the 
water 
(Muysca) - (Muysca): Muisca 
(guy) (gue): soy (used for present 
and past tenses, any person) 
(xie): (xie): agua 
(Muysca) - (Muysca): 
Muisca 
(guy) (gue): am (used 
for present and past 
tenses, any person) 
(xie): (xie): water, river 26	 Muysca	guy	lo	kye	 Muisca I am song (Muysca) - (Muysca): Muisca (guy): (gue): soy (used for present 
and past tense, any person) 
 (Kye): (kye) 
(Muysca) - (Muysca): 
Muisca 
(guy): (gue): am (used 
for present and past 
tense, any person) 
 (Kye): (kye) 
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27	 Muysca	guy	lo	fiba	 Muisca I am the fire (Muysca) - (Muysca): Muisca (guy): (gue): soy (used for present 
and past tense, any person) 
(fiba): (fiba): Viento, aire 
(Muysca) - (Muysca): 
Muisca 
(guy): (gue): am (used 
for present and past 
tense, any person) 
(fiba): (fiba): wind, air 28	 Muysca	hicha	gue	 Muisca earth I am (Muysca) - (Muysca): Muisca 
(hicha) - (hischa): tierra, suelo   
(gue) – soy (used for present and 
past tense, any person) 
(Muysca) - (Muysca): 
Muisca 
(hicha) - (hischa): land, 
soil   
(gue) –am (used for 
present and past tense, 
any person) 
 
It is interesting to note that in the version transcribed above the term Muisca is spelled 
“Muysca” (see Figure 28), which is the current orthography used by linguists. A few years 
before it was either spelled “Mhuysqa” or “Muhisqa” in the communities. While the orthography 
of some of the terms used in the song correspond exactly to the terms in the dictionary, others 
have minor orthographic variations. For example, the terms (fiba) (wind, air) (line 21, Figure 28) 
and (gata) (fire) are spelled exactly in the song and in the dictionary. Also, (Hicha) (soil, land) 
(line 19, Figure 28) is spelled in the song with (ch); the dictionary offers two possible spellings 
for the same term, (hicha) or (hischa). In contrast, the term (sie) (water, river) (line 25, Figure 
28) is spelled in the dictionary as (xie). The term (sie) also appears in the dictionary, but its 
definition as an adverb of movement does not work in the translation. Other terms such as (lo) 
(lines 24 and 25, Figure 28) are not in the dictionary.  
The second song is “Espíritu Multicolor”. As discussed in chapter three, “Espíritu 
Multicolor” is a popular carranga song performed by the foremost carranga singer Jorge Velosa, 
accompanied by Andean musicians from the Kichwa cabildo in Bogotá. In “Espíritu Multicolor”, 
Muysc cubun stanzas become particularly important as they are sung by a popular singer who is 
not a member of the indigenous community. As Beverly Diamond (2007) explains, the 
combination of local dialects with mainstream languages such as English (or Spanish) is a 
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resource amply developed in world music and indigenous albums, which contributes to solidify 
the indigenous community’s position, and evidences a desire to “ally one’s relation with others 
(171-172)”. Velosa’s singing in Muysc cubun portrays Muiscas as a living culture to the eyes of 
national society and empowers the community by supporting the revitalization process. For 
mestizo audiences who probably have never heard Muysc cubun, or for that matter any 
indigenous language, the lyrics introduce them to the native history of Colombia.  
 
 
Figure 29 :   Liner notes, album Abre Sierra Renace Bakatá (2008). 
 
 
Figure 30 :   Lyrics of “Espíritu Multicolor” (liner notes version) 
(Lyrics: Ati Quigua, David Jaramillo, Dib Hadra. Music: David Jaramillo and Dib 
Hadra; Muysc cubun consultant: Carlos Candil) 
 
 (Liner notes version) (version in English) 
1 Viento canto luz de la Montaña Wind, song, light of the mountain 
2 Y del espíritu multicolor And of the multicolored Spirit 
3 Nativos de tierra y agua Natives of soil and water 
4 Somos los hijos del sol We are the children of sun 
   
5 Chiegue suagagua (translation not available in liner notes) 
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6 De Iguaque soque guaguayé  
7 De chia guaguaye gagua  
8 Cuchavira, Bochica y Bachué.  
 
This danceable hit evokes classical markers of Muisca culture, such as the name of 
deities (Cuchavira, Bochica, Bachué) or toponyms (Chía, Iguaque) (see Figure 30). The first four 
verses, sung in Spanish, describe Muisca features such as being “children of the sun” (line 4) and 
of a “multicolored spirit” (line 2). However, it is in lines 5-8 that the composers introduce the 
Muisca-derived proper nouns to name deities as well geographical places in the Muisca territory.  
 The content of the verses in Muysc cubun are linked to the verses in Spanish. For 
instance, the verse in Spanish “multicolored spirit” (line 2) is addressed by its proper name, 
“Cuchavira” on line 8, which is sung in Muysc cubun. Also, while the Spanish lyrics present 
Muiscas as “children of the sun” (line 4), on line 5 the same concept is addressed through the 
term suagagua (sic). “Suagague” is explained in the ethnohistoric account of Pedro Simón, one 
of the most trusted chroniclers (Gamboa 2016: 31), as meaning “children of the sun” (line 5 
Figure 31) ( for a detailed use of the expression in colonial sources see footnote 99). 
The use of terms “Suagagua,” (line 5, Figure 31) “Iguaque” (line 6, Figure 31), “Chía” 
(line 7, Figure 31), “Cuchavira” (line 8, Figure 31), “Bochica” (line 8, Figure 31), and Bachué 
(line 8, Figure 31)  show that the composers of the lyrics used ethnohistoric sources repetitively. 
These spellings, however, are not very accurate because of the difficulties with inscribing 
Muisca sounds, particularly for non-linguist chroniclers (Gómez, personal communication 
February 17, 2019). Another feature is that the terms in Muisca language used in the songs 
“Espíritu Multicolor” and “Muisca Soy” are inserted in the grammatical structure of Spanish, and 
all the Muysc cubun lines use Spanish connectors such as (de) (from), and (y) (and). 
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Figure 31 :   Strophe in Muysc cubun of “Espíritu Multicolor” with translation 
 








Word-for-word translation in 
Spanish from Muysc cubun 
Dictionary and ethnohistoric 
sources 
Word-for-word translation in 
English from Muysc cubun 
Dictionary and ethnohistoric 
sources 
5 Chiegue suagagua Chie, gua, 
sua, gaguá 
Chie: (chie): luna (orthography 
from linguistic sources), or 
nosotros. 
Gue: (gue): soy (used as a 
postfix for present and past 
tenses, any person) 
sua: (sua): sol  
gua: (gua): cerro, montaña, 
monte;  
gaguá: (guasgua): hijo, niño que 
no ha llegado a la adolescencia.  
 
It could be translated as “hijos 
del sol, la montaña y la luna”   
 
Alternative translation with 
ethnohistoric sources: 
suagagua (suegagua98): 
hijos del demonio con luz, hijos 
del sol (fuente cronistas). 
Chie: (chie): moon (orthography 
from linguistic sources), or we. 
Gue: (gue): am (used as a postfix 
for present and past tenses, any 
person) 
sua: (sua): sun  
gua: (gua): hill, mountain  
gaguá: (guasgua): son, child 
before puberty.  
 
It could be translated as “sons of 
the sun, the mountain, and the 
moon”  
 
Alternative translation with 
ethnohistoric sources: 
suagagua (suegagua99): children 
of the demon with light, children 
of the sun (ethnohistoric source).  
 






(De): Spanish connector that 
means “from.”  
(Iguaque): Toponym. El cronista 
Pedro Simon afirma que Iguaque 
is the name of the lagoon where 
mother Bachué and her little 
(De): Spanish connector that 
means “from.”  
(Iguaque): Toponym. Chronicler 
Pedro Simon states that Iguaque is 
the name of the lagoon where 
mother Bachué and her little child 
                                               
98 “(…)” y casi en este Valle de Bogotá comunmente le llamaban Chimizapagua, que quiere decir mensajera del 
Chiminigagua, que es aquel Supermo Dios á quien conocían por principio de la luz y de las demás cosas, porque 
gagua en su lengua es lo mismo que el sol por la luz que tiene, y así á los españoles, entendiendo que eran sus hijos á 
los principios que entraron, no supieron darles otro más acomodado nombre que el del mismo so, llamándoles 
gagua, hasta que los desgreñaron con sus crueldades y malos tratamientos, y así les mudaron el nombre llamándoles 
Suegagua, que quiere decir Diablo ó demonio con luz, porque con este nombre suétiva nombra al Diablo, y éste les 
dan hoy los españoles. (Simón 1891: 284) 
 
99 "(...)" and in this Valley of Bogota they commonly called him Chimizapagua, which means messenger of 
Chiminigagua. It is the Supreme God whom they knew as the beginning of light and of other things, because gagua 
in their language is the same as the sun and the light of the sun. So the Spaniards, understanding that the Muiscas 
considered themselves children by the principles of light,  they did not know how to give them a more precise name 
than the same sun, calling them gagua, until they dismantled them with their cruelties and bad treatments, and so 
they changed the name calling them Suegagua, which means Devil or demon with light, because with this name 
suétiva names the Devil, and this is name that is given today by the Spaniards. (Simón 1891: 284)  
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child emerged to populate the 
earth. A sacred place for the 
Muiscas, and a flora and fauna 
sanctuary since 1977, it is 
located about 200 miles north of 
Bogotá, with an altitude of 
12,467’ (3.800 mts.) 
(Soque): (zoque): páramo 
Gua: (gua): cerro, montaña 
 
emerged to populate the earth. A 
sacred place for the Muiscas, and 
a flora and fauna sanctuary since 
1977, it is located about 200 miles 
north of Bogotá, with an altitude 
of 12,467’ (3.800 mts.) 
(Soque): (zoque): high altitude 
plateau between the tree line and 
the permanent snow line 
Gua: (gua): hill, montaña 




guá guá  
(De): Spanish connector that 
means in;  
(chia): Toponym. Muisca town 
named after goddess Chia, the 
wife of the sun. Place where the 
cacique of Bogotá was born or 
elected.  
(Gagua): in Lugo’s colonial 
grammar gagua is explained as a 
postfix to form indicative’s 
perfect preterit.  
(De): Spanish connector that 
means in;  
(chia): Toponym. Muisca town 
named after goddess Chia, wife of 
the sun. Place where the cacique 
of Bogotá was born or elected.  
(Gagua): in Lugo’s colonial 
grammar gagua is explained as a 
postfix to form indicative’s 
perfect preterit.  
8 Cuchavira, 




Cuchavira: (Cuhuzafiba) (the 
orthography of the song is used 
by chroniclers Pedro Simón and 
Lucas Fernández; also 
commonly used in Spanish). It is 
the name of a Muisca god, a 
rainbow that was created when 
the god Bochica created the 
Tequendama Falls (located 20 
miles southwest of Bogotá) to 
save the population from the 
flood. Also translated as 
hurricane. 
See how this term for rainbow 
connects with stanza 3, where it 
references a multicolor spirit.  
 
Bochica: (Bozica): (the 
orthography of the song is used 
by chroniclers Pedro Simón and 
Lucas Fernández; also 
commonly used in Spanish). 
Name of Muisca god who 
created the Tequendama Falls 
(locate 20 miles southwest of 
Bogotá) to save the population 
from the flood and taught them 
laws and ways of living.  
 
(Y): Spanish connector that 
means (and).  
 
 
Cuchavira: (Cuhuzafiba) (the 
orthography of the song is used by 
chroniclers Pedro Simón and 
Lucas Fernández; also commonly 
used in Spanish). It is the name of 
a Muisca god, a rainbow that was 
created when the god Bochica 
created the Tequendama Falls 
(located 20 miles southwest of 
Bogotá) to save the population 
from the flood. Also translated as 
hurricane. 
See how this term for rainbow 
connects with stanza 3, where it 
references a multicolor spirit.  
 
Bochica: (Bozica): (the 
orthography of the song is used by 
chroniclers Pedro Simón and 
Lucas Fernández; also commonly 
used in Spanish). Name of Muisca 
god who created the Tequendama 
Falls (locate 20 miles southwest of 
Bogotá) to save the population 
from the flood and taught them 
laws and ways of living.  
 




Bachué (orthography by 
chroniclers). Not included in the 
linguistic sources, but its ending 
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Bachué (orthography by 
chroniclers). Not included in the 
linguistic sources, but its ending 
(chue) is translated to breast. It 
is a quite popular character 
because of the chronicles. Fray 
Pedro Simón names her as a 
mother goddess who emerged 
from the Iguaque Lake with her 
baby son to later populate the 
earth when he grew up. 
This line could be roughly 
translated as “(children of) 
Cuchavira, Bochica, and 
Bachué.” 
(chue) is translated as breast. It is 
a quite popular character because 
of the chronicles. Fray Pedro 
Simón names her as a mother 
goddess who emerged from the 
Iguaque Lake with her baby son to 
later populate the earth when he 
grew up. 
This line could be roughly 
translated as “(children of) 
Cuchavira, Bochica and Bachué.” 
 
 
The third song “Saludo Muysca” (Muisca greeting) is part of a group of children's songs 
of the Suba community that were composed to introduce the younger generations to Muysc 
cubun vocabulary (colors, names of animals, numbers, body parts, and others). The lyrics are 
presented in order to teach in a typical form of greeting, which is extracted from the colonial 
linguistic archives. Verses 1-4 (Figure 32), which are spoken instead of sung, represent a 
salutation and resalutation dialogue, as it should be enunciated in Muysc cubun. Then the song 
changes to Spanish to explain the meaning of each of the lines of the greeting formula. Lines 4-
11 (Figure 32) explain the meaning of each salutation-resalutation word, and how it should be 
used.  Lines 12-21 (Figure 32) close the song by stating the importance of using expressions in 
Muisca language as a way to experience Muisca traditions. 
 
Figure 32 :   “Saludo Muysca” – Lyrics and music by Wilmer Talero and Jenny 
Cardozo, Suba cabildo 
 (Spoken dialogue between two 
people with instrumental music 
in the background:) 
 
1 -Choá choguaque- -My friend, are you well?- 
2 --Chogue cheguaque-- - I am well, my friend- 
3 -Muaz choa umzone- -And you, well? - 
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 (sung verses:)  
4 -Choá- yo saludo, -Choá- I greet you, 
5 pregunto si estás bien. I ask if you are fine. 
6 -Chogue- tú contestas, -Chogue- you reply, 
7 diciendo que estás bien. Saying that you are fine. 
8 -Me alegra verte bien-, -I’m glad you are fine-, 
9 te digo otra vez: I tell you again: 
10 -Muaz choa umzone-, -Muaz choa umzone-, 
11 ¡seguro que estás bien! It’s great that you are fine! 
   
12 Choá, chogue, Choá, chogue, 
13 Muaz choa umzone Muaz choa umzone 
14 Saludos en familia, Greetings in family, 
15 Saludo en lengua Muysca Greetings in Muysc cubbun 
   
16 Si tú estás bien, If you are fine, 
17 Yo también lo estaré,  I will be fine as well,  
18 Unidos en saludo, United in salutation, 
19 Juntos en buen vivir Together in good living 
20 Cantando esta canción,  By singing this song,  
21 Vivo mi tradición I live my tradition 
 
 
The Muysc cubun terms in this song are quite different from the previous ones: this song 
follows the orthography and syntax used in the colonial linguistic sources; in particular, from the 
anonymous manuscripts 2922 and 2923 at the Library of the Royal Palace in Madrid (see Figure 
33).100 As we can see in line 3 (Figure 33), the expression “Muaz choa umzone” is not an 
addition of single terms in Muysc cubun on top of a Spanish grammar structure, as it was the 
case in the two previous songs. On the contrary, the expression was included as a whole in the 
manuscript 2922 fol 22r as a resalutation form after using the expressions “choà” and “chogue” 
(Lines 1-3 Figure 33). 
                                               
100 Although there are no native texts written in Muysc cubun, there are texts written by the missionaries as a 
translation from Spanish to Muysc cubun, where they use sentences. For instance, the manuscript 158 (anonymous) 
located in the National Library in Colombia, contains a five-part catechism that includes a brief catechism, prayers, 
a confessionary, and a sermon of the original sin (Gómez, Moya, Montes 2016). 
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Figure 33 :   Colonial source of salutation in Muysc cubun (folio 22) (form manuscripts 
2922 and 2923 in the Library of the Royal Palace in Madrid) (taken from 
http://muysca.cubun.org/cho) 
    
1 -Choá choguaque- “Besamanos, saludándose. choà. y 
responde chogue. resalutacion. 
mua,z, choa umzone (Ms. 2922. 
Voc.fol.22r). 
  
“¿Cómo estás? ¿Choa? (Ms. 158. 
Voc. Fol 41r) 
 




Choguaque: buen pariente 
“Hand-kissing, greeting each other. 
choà. And the person answers back 
chogue. resalutation. mua,z, choa 
umzone (Ms. 2922. Voc.fol.22r). 
  
“¿How are you? ¿Choa? (Ms. 158. 
Voc. Fol 41r) 
 
(choguaque): (cho): good;  
 
(guaque): (Uaque): relative 
 
Choguaque: good relative 
2 --Chogue cheguaque-- 
3 -Muaz choa umzone- Muaz choa umzone: (“mua,z, choa 
umzone”): resalutacion. 
 




Orthography and syntax, a comparative view of the lyrics 
A comparative analysis of the lyrics shows different orthographic styles and syntactical 
structures that reference different revitalization attempts. Musicians, authorities, and Muiscas 
who work with language and culture programs associate certain orthographic styles, 
pronunciations, and syntax to a specific linguistic model. For instance, the word “Muisca” 
(people) is written in the version of the song “Muisca soy” performed in the Cota community as 
“Mhuysqa” (Figure 27), while in the songs of the Suba community, it is written as “Muysca” 
(Figure 32). The inclusion or not of the letter “h” between the phonemes “M” and “u”, and the 
use of the letters “q” or “c” to represent the sound “k”, are characteristics of very different 
approaches to Muisca language revitalization. Community members identify the use of “h” and 
“q” as the orthographic style introduced by linguist Mariana Escribano, while the use of “c” and 
the lack of “h” has been a standardization introduced by anthropologist Diego Gómez, who 
follows the orthographic rules of colonial linguistic documents. The use of the letters “s” and “q” 
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as a simplification of colonial orthography is a clear indication of the Mariana Escribano school. 
In contrast, in the lyrics of "Muysca Salutation," the use of the “ch” in the word choá, which is 
pronounced with the sound “sh” as in English, and the word muaz which is pronounced as the 
“ch” is associated with the school of the Muysc cubun group led by linguist Diego Gómez. Also, 
the stanzas in the song “Multicolor Spirit”, which combine connectors in Spanish such as “de” 
(“from”) and “y” (“and”) with Muysc cubun words, suggest the use of the syntactical structure of 
Spanish. In contrast, the lyrics of the songs composed in Suba evidence the use of the Muysc 
cubun inflected grammar found in linguistic sources, which is quite different from the structure 
of Spanish. When these characteristics are analyzed together, the variations indicate important 
transformations in the revitalization of Muysc cubun that need to be discussed in detail.  
 
Chronology of language revitalization 
Of particular interest is the sociolinguistic meaning of the orthographic and 
morphological variations in the contemporary language practice of Muiscas. What does the shift 
of orthographic styles, or the adoption of different language models say to Muiscas, and about 
Muiscas? When we analyze the songs, we can understand them as containing a sound archive, 
and as such, reveal a history of language revitalization that echoes not only the efforts of the 
community in the process of legal recognition but also, their difficulties and resilience.  
The approach to language by the community is radically different from that of scholars. 
While the scholarly interest in the Muisca language of the 19th and 20th centuries had been 
developed exclusively by academics, mostly with a historic interest in the language structure and 
sound, the emergence of contemporary Muisca interest in Muysc cubun altered this academic 
interest in radical ways. In the 1990s Muiscas emerge as social actors with the challenging aim 
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of language revitalization.101 This caused much discomfort to academics that had been working 
in the language and consider it a dead language. Muiscas sought the support of academia to 
further their approximation to language. However, at the time some of the scholars argued 
against the possibility of speaking Muysc cubun after the pronunciation was lost and there were 
no native speakers left.  
 
Early attempts 
The early attempts of language revival started by using Muysc cubun dictionaries, 
including the ones compiled during the colonial period by Bernardo de Lugo, Duquesne, and in 
recent times by González de Pérez (Gómez-Montañez 2009). Members of the communities 
would access the documents available at the National Archive. They took notes and Xeroxed the 
materials for their use. In Cota, for instance, in addition to using the dictionaries, cabildos 
performed ritual works to come up with the meaning of words guided by mamos (ritual 
authorities) of the indigenous communities in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. They also 
participated in language workshops developed by the self-proclaimed linguist Mariana Escribano 
(Fernández 2011, Gómez Montañez 2009).102 
Probably stimulated by the initial rejection of scholars such as González de Pérez (see 
next section), Mariana Escribano approached the communities with her pseudoscientific method 
of semiótica gnoseológica (gnoseologic semiotics) providing Muisca communities with allegedly 
new meanings of fragments from colonial records. This method would enable learning the 
                                               
101 There are processes of linguistic revitalization in non-recognized cabildos, such as de community in Facatativá 
and in Ráquira, directed by César Sánchez León and Facundo Saravia respectively.  
102 This revitalization Project has been partially funded by the CAR, the Regional Autonomous Corporation of 
Cundinamarca with the Project “The Mhuysqa language, an environmental legacy: recuperating our cosmogony of 
the environment in the Mhuysqas (Muisca) of Cota, Chía, Sesquilé, an ancestral mission” (Fernández 2011). 
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hidden symbolic meanings and messages contained in Muisca words (Gómez-Montañez 2009). 
This is supported by her idea that Mhuysqas (Escribano’s ortography) are descendants of Mhu, 
an early civilization that inhabited the lost continent and gave origin to civilizations in Egypt and 
Mesoamerica (Escribano 2002).103 According to her, Mhuysca is a type of lengua báculo 
(symbolic language) composed of ideograms instead of words (ideograms are graphic signs that 
correspond to complex ideas) (Escribano 2007). In her last publication Escribano even attempted 
to achieve the goal of speaking the language. As she explained, her gnoseologic semiotics 
allowed her to classify ideograms, and recover the model of “performance” of the last speakers 
of the last branch of the Mhu men, which are the Muiscas (2007:12). As Gómez explains, her 
definition of toponyms exemplifies her type of interpretation: Soacha is written as Xue-Chia, 
representing the son of the sun, and land or warriors; Facativa is written as FA A Tiva, first 
captain of God, and the Cerro de La Conejera is expressed as Chipaquy, or father duy. However, 
even during this period (late 1990s - early 2000s) these meanings were not approved by all 
cabildos (Fernández 2011; Gómez-Montañez 2009; Díaz and Hernández 2015). 
Scholars received Escribano’s publications either with rejection (González de Pérez 
2006), skepticism or indifference (Fernández 2011, Ostler and Saravia 2013). 104 However, and 
despite the evident skepticism towards Escribano’s scientificity, various ethnographers recognize 
the influence of her work in early stages of Muisca language revitalization and its role within the 
larger process of recogntion. As Fernández explains,  
                                               
103 Although outdated, the theory presented by Escribano has historical attachments to the early studies on Muisca 
culture. Enlightened and romantic intellectuals built different theories about Muisca origins, from being one of the 
12 lost tribes of Israel to coming from Atlantis (Gómez 2005b). In 1938 José Vicente Castro Silva, provost of the 
Universidad del Rosario, published an article on the national newspaper El Espectador on the Atlantian origins of 
Bochica, the creating god in Muisca mythology (Castro Silva in Castro 2018: 331). 
 
104 González de Pérez explained in a newspaper interview that the Instituto Caro y Cuervo rejected publishing 
Escribano’s dissertation on Muiscas in the 1980s (Arenas 2012).  
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Regardless the originality of the process in the community [of Cota], or the 
scientificifiy or veracity about this language (without speakers for more than a 
century), what seems important is the  symbolism of constructing a new word of 
denomination for this community. In this way, this new ortography represents a 
radical difference between the historical, historicized, and institutionalized 
people, and the people composed of the different contemporary communities. The 
use of this writing is of a high performative character, since through the evidence 
of this written difference, the members of the community create a new reality, or 
at least make it visible. In this way they oppose an essentialism associated with 
the idea of imaginary authenticity propoer to indigenous people and Musicas in 
particular (Fernández 2011: 83).105 
 
The language revitalization process of the Muisca communities of Cota, Chía and 
Sesquilé in the early 2000s, partially supported in the self-published works of Mariana Escribano 
(2000, 2002, 2005, 2007), has shifted dramatically. Today, her theories are openly rejected by 
most members of the rural and urban communities, who now rely on linguistic models either by 
Facundo Saravia, or the group Muysc cubun. A simple example of this transformation is the shift 
in the spelling of the word “Muisca” from “Mhuysqa” to “Muysca.” In early 2000s documents 
and YouTube videos the term was spelled “Mhuysqa,” which corresponds to Escribano’s 
orthography; more recent publications, media documents, and official documents use the spelling 
Muysca without “h” and replacing “q” with “c”, which is a clear marker of the orthography of 
the Muysc cubun group. The lyrics of the song “Muisca soy” sent by governor Chingate in April 
2017, use the modern spelling Muysca. This orthographic transition reflects the shift from an 
early and problematic model to one that combines colonial records with ethnographic 
comparison. 
                                               
105 “Más allá del carácter original del proceso que se lleva a cabo en la comunidad y de su eventual cientificidad o 
veracidad respecto a esta lengua (sin locutores desde hace más de un siglo). Lo que parece importante es resaltar el 
alto carácter simbólico que representa la construcción de na nueva forma de denominación para este pueblo. En este 
sentido, esta nueva ortografía representa una diferencia radical entre el pueblo histórico, historizado e institucional, 
y el pueblo compuesto pro las comunidades contemporáneas. La utilización de esta escritura es de un alto carácter 
performativo, ya que, a través de la puesta en evidencia de esta diferencia escrita, los miembros de la comunidad 
crean una nueva realidad, o al menos la hacen visible. De eta forma se oponen a un esencialismo asociado a la idea 
de autenticidad imaginaria propia de los indígenas y a los muiscas en particular.” (Fernández 2011: 83). 
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Revitalization with colonial records and ethnographic cases 
After the initial attempts, and influenced by the realization of the limitations of earlier 
approaches, Muisca communities shifted to reliable sources and scholars who could better 
support the aim of speaking the language again. Since the late 2000s, with wider access to 
academic publications and scholars, and the growth of Muisca communities, a new generation of 
mestizo and native language scholars emerged. 
In 2015 Facundo Saravia, an Argentinian scholar with a bachelors in English, and 
mentored by linguists González de Pérez and Nicholas Ostler, wrote an Introductory Course to 
Muisca Language, after publishing a series of transcriptions and linguistic analysis of colonial 
Muysc cubun documents.106  His goal was to produce a model for the sounds of the language and 
speak it again (“hacer sonar la lengua”). His work was based on the phonological reconstruction 
of María Stella González and primary sources, especially those of Fr. Bernardo de Lugo. Native 
students from different cabildos started to take lessons with Saravia in Bogotá and then at the 
non-official Ráquira cabildo, using his publication as a textbook, which was published on-line 
under a creative commons license.107 Recently (and in part due to the ethnographic work I 
developed with the youths of Suba with songs), Muisca such as Jorge Yopasá, a college student 
with an emphasis on linguistics, and other members of the cabildos strengthened their relation 
with mestizo linguist Diego Gómez and started collaborating with his research group. The 
                                               
106 Saravia transcribed and analyzed fragments of the colonial linguistic sources that were published on Muysc 
cubun, such as the ““General Confession” published in the anonymous manusript 2922  of the Library of the Real 
Palace in Madrid (Saravia 2012),  the “Sermon of Genesis and Christianity and Chibcha of Muisca language” 
(Saravia 2014), and the “Sermon of Baptism in Chibcha or Muisca la nguage” (2015), published in the anonymous 
manuscript 158 in the National Library in Bogota. 
107 In addition to the translation and analysis of language texts, Saravia also composes original music in Muysc 
cubun with a pedagogic and appreciation aim. 
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research collective Muysc cubun is dedicated to the revitalization of the Muisca language 
through primary sources and historical linguistics. This is a collaborative project that empowers 
Muisca communities in innovative ways and contributes academic support to the communities 
that have been denied before.  
 
Muysc cubun research group 
This is the greeting in the Muysc cubun collaborative group’s webpage: 
Welcome! This is the page of the Muysc cubun research group, a project 
maintained and updated by students and alumni of the Anthropology and 
Linguistics programs from several Colombian universities, in cooperation with 
authorities and members of the Muysca Indigenous Community of Suba.  The 
main goals of the project are: (1) The transcription of the primary sources of the 
Muysca language; (2) the production of a Muysca-Spanish Dictionary; (3) the 
collection and registration of Muisquismos; (4) the lemmatization of the 
vocabularies; and (5) The construction of a digital platform that serves as a tool 
for the process of revitalization of the Muysca language (accessed October 12, 
2018) 
 
Financed by national and international grants from the National Library of Colombia, the 
Colombian Institute of Anthropology and History ICANH, and the University of Bergen, Gómez 
and his team of researchers transcribed and digitized all colonial linguistic sources available 
(Diccionario Muysc cubun Fuentes 2019), providing digital access to the original sources, which, 
until then, were difficult to consult (Ostler and Saravia 2013) because they had only been 
partially transcribed and analyzed. The transcribed documents are also linked to the entries on 
the online Muysc cubun-Spanish dictionary. This ambitious project started in 2008 by Diego 
Gómez, George Dueñas, and Camilo Soler as undergraduate students at the Anthropology and 
Linguistics programs at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia.  
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Besides the linguistic sources, the Muysc cubun-Spanish dictionary is perhaps the most 
important section of this digital humanities project. The first version of the dictionary was the 
result of Gómez undergraduate thesis (2012). Today, the Muysca-Spanish dictionary 
(Diccionario Muysc cubun 2019) is a free and public electronic resource with more than 2425 
words. It is constantly upgraded as the group continues working with the archival materials. The 
latest version has features which include a pronunciation button, and the possibility to search for 
the Muisca term in other languages of the same linguistic family such as Iku, Damana, Kaggaba, 
(Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta), Duit (Boyacá), Bari (Norte de Santander), Raw riya U’wa 
(Casanare River) and central U’wa (Sierra Nevada del Cocuy), which allows one to compare 
cognate terms. See for example the entry for the term hyca (name, voice) and the option to check 
the term in cognate languages (Figure 34). As the studies of language continue, the team of 
researchers has included a small number of terms of which they are confident about the 
pronunciation such as (nyia), (quyhyza), (muyhyca), (boza), or (hyzca) (see Figure 35). 




Figure 35 :   Example of a Muysca term with pronunciation guide 
 
 
The Muysc cubun web page also includes a collection of Muisquismos – a lexicon with 
Muysc cubun words that were adapted to the phonology of Spanish through use. Mostly nouns, 
Muisquismos are classified by thematic groups and include the terms’ etymology, grammatical 
category, semantic field, and meanings in Spanish (see figure 36). Words are cross-referenced 
with the dictionary pages when information is available. This work was initially developed as a 
Ph.D. dissertation by Diana Andrea Giraldo Gallego in Spanish and Latin American Studies at 
University of Bergen.  She has published extensively on Muisquismos (Giraldo 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016). This collection of vocabulary is particularly important for studying prosody 





Figure 36 :    Example of Muisquismos Page 
 
 
Comparing colonial records with contemporary ethnographic materials in U’wa 
In a recent publication, Diego Gómez reaffirms the difficulty of proposing a Muisca 
sound system based exclusively on colonial sources. As he states, 
To study the prosody of Muisca only through [colonial linguistic] sources is 
sterile (…) In general terms, we can affirm that the primary sources do not have 
enough information to reconstruct the prosody, let alone the intonation of the 
language (Gómez 2016: 428-429).  
 
However, he proposes an alternative for approaching sound. Based on Nicholas Ostler’s 
“comparative and reconstructive” use of historical linguistics (Ostler 2016) and the works of 
Lyle Campbell, particularly on nasalization, palatalization, elision, among others (Gómez, 
personal communication, February 12 2019), Gómez compares linguistic Muysc cubun archives 
with contemporary ethnographic data on the U’wa or Tunebo language. Muysca and U’wa 
languages not only belong to the Chibcha linguistic family in the Isthmo-Colombian area, a 
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connection initially established in 1890s by Uhle, but also U’wa is closer to Muysca than other 
languages of the Chibcha family (Constenla 1981, 1993; Gómez 2016; Ostler 2016). 108  43% of 
the semantic equivalents between Muysca and U’wa are shared (Ostler 2016).  There are also 
multiple “syntactic similarities” between both languages and both languages use ending particles 
to indicate questions (Ostler 2016). 109 Ostler’s findings promote the idea of analyzing colonial 
Muysca texts with the aid of U’wa materials, of stating modern ideas in Muysc cubun to make  
Muysc cubun “sound again” (“hacerlo sonar”) (Ostler 2016: 359). 
Based on these findings, Gómez works on the pronunciation of Muysc cubun.  
He states: 
On the other hand, we can compare the extinct Muysca with the closest languages 
of the same linguistic family; U’wa is the closest living language. Its study and 
comparison are still a little explored field, but in which we place all the hopes, not 
only for the information that we can find about pronunciation, but also because of 
the lexical-semantic similarity that these two languages share (Gómez 2016: 
429).110 
 
In 2016, Gómez published a lexical comparison of cognate words in Muysc cubun and 
U’wa to show the variations in consonants and vowels in the two languages, based on bilingual 
dictionaries U’wa-Spanish (Headland 1997), and his ethnographic fieldwork with the U’wa, and 
his Muysc cubun-Spanish dictionary. I summarize some of his findings (Figure 35) as an 
example of the method to revitalize Muysc cubun sound: 
 
                                               
108 The Isthmo-Colombian area encompasses the territories mostly occupied by speakers of Chibcha language at the 
time of colonization. It extends from eastern Honduras to northern Colombia, including also populations in 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panamá.  
109 Both of them belong to type 24, where the order is “sov / noun+postposition / genitive+noun / noun+ adjective.” 
Also, the languages share the rule of eliminating the last vowel to mark the genitive in both languages (Ostler 1994 
in Ostler 2016: 332). 
110 Por otro lado, tenemos la comparación del extinto muysca con las lenguas más cercanas e la familia lingüística, y 
en este sentido, el uwa es la lengua viva más próxima. Su estudio y comparación son aún un campo poco explorado, 
pero en el que depositamos todas las esperanzas, no solo por la información que sobre la pronunciación podamos 
encontrar, sino por la similitud léxico-semántica que comparten estas dos lenguas (Gómez 2016: 429).  
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Intervocalic <b> is maintained in 
both languages) 
hyba Blood aba blood 
<f> (the equivalent of Muysca 







<gu> (the equivalent of Muisca 
<gu> is U’was <w> or <cu> 
sueguana Bird Ruwásira General term 
for small birds 
<p>  (<pqu>is U’wa’s <cu>) supqua bat rúcura Bat 
<m> in initial position is 
equivalent to the <b>  
    
 
The historical linguistic approach thus functions by comparing sounds between historical 
and living languages that are related. It opens new possibilities for the revitalization of Muysc 
cubun. Since it involves more precision, the phonology allows interpreting the orthography 
developed in colonial linguistic documents more accurately (Gómez 2016). As part of the Muysc 
cubun group projects, the Muisca community of Suba organizes a linguistic and culture exchange 
with U’wa authorities in both territories to further the revitalization process. As seen in Chapter 
One, the strategy of working with related indigenous communities (such as the indigenous 
communities of the Sierra Nevada and Ingas) has yielded important results for Muiscas.  
The complex language revitalization and its focus on re-producing a Muisca colonial 
sound, as it was heard by missionaries, however, is not recent or exclusive to the cabildos. In 
fact, the question on Muisca sound is a constant of language studies. 
 
Sound, the Fundamental Linguistic Problem of Muysc cubun 
The study of the Muisca language has fascinated generations of scholars with different 
interests, but they have mostly relied upon on the same cluster of primary archival sources. 
These documents were written by missionaries in the 17th century as part of an attempt to teach 
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the language to other missionaries. In this section I explain the scope of the documents, and how 
sound is one of the main difficulties of the archive. 
  
Muysc cubun as a general language for evangelization in the New Kingdom  
of Granada 
As part of the atrocities of Spanish colonization, missionaries in the Hispanic colonies in 
America, including the New Kingdom of Granada, were in charge of the evangelization of 
indigenous communities. 111 To impose Catholic religion effectively, the Spanish Catholic church 
enacted different linguistic strategies (Cobo 2014; Giraldo 2013; González 2006; Landaburu 
2004). Early evangelization was conducted in Spanish, the language of the colonizers, without 
much success. Consequently, in 1583 the III Council of Lima approved the use of certain native 
languages spoken in the epicenters of colonization to evangelize. 112 This included Muysc cubun 
in Bogotá, Nahuatl in Mexico, and Quichwa in Quito and Lima (Cobo 2014; Pérez 2014). 113 The 
lenguas generales, or the Amerindian languages were used as vehicles by colonizers for the 
religious conversion and administration of large regions (Maldavsky et. al. 2013). 114  
Although the law of general languages ended in 1770 with the royal cédula of Charles III, 
by this time it was believed that Muys cubun was already an extinct language (Ardila 2016, 
Cobo 2014, González 2006). Some linguists relate the early disappearance not only to the rapid 
                                               
111 The New Kingdom of Granada mainly corresponds to the actual territories of Venezuela, Colombia and Panamá. 
112 The III Council of Lima (1852-1853) was guided by the Catholic convictions of Felipe II, and of a group of 
various ecclesiastical authorities including Toribio of Mogrovejo as the archbishop of Lima and other priests such as 
the Jesuit José de Acosta (Piérola 2018). 
 
113 Siona, Sáliba, and Inga were also chosen as lenguas generales in the New Kingdom of Granada, but because of 
the remote location of these indigenous communities, they did not have an important role as such (Ardila 2016). 
 
114 Unlike Quechua in Perú or Nahuatl in Mexico, Muisca was the only lengua general in the Spanish colonies in 
Latin American that became extinct (Ostler and Saravia 2013). 
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and massive genocide of the population, but to the Hispanic colonial assumption that Muysc 
cubun was a language shared by all Muisca communities and their neighbors. Most scholars 
differentiate the dialect spoken in Bogotá from a variant reported by chronicler Juan de 
Castellanos in the northern Muisca territory (Cobo 2014, Gómez 2016, González 2006).115 The 
missionaries who learned this complicated language could not use it beyond Bogotá (Gómez 
2016a). 
Gómez explains the diversity of dialects in relation to the extension and geography of 
Muisca territory. Although Spaniards focused on the cold Andean Muiscas valleys such as the 
Bogotá Plateau, the Muisca territory extended to warmer territories, including other interandean 
valleys and plateaus, where other Muisca dialects were spoken, (Gómez 2016). Also, Muisca 
groups lacked political cohesion, as no group had imposed total control over the others, and this 
political situation also worked against the emergence of a lingua franca (Cobo 2014). While per 
modern analysis we cannot state that the Muysc cubun was as a general language in the sense 
that it allowed communication in a large region of indigenous communities (as most of the other 
general languages were), it was considered and treated accordingly by Spanish colonizers.  
To implement the teaching of colonial languages, professorial or university chairs were 
created so that aspiring priests could learn general languages for evangelization purposes (Cobo 
2014). The interest in learning was motivated by the fact that only priests who showed mastery 
of the indigenous language of the area were given missions. Likewise, the position of chair 
director entailed prestige and power. What is most interesting here is the mechanism for 
                                               
115 In the article on colonial linguistic policy in New Granada, Juan Fernando Cobo provides an illustrative example 
of the dialectical varieties of Muisca. In 1615, the Jesuit Jerónimo Navarro arrived at the Indian parish of Duitama, 
Boyacá, only one hundred miles from the capital city. He started to preach “in the language of the Indians”, but to 
the Indians the language he was using was “something new,” a language they “had never heard.”  (ARSI, NR&Q 
12-II, 159v In Cobo 2014: 118).  
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choosing the chair director: the applicants must demonstrate broad mastery of the language by 
presenting manuals for learning of the language. These manuals were then evaluated by a board 
of priests. Jesuit and Dominican, among other missionaries, produced grammars, arts (practical 
grammars), confessionaries, dictionaries, and vocabularies to train priests in the different general 
languages (Hanks 2010; Cobo 2014). 
The general language era in the New Kingdom of Granada was marked by the creation of 
a “Cátedra de lengua general Chibcha” (professorial chair in Chibcha general language) to teach 
Muisca language to missionaries, and the production of texts in Muysc cubun for 
educational/religious purposes (Cobo 2014; González 2006; Ostler and Saravia 2013).116 One of 
the surviving texts of Muisca language is the  “Gramática en la Lengua General del Nuevo 
Reyno, llamada mosca” (“Grammar of the general language of the New Kingdom, called 
Mosca”), published in 1619 by the last director of the professorial chair Fray Bernardo de Lugo, 
Other texts are: the anonymous manuscripts “Diccionario y Gramática Chibcha” (“Chibcha 
Dictionary and Grammar”) (early 17th century); “Gramática, confesionario y vocabulario en 
lengua mosca” (“Grammar, confessionary and vocabulary in Mosca language”) (1612); and 
“Vocabulario mosco” (“Mosco Vocabulary”) (1612). These anonymous manuscripts are 
attributed to Jesuit Jose Dadey (Gómez 2016a). They are located in the National Library of 
Colombia, and the Library of the Real Palace in Madrid.117 
The context in which these documents were produced, as part of the linguistic policy of 
general languages for evangelization purposes, though, makes the documents highly problematic. 
                                               
116 The term Chibcha, used until the early 20th century, refers to the language and the Muisca indigenous group. It is 
still used to name the linguistic family to which Muysc cubun and other related languages belong. However, I use 
the term Chibcha only to refer to the linguistic family. I use the term Muisca to name the indigenous community, 
both pre-Hispanic and current.  
117 These primary sources are difficult for researchers and general audiences to access. Fortunately, they have been 
digitized and transcribed by the Muysc cubun group and can now be consulted online at muysca.cubu.org/Fuentes.  
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As we will see now, general languages are the result of linguistic reduction for the purpose of 
evangelization/colonial domination. The desire to in teach the language through grammatical 
rules surpassed any interest in the preservation and transcription of sound. 
 
Between grammarian rules and inscription of sound 
As William Hanks (2010) explains, perhaps the main consequence of the inscription of 
indigenous languages to transform them into general languages for the purpose of 
evangelization/colonial domination is its linguistic reduction. In his study of Yucatec Maya as 
general language, Hanks explains that   
The missionaries sought to reduce the Indian languages, including Yucatec 
language, by describing them in terms of rules and patterns. The result of this kind 
of reducción is a grammar, or a set of rules that specify the structure and 
regularity of the language. In the overall project, town layout, regional 
governance, civility of conduct, grammar, and proper speech are of a single cloth 
(5). 
 
Linguistic reduction happened by inscribing the language through a set of rules that 
dictate the structure and functioning of the language. Linguistic reduction was not only a vehicle, 
but also an object of reduction.  The result was the production of grammars, which largely 
ignored sound.  
The documents produced on Muysc cubun as a general language follow the logic 
explained by Hanks. The missionaries who wrote them inscribed not the Muysc cubbun in 
abstract, but as documents that teach the set of rules that govern the structure and functioning of 
the language. The missionary priority of transforming Muysc cubun as an oral language spoken 
by Indians to a general language that could be taught to more priests privileged the teaching of a 
simplified version of the language’s grammar and vocabulary (which implied not only the use of 
Spanish but of Latin structures) (González 2006; Hanks 2010). This significantly altered the 
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vocabulary to make Muisca express Catholic religious ideas or impose religious terms in Spanish 
or Latin. This focus on rules and vocabulary eliminates the inscription of the sound of a language 
that contained sounds that did not exist in Latin or Spanish. This is not unique to colonial 
grammars. Grammars, dictionaries, and transcriptions in text collections usually exclude 
“expressive features” because languages are considered “nonphonemic and do not affect 
referential meaning” (Hymes 2004: 42 in Bauman 2015: 171).  
While producing a way to enunciate the grammatical rules of Muysc cubun was the focus 
of Fray Bernardo de Lugo and José Dadey, they reported the difficulty of inscribing the sounds 
of the Muysc cubun. The inscription of Muysc cubun was based in Spanish orthography and 
required the creation of an alphabet to represent the sounds of the language not present in 
Spanish (Hanks 2010).  Lugo introduces in his grammar a new phoneme called “inverted 
ypsilon” (ypsilon is the 20th letter of the Greek alphabet) in an attempt to "approximate and 
adapt the writing to the pronunciation." He also recommended listening to the language as it was 
spoken and used so that his grammar could be utilized as an instructional tool for Muysc cubun 
more effectively (Pérez 2014).  
The problems with the primary archives are especially associated with the difficulties of 
sound inscription, which is affected by the lack of colonial orthographic normativity and the 
absence of diacritical marks (Gómez 2016; González 2006). Although Lugo's work was 
systematic, there is no regularity in accents and circumflexes in manuscripts (Gómez 2016). In 
addition, as the primary documents available are copies of documents, the work of the scribes 
necessarily implies a loss of information in each iteration (Gómez 2016).118 
                                               
118 For example, the manuscripts of the Mutis Collection residing in Madrid were copied in Bogota at the beginning 
of the 18th century, more than 150 years after they were written, when there were no longer native speakers of the 
language (Gómez   2016: 428). 
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Muysc cubun studies and the sound of language 
The missionary colonial archive has fascinated scholars since the 19th century. Many 
philologists “tried to interpret some of the grafías (spellings) of the colonial writings,” and in the 
20th century intellectuals such as Joaquin Acosta, Louis Chisletti and Manuel Alvar continued 
studying the sound of the language (González 2006: 45).  
Following this generation of scholars, there have been important developments since the 
second part of the 20th century, such as understanding the highly inflected grammar of Muysc 
cubun (Ostler and Saravia 2013),in which a word has several variations in its forms to express 
grammatical contrasts such as tense, person, number, gender, voice, case, aspect, or mood 
(Stump 2017).119 However, the most challenging reconstruction work continues to be how the 
language is supposed to sound. Muisca language scholars such as Adolfo Constenla (1984), 
María Stella de González (2006; 2016), Facundo Saravia (2012, 2014, 2015), and Diego Gómez 
(2016a, 2016b) have worked on this issue.  
María Stella González de Pérez’s is considered a "renowned pioneer" of Muisca studies 
because of her publications on the phonetics and phonology of colonial Muysc cubun (Gómez, 
Moya, and Montes 2016: 16). Based on the analysis of colonial documents, and a comparison 
with phonetic-phonological systems of living languages of the same linguistic family and with 
lexical Muisquismos, González introduces a phonetic-phonological system of the Muisca 
language (2006) that contains 17 phonemes (including 6 vocal phonemes) and some of its 
allophones (speech sounds that represent a single phoneme), which, according to her, must have 
                                               
119 In Muisca language the nouns do not have gender or number, which are determined through inflections. Let’s 
take for example, the noun chuta (male or female descendent of a parent). The idea of one male descendent, or son, 
is expressed as chuta cha ata (descendent – male - one), and a female descendent, or daughter, as chuta fucha ata 
(descendent – female – one). 
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been used in the Muysc cubun spoken in Santafé de Bogotá, the capital of the New Kingdom of 
Granada. The author also hypothesizes about a melodic accent that affects the length of the vocal 
segment upon which it falls, and suggests the possibility of Muysc cubun as a tonal language 
with nasalization (production of a sound while the velum is lowered, so that some air escapes 
through the nose during the production of sound in the mouth). Later linguists have used her 
phonetic and phonological system as the basis for more recent phonetic systems (Saravia 2012).  
As part of her discussion on the difficulty of reconstructing sound, González judges 
Muysc cubun to be a dead language. Although linguists have historically agreed with this, 
González also discusses the impossibility of speaking it again. Citing Hagège (2002), she states 
that although dead languages can be revived by giving them back their speech, this does not 
apply in Muysc cubun because it is a system described only partially and without cultural texts of 
its own. I cite her at length:  
Hagège states that the death of a language is nothing more than the death of 
speech. But is it possible to say that a language like Muisca, with a system that is 
only partially described, and without being registered through culturally 
appropriate texts, lives? We think that there is proof that it existed; but to 
reconstruct its system of rules would only be a hypothesis. We believe that the 
language spoken by the Muisca society is dead. 
 
Today, some sectors of Bogotá and surrounding settlements want to "resurrect" 
the language of the Muiscas; but if the new hypothetical system is to be given 
speech ("se le diera habla"), it would become another language and would 
represent another identity, far from the historical links that shape the language of 
a human group. It would be, in our opinion, an artificial system for the 
communication of a new society; because there is only a partial and hypothetic 
sketch of the Muisca language -as a complex inventory of ideas, interests and 
cosmovision of the Muisca society- , and (the Muisca language) cannot be 
recreated by the mental and social attitude of a group of citizens of the 21st 
century (González 2006: 43-44).120 
                                               
120 “La muerte de una lengua no es más que la del habla, asegura Hagège. Pero de una lengua como el muisca, cuyo 
sistema está descrito parcialmente y la cual no está registrada a través de textos culturalmente propios, ¿se puede 
decir que vive? Pensamos que hay pruebas de que existió; pero reconstruir su sistema de reglas sería sólo una 




Her linguistic argument against speaking Muysc cubun is that her work is only a 
hypothetical approximation of how the language would have sounded based on documents 
written by Spanish, Italian and Creole missionaries between the 16th and 17th centuries. Also, 
that this language lacks canonic native texts such as the Popol Vuh. Ultimately, primary sources 
only attest that the language existed, but they do not allow a complete reconstruction of its 
structure.  
As we saw in the paragraphs quoted above, González recognizes the existence of a group 
of people in some sectors of Bogotá and in neighboring populations who want to "resuscitate" 
the language. By 2006, the year of the publication, some of the Muisca cabildos in the Bogotá 
Plateau had already been recognized and had already initiated processes of cultural recovery and, 
in particular, of language revitalization. They approached the Caro y Cuervo Institute, perhaps 
one of the most important linguistic institutes in the Americas, based in Bogotá. After learning 
about the work of González they asked her to work with them in the process of revitalization. 
She declined because she believes that Muysc cubun cannot be spoken again. She affirms that 
the Muiscas of the 21st century will not be able to speak Muysc cubun because they lack 
historical links with the Muisca society of the 16th century and they cannot recreate their 
“mental and social attitude,” thus it would only be an artificial system. Thus, González rejects 
both the process of linguistic revitalization and the authenticity of Muiscas as Muiscas, a 
                                               
Hoy, algunos sectores de Bogotá y poblaciones aledañas quieren "resucitar" la lengua de los muiscas; pero si se le 
diera el habla al nuevo sistema hipotético, sería otra lengua y representaría otra identidad, alejada de los nexos 
históricos que dan forma a la lengua de un grupo humano. Sería, a nuestro juicio, un sistema artificial para la 
comunicación de una nueva sociedad; porque de la lengua muisca -como inventario complejo de las ideas, de los 
intereses y de la cosmovisión de la sociedad muisca- solo existe un esbozo parcial e hipotético, y no lo podrá recrear 
la actitud mental y social de un grupo de ciudadanos del siglo XXI (González 2006: 43-44). 
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relatively common position at the time. By the same token, she relegates language as a 
grammatical testament to a past inhabited by an eternal silence. However, this approach leaves 
out a fundamental issue, namely, that, as we have seen in this dissertation, during the last twenty 
years, there have been Muiscas singing and doing rituals in Muysc cubbun.  
 
Conclusion 
How does one understand the fundamental tension between the musical and linguistic 
practices in today's Muisca communities when Muysc cubun is considered by many to be a dead 
language? On the one hand, the language has been approximated as an object of the past that is 
posited as necessarily remaining forever silent; on the other, it is a current socio-cultural practice 
that is born from the Muisca language revitalization of communities, now sustained in a model of 
historical linguistics.  
The first position is associated with an academic model of language revitalization, with 
the aim of reproducing the surviving pieces, limiting the inherent variation and creative capacity 
of a language (Webster and Kroskrity 2015).  Although this view testifies to the previous 
existence of the language, it also prevents the undesirable appearance of forms of speech. The 
corpus of songs shows, on the contrary, a community commitment to language revitalization, and 
in particular, to make the language sound (hacer sonar la lengua). As stated by Gerard Carr and 
Barbara Meek (2015), an ethnopoetics approach to revitalization "isn't' about merely preserving 
and 'speaking the past' (Kroskrity 2009b); it can be and is about articulating a present, and most 
importantly, a future" (200). The Muysca community's concern for the sound of language and 
music reflects their anchorage to the colonial past, but also their projection into the future, 
opening up the possibility of creating future sociolinguistic traditions. 
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The different forms of pronunciation and orthography present in the corpus of songs 
correspond to specific stages in cultural revitalization, and show a conflictive relationship with 
academia and the nation state, which despite having provided legal ruling for its recognition, still 
promotes an essentialized version of indigeneity tied to a romanticized past. The early phase of 
language revitalization included a mix of different resources and techniques, from the use of 
colonial sources, pseudoscientific theories, to indigenous rituals and the teachings of Kogui, 
Arhuaco, and Wiwa native authorities of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. Later and present-
day stages include digital access to all primary linguistic sources, online Muysc cubun-Spanish 
dictionary, Muisquismos, and a comparison of colonial sources with the closest living language, 
U'wa in a collaborative framework. It is a promising venue that will continue to advance in the 
next few decades.  
To close, I would like to cite David Samuels when explaining the possibilities of 
ethnopoetics from the materials of the Lutheran missionaries on the San Carlos Apache 
Reservation in Arizona: "Hyme's ethnopoetic project enables analysis of poetic and rhetorical 
forms undergoing the stresses of postcolonial expropriation and missionary influence" (Samuels 
2015: 263). It is time to approach colonial Muysc cubun sources as products of a language 
reduced to grammatical rules by missionaries in the context of the colonial project, neglecting 
the description of sound. It is also the time to pay attention to the sociolinguistic discourse of 
current Muiscas. They, who have lived the history of silencing, they who have been subjected to 
territorial and cultural dispossession since the time of colonization, they now have a say in what 
has been lost and what can be built. They now can put forward an update of the colonial reduced 
general language as part of the way to build themselves as indigenous in the 21st century and 





From “Mucho Indio” to “Muisca,” three decades of indigenous recognition 
 
 When I started my work with Muisca communities in 2011, Teto Ocampo, a renowned 
Colombian rock musician launched his album “Mucho Indio” (Polen Records 2011), in which he 
uses indigenous melodies from different parts of the country as the material for his compositions. 
As he stated in an interview during the album tour, he attempted to “construct the music of the 
future based on ancestral music” (MTres 2014). Despite attempts to purchase the album while 
doing field work in Bogotá, I was only able to get a copy of the CD a few months ago, through 
an online deal. Although I was already familiar with the music in the album via YouTube, the 
CD as an object impacted me. The cover of the album, in white cardboard, contrasts with the 
bright colors and abstract designs of the font used for the title, giving the cover a minimalistic 
touch. 
 
Figure 38 :    “Mucho Indio” album cover (Polen Records, 2011). 
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The colors in the title of the album, however, are not really printed in the cover. The cardboard 
front cover of the album works as a pocket for the liner notes where the designer used bright 
colors and abstract designs. But there is an additional detail, the front cover was designed as a 
stencil, so the letters of the title are perforated in the cardboard. 
 
 
Figure 39 :   “Mucho Indio” album inner pages (Polen Records, 2011). 
 
This design allows to use the cover to stamp with aerosol paint the title of Ocampo’s 
album, “Mucho Indio,” probably as a way to motivate his fans to support his album and replicate 
his philosophy of connecting indigenous and urban sounds.  
The expression “Mucho Indio” might be easily misinterpreted by the now-popular online 
translators by providing a literal translation as “much Indian.” However, this expression is not 
easy to translate. “Mucho Indio” has been used as an insult since the beginning of the 20th 
century, when Indians were supposed to disappear into the modern and whitened nation that was 
being created. Aware of the freighted meaning of the expression, Ocampo uses it for the name of 
his album as an invitation to think about the pride of ancestral indigenous music. As he states in 
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the back cover of the album: “We open holes in the concrete, we look for the new art in the 
ancestor. Mucho Indio has been an insult for a long time and this is the time when it ceases to be 
so” (Polen Records 2011).121 Although the album does not include Muisca musical expressions 
or musicians, it is interesting to notice the attempt to signal a shift in the expression in the 21st 
century.  
Many of the elder Muiscas of current communities proudly smile when they are 
publically recognized as Muiscas, because the term has only been in their vocabulary as a means 
of self-identification in the last 30 years. Likewise, many of them still struggle when called 
Indians as it was used as a derogatory term to signify backwardness, poverty, ignorance, and lack 
of culture. When Muiscas were called Indians before 1991, people were not recognizing their 
indigenous ancestry, but using it as an insult for being low class, poor, least advanced, 
uncultured citizens In addition, the terms Indio, Mucho Indio or Indio zarrapastroso (tattered 
Indian) were not used exclusively as an insult to indigenous communities; they were also 
addressed to any citizen who might appear poor, rural, non-modern, as a reminder that the lack 
of modernity implied being still an unevolved Indian.  
However, being addressed with these derogatory terms was particularly painful for the 
now-elders of the communities as they still remembered their indigenous ancestry, carried 
indigenous last names, cooked in certain ways, and had certain phenotypical features. I grew up 
listening to these derogatory expressions but, when I studied anthropology in college in the 
1990s, I started to notice the pride of indigenous subjects when they used the term Indio to show 
their identity. I also noticed how scholars were using it in a non-derogative way.  
                                               
121 Abrimos huecos en el concreto, buscamos el nuevo arte en el ancestro. Mucho Indio ha sido un insulto por mucho 
tiempo y este es el tiempo en que deje de serlo (Polen Records 2011). 
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Today, many members of the Muisca cabildos self-identify as “Muiscas,” and as 
“Indios”, and they even make jokes with the latter term that show how comfortable and proud 
they feel about themselves now. The transformation of the term Indio signals the profound 
changes in the Muisca communities over the last thirty years. This dissertation explored the 
cultural revitalization process of current Muisca communities in the Bogotá savanna through 
their musical practices, particularly since the constitutional shift of 1991, when Colombia 
transformed from a country based on Catholicism as the official religion, and Spanish as the 
official language, to a multicultural country with no official religion that recognizes its 
multicultural and pluriethnic character (Col. Const. title 1 art. 7).  
Despite the multicultural framework that promotes cultural difference, however, the 
Muisca revitalization, along with other cases of indigenous revival in Colombia and Latin 
America⁠ has been highly controversial, and the Colombian government has been reluctant to 
recognize indigenous cabildos (Correa 2016; Cháves and Zambrano 2006). Indigenous revival 
creates suspicion in citizens and bureaucrats who often consider the claims of indigeneity as 
merely an opportunistic move to have access to minority rights such as health, education, 
territory, and economic resources, which, guarantee the survival of indigenous communities as 
such (Cháves and Zambrano 2006; Jackson and Warren 2005; Panqueba 2005; Povinelli 2002). 
Therefore, certain bureaucrats, general citizens, and scholars consider that most, if not all of 
claims of indigenous identity are merely strategies to obtain benefits, and that they are not 
authentic Indians.  
The official discourse of the construction of the Colombian nation established a division 
between the grandiose indigenous past and the illegitimate contemporary Indians of the 19th 
century, who needed to be under Creole tutelage (Correa 2016; Guarín 2005; Ochoa Gautier 
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2014). This official narrative of the Muisca extinction imposed a political silence on the 
survivors who, considered degraded subjects, had to be integrated into the nation. Because of the 
differential power between hegemonic and dissident memories of the past, Muisca voices were 
silenced until the 1990s. The healing, singing, dancing and talking of contemporary Muiscas 
breaks the silencing of their political voices. This research narrated the ways in which music and 
language combats such silence and helps assert and produce an indigenous identity within the 
multicultural politics of recognition of the present, both within and beyond Colombia.  
The detailed analysis of the musical, linguistic, and sonic practices of the contemporary 
Muiscas presented here works as a lens to explain how Muisca identity is constantly negotiated 
with the nation-state and other actors—scholars, general citizens, other indigenous communities. 
Instead of asking about the authenticity of their Indianness, I researched the broader context 
within which such pressure for authentic indigenous performance emerges. The ethnography of 
the Muisca sonic practices allowed for a critical reflection of the contemporary Muisca practices 
oriented towards illustrating the complexities, ironies, twists and difficulties of the politics of 
indigeneity within multicultural neoliberal politics. The aural indigeneity produced by 
contemporary Muiscas as a different identity regime diverges from other Muisca revitalization 
practices that are based on the emulation of the colonial archives. In this way, I argued that the 
sonic revitalization provides an aural identity formation beyond the nation-state’s essentialistic 
parameters of indigeneity established to dominate the difference.  
The popularity of música andina in Muisca cabildos nowadays generated many questions 
related to its origins, current trend, and impact on the larger goals of cultural revitalization and 
official recognition. Música andina emerged as a style inspired by the indigenous melodies of 
Andean highlanders, and on their ancient pentatonic scales and instruments. Music groups 
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introduced these ancient indigenous treasures to urban audiences around the world. In the 1990s, 
indigenous communities became interested in playing and dancing the style, even though it was 
not their traditional music (such as the case of Nasa in Cauca, Colombia). Muiscas incorporated 
the popular music style to their process of cultural revitalization with much success. The Andean 
music workshops interested the youngest generation of Muiscas, some of whom quickly 
achieved advanced levels of musicianship. The elders in the communities who had rarely heard 
these genres before, approved the songs and participated in constructing lyrics that would 
reference local histories.  They followed the aesthetics of highlighting the love for the people and 
the territory by using general terms such as mountain, river, or woman, instead of including the 
specific name of the mountain, river, or loved one. 
The way in which the Muisca musical performance supports obtaining and keeping legal 
recognition remains challenging. The Colombian nation-state grants ethnic status to groups who 
demonstrate a historical connection with the culture to which they belong, and exhibit related 
diacritic markers that promote an essentialized indigeneity (Correa 2016; Cháves and Zambrano 
2006). Although performing a cosmopolitan popular musical style that started with mestizo 
musicians in the 1950s does not reinforce a historical connection with the pre-Hispanic and 
colonial Muisca culture, these musical practices contribute to fulfilling the essentialized 
indigeneity requested by the government because they are performing a musical style that 
indexes a sonic idea of essentialized Andean indigeneity. 
The celebratory rhetoric of official multiculturalism also revealed an increased visibility 
and audibility of indigenous and Afro Colombian communities after the 1990s. Given the radical 
transformation of Muiscas in official accounts from a culture of the past to a living indigenous 
community, I contrasted sonic representations of Muisca indigeneity produced after and before 
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the 1990s in an attempt to determine if Muisca representations had changed now that Muiscas 
have a political voice. The songs analyzed-- “Espíritu Multicolor” produced by an intercultural 
group of musicians including indigenous subjects and rock stars in the album “Abre Sierra 
Renace Bakatá (2008), and the recording project “Muisca Soy,” a collaboration of Muisca 
musicians and artist Mauricio Mayorga, evidenced a shift in the sonic representations of Muisca 
indigeneity. Muiscas now have more participation in the sonic representations. Their culture is 
depicted as rooted in the past, but with relevance in the present. These songs include the type of 
sound that is characteristic of Muisca communities today: an Andean-influenced sound 
performed with kena, zampoña, charango, and drums, sometimes combined with carranga music, 
a modern style of the peasants that inhabit former Muisca territory. Both recording projects also 
showed new struggles that current Muiscas must face in order to produce the type of self-
representation they want to promote. These include issues of Muisca agency when participating 
in events with other “more established” indigenous groups, and issues of copyright. Despite the 
new challenges, the current representation contrasts with the 1940s indigenista representations of 
academic composers, who following the ideas of the indigenista movement, considered that the 
Muisca sound was forever silenced in the past. They used historical and ethnographic sources of 
indigenous music to produce a version of how it might have sounded.  
By taking a closer look at the language revitalization process in Muisca communities 
today, two contrasting narratives emerge. On the one hand, the scholars that during the 20th 
century studied the primary sources produced a grammatical approach to the language. This 
reflected the lack of native texts and the failed attempt to reduce Muisca to a general language in 
a territory where different Muisca groups spoke different dialects. The corpus of the songs 
presented here, however, shows a different situation. As part of the cultural revitalization effort, 
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the community has worked on reviving of the language, creating a new, particular sociolinguistic 
situation that linguists had not taken into account, probably because of their suspicions about 
their authenticity and the instrumental use of an indigenous identity to access ethnic rights  
The early language use in the cabildos, evidenced in the variations in orthography and the 
Spanish syntax of the corpus of songs, show at the same time an attempt to rely on colonial 
sources (linguistic and ethnohistorical), and a conflictive relationship with the nation-state and 
academics. Later research that involved the systematic work with all the colonial sources, the use 
of linguistic comparison with kin-related living languages (such as the central U’wa), and the 
new working scheme of interethnic collaboration crucially transformed the sociolinguistic 
situation. 
The community’s effort in understanding the sound of the language reflects their interest 
in the colonial past, but also in their future, and their attempt to create future sociolinguistic 
traditions. I doubt that the goal should be to speak the language as it was spoken when 
missionaries reduced it to a general language. As languages evolve through time, the resource of 
comparing the colonial archives with living kin-related languages and the collaboration between 
linguists and community members will prove more successful than any attempt to speak a 
reduced general language inscribed for religious and political domination.  
 
* * * 
 
As I finish writing this dissertation, the political situation in Colombia is becoming 
increasingly critical. In the framework of a peace agreement that is threatened by the decisions of 
the current government, including ending the transitional justice system and denying the 
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existence of past and present violence, indigenous communities are back in the headlines. A 
large movement of indigenous communities throughout the country, including Muiscas, declared 
themselves in a “minga” (collaborative work within indigenous groups) to demand respect for 
the peace agreement and for their ethnic rights to territory and autonomy. The president 
announced early in April 2019 that he was going to the Cauca state to talk to the indigenous 
communities gathered in the minga. However, as the media reported, even though he traveled 
there, he could not agree on a meeting place (he was requesting an enclosed space for security 
reasons, but the minga wanted him to meet with the 5,000 indigenous subjects gathered in the 
main square of Caldono). Despite the UN representatives call to president Duque to meet with 
the indigenous audience, he did not gather with them (Redacción Nacional, 2019).  
Several indigenous leaders have been killed in this minga. Social media are loaded with 
messages both supporting and criticizing the indigenous protest.  Derogatory terms such as 
“mucho indio” are being used again against indigenous communities to diminish their claims to 
regain their former territories (which had been approved in previous administrations) and portray 
them as savage, violent groups that only care about their ethnic rights and do not contribute to 
build a nation. Others insist that the nation should not give into them, ignoring both the 
constitution and the history of indigenous land dispossession that I illustrated here with the 
Muisca case. I hope that the pride of indigenous communities in regards to their ancestry is not 
used, again, against their cultural and political agendas. I hope that the histories narrated in this 
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